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6Honorary Degrees
The University of Iowa has established 
a policy for the awarding of honorary 
degrees. The first awards were made in 
December 2007 to Marvin Pomerantz and 
Ignacio Ponseti. 
The University confers Honorary Degrees 
to individuals who have demonstrated 
extraordinary achievements in such areas 
as research, scholarship, education, artis-
tic creation, social activism, human rights, 
or humanitarian outreach.  Nominations 
are made by the faculty, with selections 
approved by the Provost and the Board of 
Regents, State of Iowa.
The May 2008 honorary degree awardee 
is: 
ROBERT SOLOW:   Professor Solow is 
being recognized for his groundbreaking 
contributions to our understanding of 
economic growth and technological 
change, for which he was awarded the 1987 
Nobel Prize in Economic Science. Born 
in Brooklyn, NY in 1924, Professor Solow 
enrolled at Harvard University in 1940 
and, following a two-year interruption to 
serve in the U.S. Army in North Africa and 
Italy during World War II, received his 
A.B. in Economics in 1947, followed by his 
Ph.D. in 1951. Professor Solow has spent 
his entire academic career at MIT, starting 
as an assistant professor of statistics in 1950 
and ultimately being named an Institute 
Professor in 1973. His books include 
Capital Theory and the Rate of Return (1963), 
Growth Theory: An Exposition (1970) and The 
Labor Market as a Social Institution (1990). 
His former doctoral students include 
current Federal Reserve Chairman Ben 
Bernanke, former Chairs of the Council 
of Economic Advisors Joseph Stiglitz 
and Laura D’Andrea Tyson, and several 
fellow Nobel laureates. In 1999, President 
Clinton awarded him the National Medal 
of Science. Professor Solow has numerous 
ties to The University of Iowa. He has been 
a member of the Tippie College of Business 
Board of Visitors since 1984, he delivered 
the inaugural Howard Bowen Lecture 
in 1986, was an Ida Beam Distinguished 
Visiting Professor, has taught in the 
MBA program, his son John has been a 
faculty member in The University of Iowa 
Department of Economics since 1981, 
and his grandson Benjamin is graduating 
from The University of Iowa with a B.S. in 
Economics and Political Science this spring.
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Pharmacy.  Thesis: Compression 
Calorimetry, Powder Compaction 
Thermodynamics and Deformation 
Mechanisms
Karissa Dawn Carlson
Biochemistry.  Thesis: Translesion 
DNA Synthesis by Eukaryotic DNA 
Polymerases eta and kappa
Mary E. Healey Charlton
Epidemiology.  Thesis:  Evaluation of 
the Impact of Employer-sponsored High 
Deductible Health Plans with Health 
Savings Accounts on Expenditures:  
Utilization and Use of Preventive 
Services
Aeran Choi,  Iowa City
Science Education.  Thesis: A Study of 
Student Written Argument Using the 
Science Writing Heuristic Approach 
in Inquiry-based Freshman General 
Chemistry Laboratory Classes
Dominic J. Cirillo,  Butler, PA
Epidemiology.  Thesis: The Effect of 
Statin Use on Incident Immune-mediated 
and Infectious Conditions among U.S. 
Veterans
Carla Renee Colletti
Music.  Thesis: An Interdisciplinary 
Approach to Selected Works by Francis 
Poulenc
Christopher Miles Comer,   
Ocean Springs, MS
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering.  
Thesis: Synthesis and Characterization 
of Monomers and Polymers 
from Biorenewable Resources by 
Photochemical Reactions: Furfural and 
Starch-g-PMMA
Bridget Ann Conlon
Sociology.  Thesis: Does Where You Live 
Affect How You Feel?  An Investigation 
into Neighborhood Characteristics and 
Mental Health
Michelle Christine Croft
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations.  Thesis:  Modified 
Assessments for the NCLB “Two 
Percent” Students:  Analysis of the Legal 
Requirements, Psychometric Standards, 
and Policy
Rashmi Dalvi,  Mumbai, India
Chemistry.  Thesis: Dearomatization 
Strategies for the Synthesis of 
Azaspirocycles
Jessica Rae DeSpain,  Thomson, IL
English.  Thesis: Steaming across the 
Pond:  Travel, Transatlantic Literary 
Culture, and the Nineteenth-century 
Book
Mayuri Kishor Dighe
Chemistry.  Thesis: Host-Guest Chemistry 
of Triaroylbenzene Derivatives
Brian Scott DiSarro
Political Science.  Thesis: Institutions 
Matter: An Analysis of Gay Rights 
Policymaking in the American States
J. Sage Elwell
Religious Studies.  Thesis: Crisis of 
Transcendence:  Theology, Ethics, and the 
Arts in Contemporary Culture
Bryan Eldon Engelhardt
Economics.  Thesis: Essays on Crime and 
Search Frictions
Dai Feng
Statistics.  Thesis: Bayesian Hidden 
Markov Normal Mixture Models with 
Application to MRI Tissue Classification
Daniel John Ferraro,  Saint Cloud, MN
Biochemistry.  Thesis: Structure-Function 
Studies of Rieske Oxygenases
Beth Ann Ficek
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering.  
Thesis: The Potential of Cationic 
Photopolymerization’s Long Lived 
Active Centers
Diana Rae Gallegos
Neuroscience.  Thesis: Learning in 
Alzheimer’s Disease Is Facilitated by 
Social Interaction and Common Ground
Xiaoli Gao
Statistics.  Thesis: Penalized Methods 
for High-dimensional Least Absolute 
Deviation Regression
Teresa A. Garcia
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies.  Thesis: Mexican Room: Public 
Schooling and the Children of Mexican 
Railroad Workers in Fort Madison, Iowa, 
1923-1930
Mona Kathryn Garvin,  Coralville
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Automated 3-D Segmentation and 
Analysis of Retinal Optical Coherence 
Tomography Images
Andrea Gayoso,  Montevideo, Uruguay
History.  Thesis: Scotism in Spain: The 
Early Years (1310-1345)
Surajeet Ghosh
Mechanical Engineering.  Thesis: Free 
Surface Instabilities and Plunging 
Breaking Waves Downstream of a Bump 
in a Shallow Water Open Channel Flume
Charles Edward Goehring
Communication Studies.  Thesis: Visual 
Controversy and Democracy:  The 
Rhetorical Uses of the Abu Ghraib 
Photographs
Graduate ColleGe    
Doctor of Philosophy
Michael Mario Albrecht,  Iowa City
Communication Studies.  Thesis: 
Fake Plastic Trees: Authenticity in 
Contemporary Popular Media Culture
Bryan Golden Allen,  Salt Lake City, UT
Biochemistry.  Thesis: Assessing the Roles 
of XNkx2 Genes in Xenopus Cardiac 
Development
Christine J. Anderson,  Cedar Rapids
Teaching and Learning.  Thesis: Choice as 
an Intervention in the Academic Setting 
for Female Residents of a Juvenile Home
Emmanuel Godwin Ankudey,  Ghana
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering.  
Thesis: Biocatalyst and Bioprocess 
Engineering for Alkene Epoxidation
Michelle Armstrong-Partida,  El Paso, TX
History.  Thesis: Misbehaving Clerics: 
Sexuality, Masculinity, and Pastoral Care 
in Fourteenth-century Catalunya
Alix Ashare
Translational Biomedicine.  Thesis: 
Insulin-like Growth Factor-1 Improves 
Survival in a Murine Model of Sepsis via 
Improved Hepatic Bacterial Clearance
Michael Charles Baltutis,  Milwaukee, WI
Religious Studies.  Thesis: The Festival of 
Indra:  The Construction of a South Asian 
Urban Celebration
Grant Jacob Balzer,  Yoakum, TX
Microbiology.  Thesis: The Interplay 
between Acute and Chronic Virulence 
Determinants of Pseudomonas aeruginosa
Rebeca Bataller
Education.  Thesis: Pragmatic 
Development in the Study Abroad 
Setting:  Requesting a Service in Spanish
Lucas Anton Bennett
Mathematics.  Thesis: Edge Index and 
Arc Index of Knots and Links
Ryan Lee Boudreau
Molecular Physiology and Biophysics.  
Thesis: Comparative Analyses of 
Hairpin-based RNA Interference Vectors 
for Neurodegenerative Disease Therapy
Aaron Winfield Breneman
Physics.  Thesis: Multi-spacecraft 
Observations of Chorus Dispersion and 
Source Location
Karen Nancy Troll Bryant,  Iowa City
Speech and Hearing Science.  
Thesis: Inter-judge Reliability of 
Videofluoroscopic Swallow Measures
8Jessica Erin Goetz,  Centennial, CO
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: Critical 
Aspects of Modeling Femoral Head 
Osteonecrosis in the Emu
John Charles Griffin,  Mattawan, MI
Music.  Thesis: Concertino for Piano and 
Chamber Ensemble
Kathi Rasmussen Griffin,  Jackson, MS
Teaching and Learning.  Thesis: 
Fundamental Divide: Competing 
Literacies in the Composition Classroom
Shaun Eric Grosskurth,  Iowa City
Biology.  Thesis: Differentially Expressed 
Genes in Striated Muscle Development 
and Function
Jodie L. Haak,  Marion, NY
Integrative Physiology.  Thesis: Aging 
Augments Mitochondrial Susceptibility 
to Environmental Stress
Jane Louise Hanson,  Arapahoe, NE
Teaching and Learning.  Thesis: 
Reflection:  A Tool in Learning to Teach 
for Foreign Language Student Teachers
Jennifer Rebecca Harbour,  West Branch
History.  Thesis: “Bury Me in a Free 
Land”:  African-American Political 
Culture and the Settlement Movement in 
the Antebellum and Wartime Midwest
Shannon Marie Harlan,  Iowa City
Biology.  Thesis: Regulation of the 
Rat cardiac troponin T promoter during 
Development and in the Adult
Michael Todd Hartley
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development.  Thesis: Resilience in 
Undergraduate College Students with 
Self-reported Psychological Problems:  A 
Closer Look at Success
Suhash Chandur Harwani
Chemistry.  Thesis: Cyclodextrin 
Scaffolds Designed for the Molecular 
Recognition of Anions, Cations, or 
Organic Substrates
Kathryn Leigh Krueger Henderson
English.  Thesis: Making Room: British 
Women Writers, Social Change, and the 
Short Story, 1850-1940
Michael James Hitchler,  Newton
Free Radical and Radiation Biology.  
Thesis: Epigenetic Regulation of 
Manganese Superoxide Dismutase in 
Human Breast Cancer
Kenneth Earl Hobson,  Coralville
Philosophy.  Thesis: Real Appearances: 
The Metaphysics and Epistemology of 
Direct Realism
Robert Stephen Hong
Speech and Hearing Science.  Thesis: 
Auditory Stream Segregation Using Pitch 
Cues by Cochlear Implant Users with 
Implications for Speech Perception in 
Noise
Craig A. Howell,  Iowa City
Molecular and Cellular Biology.  Thesis: 
Substrate Recognition by the Yeast Rev1 
Protein and DNA Polymerase ζ
Hana Ahmad Itani,  Coralville
Molecular and Cellular Biology.  Thesis: 
Renin Gene Enhancer Function, 
Polymorphism, and Response to 
Oxidative Stress
Pankaj Jain,  Edison, NJ
Religious Studies.  Thesis: Sustaining 
Dharma, Sustaining Ecology: 
Perspectives from Swadhyayis, Bishnois, 
and Bhils in India
Danielle Elizabeth Jannusch,  Marion
Geoscience.  Thesis: Systematics 
and Paleoecology of Devonian 
Stromatoporoids from the Cou Falls, 
Iowa City, and Osage Springs Members, 
East-central Iowa
Suwimol Jetawattana,  Bangkok, Thailand
Free Radical and Radiation Biology.  
Thesis: Role of MnSOD in the Regulation 
of HIF-1α 
Jeffrey Scott Johnson
Psychology.  Thesis: A Dynamic Neural 
Field Model of Visual Working Memory 
and Change Detection
Sukrittaya Jukping,  Chiang Mai, Thailand
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies.  Thesis: Mae Khru Khong Chaat:  
A Study of Women Teachers of Thai 
Hilltribe Children
Ramasubramanian Kanthasamy
Chemistry.  Thesis: Characterization and 
Applications of Mesoporous Silica and 
Hollow Zeolite Structures
Manpreet Amarjit Singh Kaur,  Coralville
Pharmacy.  Thesis: Poly(lactide-co-
glycolide) 50:50-hydrophilic Polymer 
Blends:  Hydrolysis, Bioadhesion and 
Drug Release Characterization
Jung Yong Kim,  Sangju City, Korea
Civil and Environmental Engineering.  
Thesis: Development of New Automated 
Crack Measurement Algorithm Using 
Laser Images of Pavement Surface
Bangwon Ko
Statistics.  Thesis: On Sums of Dependent 
Heavy-tailed Random Variables and 
Valuation of Equity-linked Insurance 
Products
Karen Ann Kochis-Jennings,   
Los Angeles, CA
Speech and Hearing Science.  Thesis: 
Intrinsic Laryngeal Muscle Activity and 
Vocal Fold Adduction Patterns in Female 
Vocal Registers: Chest, Chest Dominant 
Mix, and Head Dominant Mix
Kristine Ann Kovack-Lesh,  Ripon, WI
Psychology.  Thesis: Exploring Joint 
Influences on Infant Categorization:  
Previous Experience and How Infants 
Compare On-line
Jarin Andrew Kratzberg,  North Liberty
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Modification of Endovascular Graft 
Parameters in Order to Decrease Graft 
Migration
Dinesh Kumar
Electrical and Computer Engineering.  
Thesis: Boundary-constrained Inverse 
Consistent Image Registration and Its 
Application to Lung Registration
Mark Robert Kurt,  Cascade
Economics.  Thesis: Essays on the Inter-
industry Wage Differential, Human 
Capital, and Directed Search
Chen-Ming Lee,  Iowa City
Pharmacy.  Thesis: Nanoparticle Mobility 
in Viscoelastic Media
Jihye Lee,  Miryang, Korea
Neuroscience.  Thesis: Effects of 
Potassium and Calcium Channel 
Mutations on Synaptic Function 
and Growth at Drosophila Larval 
Neuromuscular Junctions
Sang Sin Lee
Political Science.  Thesis: Authoritarians 
at Risk:  A Re-examination of 
Authoritarianism from the Perspective 
of Prospect Theory
Sangyeol Lee,  Daegu, Korea
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: A Study 
of Ophthalmologic Imaging Distortion 
for Retinal Image Registration and 
Validation
Yeon Ok Lee
Statistics.  Thesis: A Mixture of 
Semiparametric Models
Hong Lei,  Shanghai, China
Pharmacology.  Thesis: Regulation of 
Cell Proliferation by FOXO Transcription 
Factors in Cytokine-dependent 
Hematopoietic Cells
Terry Lee Letsche,  Waverly
Industrial Engineering.  Thesis: Mining 
Wavelet Transformed Boiler Data Sets
Kevin M. Lillis,  Geneseo, IL
Computer Science.  Thesis: Improved 
Robustness of Topology Control and 
Routing Algorithms for Ad-hoc Wireless 
Sensor Networks
Karen Dunn Lopez
Nursing.  Thesis: A Mixed Methods 
Study of Nurse-Physician Work 
Relationships
Elizabeth C. W. Lyman,  Radford, VA
Sociology.  Thesis: Institutional Theory 
and the Adoption of Diversity Programs 
in Midwestern Colleges and Universities
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Physics.  Thesis: Kinetic Theory and 
Simulation of Collisionless Tearing in 
Bifurcated Current Sheets
Michi Matsukura
Psychology.  Thesis: Object-based 
Selection from Visual Short-term Memory
Richard William McCarty,  Iowa City
Religious Studies.  Thesis: An Ethical 
Analysis of Thomas Aquinas and the 
Virtue of Temperance: Revisiting Sexual 
Virtue
Eleanor Hayes McConnell
American Studies.  Thesis: A Scarce 
Plenty: Economics, Citizenship, and 
Opportunity in Revolutionary New 
Jersey, 1760-1820
John Michael McInnis
Business Administration.  Thesis: Are 
Smoother Earnings Associated with a 
Lower Cost of Equity Capital?
Michael Anthony Meneghetti,   
Toronto, Canada
Film Studies.  Thesis: The Future 
Has Passed, the Past As Style: Martin 
Scorsese’s Histories
Vannesa Theresa Mueller,  El Paso, TX
Speech and Hearing Science.  Thesis: 
The Effects of a Fluent Signing Narrator 
in the Iowa E-Book on Deaf Children’s 
Acquisition of Vocabulary, Book Related 
Concepts, and Enhancement of Parent-
Child Lap-reading Interactions
Tho Duc Nguyen
Physics.  Thesis: Experimental Studies 
and Monte-Carlo Simulations of 
Possible Mechanisms for the Organic 
Magnetoresistive Effect
Adam Lee Okerlund
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering.  
Thesis: Naphthalene Dioxygenase 
Structure-Function Analysis
Obiora Edward Onwuameze,  Iowa City
Occupational and Environmental Health.  
Thesis: Risk Factors for Farm-related 
Occupational Diseases
Reyes Matiel Ortiz-Albino
Mathematics.  Thesis: On Generalized 
Nonatomic Factorizations
Kjerstin Margit Owens
Free Radical and Radiation Biology.  
Thesis: Expression of a Mutant Succinate 
Dehydrogenase Subunit D and Its Role 
in Superoxide Production and Genomic 
Instability
Jerome Pansera
Applied Mathematical and 
Computational Sciences.  Thesis: Local 
Risk Minimization, Consistent Interest-
rate Modeling, and Applications to Life 
Insurance
Heaweon Park
Chemistry.  Thesis: Biomimetic Models 
of Intradiol Catechol Dioxygenases:  
Structures and Properties of Inclusion 
Complexes of Fe(III) Centered Metal 
Complexes with  b-cyclodextrin 
Derivatives
Hee Ok Park
Nursing.  Thesis: The Effect of 
Individualized Music on Agitation in 
Patients with Dementia Who Live at 
Home
Ingrid Philibert,  Iowa City
Health Services and Policy.  Thesis: 
Adapting Strategies from High-reliability 
Organizations to Improve Patient Hand-
offs in Teaching Hospitals
Nicole Jenee Pizzini,  Solon
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development.  Thesis: A Qualitative 
Analysis of the Experience of Dying for 
Prisoners with a Terminal Illness
Nathan Lee Powers
Physics.  Thesis: Ab initio Single and 
Multideterminant Methods Used in the 
Determination of Reduction Potentials 
and Magnetic Properties of Rieske 
Ferredoxins
Thomas Patrick Proctor
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations.  Thesis: An Investigation 
of the Effects of Varying the Domain 
Definition of Science and Method of 
Scaling on a Vertical Scale
Lin Qiu,  Lanzhou, China
Civil and Environmental Engineering.  
Thesis: Performance Measurement 
for Highway Winter Maintenance 
Operations
Fedik Rahimov,  Iowa City
Genetics.  Thesis: Determining the Role of 
the IRF6 Gene in Nonsyndromic Cleft Lip 
and Palate
Adam David Roth,  Passaic, NJ
Communication Studies.  Thesis: 
Reciprocal Influences between Rhetoric 
and Medicine in Ancient Greece
Eric John Rothgery,  Pinellas Park, FL
Religious Studies.  Thesis: Generating 
and Mediating Religious Identities:  
Islamic Healing Rituals Shared by 
Hindus and Muslims in the Dargāhs of 
Hyderabad, India
Abigail Lauren Ruby
Interdisciplinary Studies.  Thesis: 
In Sickness and in Health: Exercise 
Addiction and the Ironman Triathlete
Ghanashyam Sarikonda
Immunology.  Thesis: Nonpeptide 
Antigens and Antigen Presentation to 
gamma delta T Cells
Sean Michael Scanlan
English.  Thesis: Narrating Nostalgia: 
Modern Literary Homesickness in New 
York Narratives, 1809-1925
Scott James Schachtele,  Iowa City
Neuroscience.  Thesis: Synaptogenesis 
in the Auditory Cortex of Hearing and 
Deafened Rats
Peter Daniel Schaefer,  Iowa City
Communication Studies.  Thesis: 
Interface Friction: The Politics of 
Participation and the Spaces between 
Users and New Media
Margaret Mackenzie Schwartz
Communication Studies.  Thesis: An 
Iconography of the Flesh:  Media, 
Representation, and the Embalmed 
Corpse of Evita Perón
Yugang Sheng,  Beijing, China
Physics.  Thesis: A Study of 
Magnetoresistance in Organic 
Semiconductors with Varying Strengths 
of Hyperfine and Spin-Orbit Coupling
Juh Hyun Shin
Nursing.  Thesis: Relationship between 
Nursing Staffing and Quality of Life in 
Nursing Homes
Larry W. Shull,  Odessa, TX
Chemistry.  Thesis: Phosphonate and 
Bisphosphonate Inhibitors of Isoprenoid 
Biosynthesis
Samantha Lynn Soebbing,  Quincy, IL
Chemistry.  Thesis: Incorporation of 
Histidine-rich Metal-binding Sites onto 
Small Protein Scaffolds:  Implications for 
Imaging, Therapeutics and Catalysis
Jennifer Lynn Spotts,  Milwaukee, WI
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations.  Thesis: Utility of the 
Modified Mini Screen (MMS) for 
Screening Mental Health Disorders in a 
Prison Population
Anna Janina Spyra
English.  Thesis: Cosmopoetics: 
Multilingual Experiments in 
Transnational Literature
Robert Patterson Steed,  Iowa City
Religious Studies.  Thesis: To Extend 
Love to All Creeping Things: Ethics in Ge 
Hong’s Baopuzi
Matthew Stoeckel
Mathematics.  Thesis: Computing 
Quantum Hyperbolic Invariants
Johnathan L. Storlie
Microbiology.  Thesis: Delayed 
Expression of Varicella Zoster Virus 
Glycoprotein C in Cell Culture
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Joni Lynne Swanson,  Geneseo, IL
Teaching and Learning.  Thesis: An 
Analysis of the Impact of High School 
Dual Enrollment Course Participation 
on Post-secondary Academic Success, 
Persistence and Degree Completion
Megan Sellers Threlkeld
History.  Thesis: “Woman’s Challenge 
to the World”:  U.S. Women’s 
Internationalism and U.S.-Mexican 
Relations, 1916-1939
Murat Unlu 
Chemistry.  Thesis: Coated Magnetic 
Particles in Electrochemical Systems:  
Synthesis, Modified Electrodes, Alkaline 
Batteries, and Paste Electrodes
Elizabeth Jisha Unni,  Oldsmar, FL
Pharmacy.  Thesis: Development of 
Models to Predict Medication Non-
adherence Based on a New Typology
Dirian Maria Valdes-Guada,  Hialeah, FL
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations.  Thesis: An Investigation of 
School Psychologists’ Psychoeducational 
Assessment Practices with Children 
Who Are Culturally and Linguistically 
Diverse and the Factors That Influence 
These Practices
Michael J. Van Kanegan,  Iowa City
Pharmacology.  Thesis: Regulation of 
Nerve Growth Factor Signaling by 
Protein Phosphatase 2A
Shilpi Verma
Immunology.  Thesis: Characterization of 
Murine Splenic CD21hi B Cells
Gerald Alan Voorhees
Communication Studies.  Thesis: 
Simulations of the Self:  Rhetoric, 
Argument, and Computer Game 
Criticism
Kirsten Suzanne Bland Walters,   
Eagan, MN
American Studies.  Thesis: Ultimate Spin: 
Contesting the Rhetoric, Countercultural 
Ethos and Commodification of the 
Ultimate “Frisbee” Sport, 1968-2008
Loren Lloyd Wehmeyer,  Longmont, CO
Geoscience.  Thesis: Historical Water 
Balance Quantification: Development 
of a New Methodology Using Selected 
Watersheds in Iowa as Test Beds
Ryan Scott Wells,  Iowa City
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies.  Thesis: The Effects of Schools 
on the Educational Expectations of 
Children of Immigrants
Theodore James Wendt,  Anaconda, MT
Mathematics.  Thesis: Mixed 
Complementarity Formulations and 
Energy Balance in Dynamic Contact 
Problems
Ann Yvonne White,  Iowa City
Mass Communications.  Thesis: 
Opposition and Resistance in the 
Production of African American Romance 
Novels
Andrew Joseph Wiemer,  Iowa City
Molecular and Cellular Biology.  
Thesis: Inhibition of Geranylgeranyl 
Diphosphate Synthase by Isoprenoid 
Bisphosphonates
Tina Marie Wildhagen,  Iowa City
Sociology.  Thesis: What’s Oppositional 
Culture Got to Do With It? Weighing 
the Empirical Evidence for Oppositional 
Culture Explanations for Black-White 
Academic Achievement Gaps
Bonita Marie Winslow-Garvin,   
North Liberty
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations.  Thesis: Home Schooling 
in Iowa:  An Investigation of the Use of 
Licensed Teachers
George Alfred Wrisley III
Philosophy.  Thesis: Realism and 
Conceptual Relativity
Vineet Yadav
Geography.  Thesis: Soil Carbon 
Dynamics in the Big Creek Basin, 
Southern Illinois, USA
Qingyu Yang
Industrial Engineering.  Thesis: 
Reliability Modeling for Linear Sensor 
Systems
Lance Brendan Young,  Iowa City
Communication Studies.  Thesis: 
Communication and Social Support in 
Alcoholics Anonymous Sponsorships
Mervat Abd Al Raouf Youssef,  Cairo, Egypt
Mass Communications.  Thesis: 
Negotiating National Identity on 
Newspaper Opinion Pages in Times of 
Crisis:  The Case of Arab-Americans
Suhong Zhang,  Iowa City
Biostatistics.  Thesis: Inference on the 
Association Measure for Bivariate 
Survival Data with Hybrid Censoring 
and Applications to an HIV Study
Taiying Zhang,  Iowa City
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering.  
Thesis: Glucose Production from 
Cellulose in Subcritical and Supercritical 
Water
Yanling Zhang,  Weihui City, China
Biochemistry.  Thesis: The Roles and 
Regulation of Phosphatidylinositol 3,5-
bisphosphates in Mammals
Doctor of Musical Arts
Brian Robert Amaral,  Cookeville, TN  
Thesis:   The Written Correspondence of 
Edwin Franko Goldman at the University 
of Maryland’s American Bandmasters 
Association Research Center, Special 
Collections in Performing Arts, Series VII
Lynn Nicole Berry Bowes,  Charlotte, NC 
Thesis:  A Study of Selected Flute 
Excerpts from Standard Woodwind 
Quintet Literature
Martin Philip Dicke,  Peoria, IL 
Thesis:   Sigmund Hemmel’s Der gantz 
Psalter Dauids (1569): A Modern Critical 
Edition
Michael Steven Flynt,  Norwalk, CA 
Thesis:   Applications of Pitch-class Set 
Theory in Learning Post-tonal Music for 
Trumpet
Michael Wade Lichnovsky,  
Melbourne, Australia
Thesis: Australian Sonatas for Alto 
Saxophone and Piano: New Editions and 
Performance Guides for Three Works by 
Major Australian Composers
Rachel Beatrice Morin,  Rochester, MI  
Thesis:   Progressive and Traditional 
Elements in the Trois Études de Concert  
by Franz Liszt
Darrin Wayne Oehlerking,   
Winnipeg, Canada 
Thesis:   The History of Instrumental 
Wind Music within the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police Band
Christopher Michael Porter,  Asheville, NC  
Thesis:   Salzburg W.b. XIV: Historical 
Context, Liturgical Significance and 
Critical Edition
Eric Lawrence Ring,  Cedar Rapids   
Thesis:   An Edition for Study and 
Performance of the Concerto in B-Flat for 
Bassoon and Orchestra by Jan Antonín 
Kozeluh (1738-1814)
Doctor of Audiology
Michi Su Adelmund,  Clarksville
Jill Marie Buckingham
Kathryn Anne Engelhardt,  Ankeny
Eun Kyung Jeon,  Iowa City
Amanda Sue Muhlenbruck,  Mediapolis
Sarah Rebecca Oakley,  Clear Lake
Melissa Ann Teahen,  Iowa City
˘
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Master of Fine Arts
Karl Anthony Alphonso,  Bombay, India
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: A Technical 
Production Book for Versailles
Chieko Arai,  Cedar Rapids
Art.  Thesis: Multiple Directions and 
Possibilities from One Idea
John Michael Baker,  Boston, MA
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Pigheart:  A 
Dramaturgical Notebook
Megan Marie Berner
Art.  Thesis: How to Grow a Garden
Lucas Bernhardt
English.  Thesis: An Adjunct to 
Happiness
Danielle Rae Borden
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: A Technical 
Production Book for The Church of St. 
Pinky at Katy, Texas
Joseph Dee Bradshaw
English.  Thesis: This Ocean
Aaron Lee Brandt
Art.  Thesis: The NBA Is Dead
Alexis Katherine Bravos
Film and Video Production.  Thesis: The 
Argonaut
Rebecca Ann Bridge,  Monticello, IL
English.  Thesis: Mine and Mine
Janis Louise Bultman,  Coralville
English.  Thesis: Some Keep the Sabbath 
and Other Stories
Jane Ashley Butler
English.  Thesis: The Book of Concealed 
Hearts
Joshua Eric Casteel,  Iowa City
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Mourning Aletheia
Nathan J. Cline
Art.  Thesis: Meta Future
Theodore Zachary Cotler
English.  Thesis: Et in Terra Pax
Thomas Larry Davis, Jr.
Film and Video Production.  Thesis: 
Notes on the Video American Scramble
Mariah Loretta Dekkenga,  Iowa City
Art.  Thesis: Master of Fine Arts Thesis
Rhiannon Leigh Dickerson
English.  Thesis: The Hole Where God 
Hides
Craig Alex Dietrich,  Sunnyvale, CA
Art.  Thesis: USA Today
Katharine Dion
English.  Thesis: Passing in the Night
William John Donnelly III,  Gainesville, FL
English.  Thesis: A Silent Flash of Cold 
White Light:  Stories
Jason A. England
English.  Thesis: Sons of Cain
Kim Y. Euell
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: The Dance:  A Play 
in Two Acts
Jennifer Fawcett,  Toronto, Canada
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: The Toymaker’s 
War
Adam Nicholas Fell,  Burlington, WI
English.  Thesis: Human Resources
Ori Joseph Fienberg,  Iowa City
English.  Thesis: The Insomniac’s 
Almanac:  Stories, Recipes, Activities and 
Trivia for the Long Nights Ahead
David Joseph Fleming
English.  Thesis: Lives of Quiet 
Desperation
April Le Shaé Freely
English. Thesis: Built on Nothing Less
Olivia Clare Friedman
English.  Thesis: The 26-Hour Day and 
Other Poems
Maja Lisa Marguerite FritzHuspen,  
Bismarck, ND
Music.  Thesis: A Performance Project of 
Selected Vocal Works
Julia Fischer Green
English.  Thesis: Sometimes You Don’t 
Get To:  Stories
Matthew Bryan Griffin,  Greensboro, NC
English.  Thesis: Getting Ready for the 
Judgment Day
Benjamin Campbell Hale
English.  Thesis: If I Had Possession over 
Judgment Day
John Hunting Hansen
Art.  Thesis: My Mortal Probation
Travis Benjamin Head
Art.  Thesis: Catalogue
Kevin Burns Holden
English.  Thesis: Idealism
Elizabeth Marie Honl
Art.  Thesis: Cycle of Unchange
Nancy Carlynn Houghton,  New York, NY
English.  Thesis: Ismene:  A Novel 
Excerpt
Mark Thomas Huelsbeck
Film and Video Production.  Thesis: 
Aren’t You Pretty: “Writing” the Film
Katherine Sarah Jamieson,  Whately, MA
English.  Thesis: Love in the Land of 
Many Waters
Robin Mary Jebavy
Art.  Thesis: M.F.A. Thesis
Akemi Nicole Johnson
English.  Thesis: Three Islands:  A Novel
Tyrone Geronimo Johnson
English.  Thesis: Hold It Till It Hurts
Christopher Taekwan Kang,  Mineola, NY
English.  Thesis: I Am Not Here to 
Comfort You
Sarah Rachel Karon
English.  Thesis: Front Street
Nora Nahid Khan,  Washington, DC
English.  Thesis: The Quarry
Sang Jin Kim,  Seoul, South Korea
Art.  Thesis: The Red Garden
Colleen Ann Kinder
English.  Thesis: Before There Was After 
in Havana
Katherine Nicole Klein,  Ithaca, NY
English.  Thesis: Starland:  A Novel 
Section
Benjamin Kopel,  Baton Rouge, LA
English.  Thesis: Victory
Nicholas Andrew Kowalczyk,  Iowa City
English.  Thesis: The Story of Home
Christopher Michael Leslie-Hynan 
English.  Thesis: Modern Romance
Gregory S. Machlin,  Waterville, ME
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: This Is Your Life
John Christopher Manion
Art.  Thesis: It’s Just Not Natural
Caroline Robinson Manring
English.  Thesis: The Call Is a Wild Laugh
Maria Celeste Martin,   
Venado Tuerto, Argentina
Art.  Thesis: Inventories
James H. Mattson
English.  Thesis: An Affinity for Strangers
Jason John Messier,  Iowa City
Art.  Thesis: Why Must I Change?
Alice Cushla Kate Miller
English.  Thesis: Farflungness, Prone to
Jacob Christopher Miller
Art.  Thesis: Paintings 2007
Andrew Malan Milward
English.  Thesis: Since I Can Remember
Lindsay Joanna Mitchell
English.  Thesis: Jellico
Jillian Agatha Jean Moore,  Iowa City
Art.  Thesis: Anatome
Blueberry Elizabeth Morningsnow
English.  Thesis: Walls and Lakes
Stuart Harrison Nadler
English.  Thesis: The Moon Landing
Lena Nichols,  Cedar Rapids
Music.  Thesis: The Performance of 
Selected Literature for Piano
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Akiyoshi Osumi,  Morioka, Japan
Art.  Thesis: Landscape in America and 
Myself
Elena Marie Passarello
English.  Thesis: A Very Fine Piano: 
Essays on the Voice in Performance
Andre F. Perry
English.  Thesis: Indie Rock Stripes: Part 
One
Katherine Farris Perry
English.  Thesis: Beyoncé at the 
University
Tammy Jean Petro,  Iowa City
Art.  Thesis: In Practice
Emily Pettit
English.  Thesis: Little Goat in the Snow
Hope Plans
Art.  Thesis: Master of Fine Arts Thesis
Lee Stuart Posna,  Jackson, NJ
English.  Thesis: Verdure vs. Nature
Janeen Alissa Price
English.  Thesis: The Greys
Jonathan Leonard Rattner
Film and Video Production.  Thesis: 
Theseus
Vladimir Conde Reche,  Sao Paulo, Brazil
Dance.  Thesis: A Solemn Stillness Holds
Rain Ross
Dance.  Thesis: Sinners & Saints
Sean Matthew Rumschik,  Buffalo, NY
English.  Thesis: Rituals in Suspension
Michael Francis Rutherglen,   
Charlottesville, VA
English.  Thesis: Skeleton Lock
Mary Suzanne Ryanstrati,  North Liberty
Dance.  Thesis: Rodillas Gastadas (Worn 
Away Knees)
Kathleen Sachs
English.  Thesis: Two Terraces
Amelia Rose Salisbury
English.  Thesis: More Above=More 
Below
Sarah Marie Sander
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: 7 Dreams of Her
Jason M. Schadt
Dance.  Thesis: Individual Subject
Adam Nathaniel Scheffler
English.  Thesis: Magpie Think
Peter J. Schulte,  Iowa City
Art.  Thesis: Raum 214:  Studio Site 
Drawing Source
Annemarie Kathleen Scipioni
English.  Thesis: Girl
Morgan Adair Sheehan-Bubla
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Dust Town
Alex Austin Sheshunoff,  Anchorage, AK
English.  Thesis: Paradise Misplaced
Margaret Frances Shipstead,   
Coto de Caza, CA
English.  Thesis: Echomaker Skies
André B. Silva,  Wilmington, NC
Film and Video Production.  Thesis: 
Ichthyopolis
Briana Marie Smith,  Iowa City
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: A Technical 
Production Book for Timberland
Sarah Elizabeth Snydacker
Music.  Thesis: Recital 1 and Recital 2
Jordan Isaac Stempleman
English.  Thesis: The Raising
Rachel Virginia Swirsky
English.  Thesis: A Monkey Will Never Be 
Rid of Its Black Hands and Other Stories
Michelle Sarah Taransky,  Haddonfield, NJ
English.  Thesis: Barn Burned, Then
Charlotte Ellen Taylor,  Summerfield, FL
Film and Video Production.  Thesis: 
The Edge of Summer: Experiments in 
Stereoscopic Cinema
Britta Marie Urness,  Black Earth, WI
Art.  Thesis: Smother and Cover for Full 
Effect
Marcos Raul Valella,  Miami, FL
Art.  Thesis: Identifying Heart
Timothy James Van Ginkel,  Fort Madison
Art.  Thesis: Artist Statement
Vanessa Marina Vobis,  Iowa City
Art.  Thesis: My Ecological Findings:  A 
Timeline through History
Jessica Christine White
Art.  Thesis: The Bad Sparrow
Roman White








PuAmCmBkCfEsFmMdNo     
Daniel Barreto Wildberger,  Iowa City
Art.  Thesis: My Dreaming:  Visual 
Interpretation of a Movie Script
Thomas Jackson Wills, Jr.,  Iowa City
English.  Thesis: The Surgeon’s Orange 
Vision
Diana Lynne Wilson,  Victoria, Canada
English.  Thesis: Rumors in the Blood
Jill Luanne Wohlgemuth
English.  Thesis: The Mothers:  The First 
Section of a Novel
Julia Carrie Wong,  Iowa City
English.  Thesis: Someday You’ll Know:  
A Novel Excerpt
Amanda Elizabeth Zecca




Elizabeth Nicole Anderson,  Waterford, MI
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Benjamin James Andrews
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Jennifer Nicole Anfinson
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Justin Dean Angeles,  Tiffin
Art
Michele Christine Arata,  Freeport, IL
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Abby Elizabeth Arens,  Remsen
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Meghan Georgina Aube,  Palmer, AK
Music
Charlotte Baldwin,  Iowa City
Library and Information Science
Tracy Anne Ball,  Saint Louis, MO
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Haimanti Banerjee,  Iowa City
Economics
Erika Louise Barber
Library and Information Science
Jennifer Catherine Baum,  Saint Paul, MN
Art History.  Thesis: A Reevaluation of 
the Madonna Sign in Mary Kelly’s Post-
Partum Document
Sarah Pamela Beland,  Tiffin
Music
Victoria Leigh Bemker,  Louisville, KY
Journalism.  Thesis: Selling News: 
Exploring Myth in Televised Coverage of 
the Iraq War
Katrina Erin Benson,  North Liberty
Music
Nicholas Baldwin Bergus,  Iowa City
Journalism
Sam Black,  Fairfax
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Damaris Tabea Boettiger
Library and Information Science
Allyson Leigh Bone,  Cedar Rapids
Art
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Kimberly Shirley Bonja,  Rock Island, IL
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Emily Ann Bowser,  Iowa City
Art
Alanna Breckenridge Boyd







Speech Pathology and Audiology
Ashley Abigail Brokens,  Scotch Grove
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Elizabeth Ann Brown
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Diane Marie Broyhill,  Dakota City, NE
Leisure Studies.  Thesis: Leisure Résumés 
and Employability among Recent 
University Graduate Students
Justin Robert Brueck,  Burlington
Music
Jennifer Ann Buckley
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Ashley Elizabeth Burke,  Iowa City
Speech Pathology and Audiology






Hui Chen,  Iowa City
Business Administration
Pin-Hsi Chen,  Taipei, Taiwan
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Yi Chen
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Lisa Jill Chrz,  Fruitland
Teaching and Learning
Kelly Jean Clarke
Art.  Thesis: Understanding Multiplicity 
in Design
James Davis Connor, Jr.,  Iowa City
Teaching and Learning




Julie Renae Courtney,  Pershing
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development




Nathanael Lucas Darger,  Iowa City
Music
Sarah Kathleen-Anne Davis




Matthew Wayne Degner,  Williamsburg








Lalita Uday Dhareshwar,  Iowa City
Linguistics






Christina Elaine Dowd,  Perry




Alfredo Duplat Ayala,  Iowa City
Spanish
Kristina Jo Dvorak,  Lisbon
Art.  Thesis: Judge ❘ Assume ❘ Label ❘ 
Untruth
Katherine Ann Egloff,  Fairbank
Health and Sport Studies
Krista Joy Ehm,  Cedar Rapids
Urban and Regional Planning
Rebecca Jean Trampel Eness
Speech Pathology and Audiology





Art.  Thesis: Process to Product: 
Designing a Series of Wayfinding Banners
Robin Frances Hodak Fields,  Muscatine
Teaching and Learning
Alison Marie Filley,  Iowa City
Art
Brian Scott Finley,  Iowa City
Library and Information Science
Tiffany Denise Flowers,  Chicago, IL
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Chad Vincent Fothergill,  Cuba City, WI
Music
Nathan Charles Frideres,  Algona
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Andrew William Fuerste-Henry
Library and Information Science
Molly Catherine Gable,  Iowa City
Leisure Studies
Mallory Joan Geis,  Pocahontas
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Ashley Brewer Gill
American Studies
April Denise Gonzalez,  Long Beach, CA
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Rachel Ilana Graber,  Iowa City
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Sarah Beth Green,  Simms, MT
Health and Sport Studies
Emily Anne Grosvenor,  Lancaster, PA
Journalism
James E. Halpin,  Prophetstown, IL
Leisure Studies
Yuliya Orestivna Halushka,  Liviv, Ukraine
Library and Information Science
Kimberly Ann Harpole,  Waukee
German.  Thesis: Performance, 
Transformation and Anti-Americanism 
in Erika and Klaus Manns’ Rundherum: 
Abenteuer einer Weltreise
Lindsay Elizabeth Hart,  Mooresville, NC
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Kevin Alvin Herdegen,  Iowa City
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Larry Brent Hershey,  Philadelphia, PA
Religious Studies.  Thesis: Peace through 
Conversation:  William Penn, Israel 








Speech Pathology and Audiology
Nana Marie Diederichs Holtsnider,  Cresco
Library and Information Science
Wai Na Hong
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Hilary Catherine Hott,  Augusta, WV
Music
Courtney Anne Howard
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Brandy Lynn Howe,  Iowa City
Urban and Regional Planning
Katherine Howsare,  West Des Moines
Library and Information Science
David Jonathan Hurd,  West Des Moines
Linguistics
Cristina Iorga,  Iowa City
Art




Eric David Johnson,  Iowa City
American Studies
Angela Dawn Jones,  Des Moines
Asian Civilizations
Michael J. Jorgensen,  Coralville
Library and Information Science
Tiffany Erin Judy,  North Liberty
Spanish
Marc Juergens
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Luke Robert Juran,  Dyersville
Interdisciplinary Studies.  Thesis: A 
Critical Assessment of the Impacts of 
Microfinance in Theory and Practice:  
Lessons from the Field in Tamilnadu, 
India
Kate C. Karacay,  Iowa City
Interdisciplinary Studies.  Thesis: 
Human Trafficking in Turkey:  Policy, 
Partnerships and Questions of Human 
Rights
Christopher Patrick Kelley,  Hudson, OH
Sociology
Molly Meagan Kelley,  Marion
Linguistics
Susan Marie Kilburg,  Cedar Rapids
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development






Arpita Kumar,  Lucknow, India
Comparative Literature




Donna Ann Lancianese,  Iowa City
Sociology
Amanda Gail Leibee,  Iowa City
Art
Alison Rose Lentz,  Iowa City
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Kieran Dunne Leopold,  Iowa City
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Rebecca Lynn Levad,  Wilton







Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Matthew Libby,  Ottumwa
Leisure Studies
Kristin Elizabeth Lilly
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Yu-Hsin Lin,  Taipei, Taiwan
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Mary R. Lindstrom,  Ankeny
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Trevor Allen Loes,  Cascade
Music
Renee Lorence,  Owen, WI
Urban and Regional Planning
Bethany M. Lueckenhoff,  Ewing, MO
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Megan Keely Rae Lyons,  Bettendorf
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Charisse Renee Madlock-Brown,  Iowa City
Library and Information Science
Deborah Maria Manion
English
Daniel J. Mattix,  Iowa City
Music
Sarah Collison McCracken,  Urbandale
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Matthew Patrick McGrath
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Jamie Renae McLaughlin,  Iowa City




Joseph Meinecke,  Iowa City
Art
Traci Amanda Taylor Meineke
Library and Information Science
Sarah Jane Mercier,  Davenport
Journalism
Andrew McLean Merrill
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Shawn Christopher Merritt,   
Sauk Rapids, MN
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Elizabeth Keck Meyer
Teaching and Learning
Leah Rebecca Mills,  Iowa City
Art
Nafiesa Abdalla Mohieldin,  Iowa City
Art
Stephen Wayne Moore
Sociology.  Thesis: Assessing the Spatial 
Mismatch Hypothesis: Spatial and 
Temporal Separation in Cleveland and 
Milwaukee, 2000




Nathan Eric Morton,  Iowa City
Art
Jennifer Ellen Moser,  Orlando, FL






Rose April Munderloh,  North Platte, NE
Music.  Thesis: A Study of Student 
Attrition and Retention in High School 
Bands Based on Program Factors in the 
States of Iowa, Nebraska, and South 
Dakota
Jane Ellen Munksgaard,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Melissa A. Murphy






Art. Thesis: Untitled Thesis: Three 
Letters
Go Eun Na,  Gyeong Gi, Korea
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Heather Marie Newman










Thomas William Ott,  Ottawa, IL
Music
Michael Tudor Ozment,  Richmond, VA
Music
Matthew Ernst Palisch,  Iowa City
Music
Kevin George Pearce,  Tiffin
Music
Anne Margaret Pentico,  Pella
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Maureen Ruth Perkins
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Erin Lee Jeanette Pfaff,  Elmhurst, IL
Journalism
Jeffrey Ronald Phillips,  Bettendorf





Urban and Regional Planning
Regina Christiane Range,   
Herdecke, Germany
American Studies
Anne Elizabeth Rangel,  Oswego, IL
Spanish
Kara K. Richards,  Saint Charles, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Heather Anne Rickels,  Coralville
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Denise Kownacki Roberts,  Cedar Rapids
Library and Information Science
Carmela Robinson
Leisure Studies




Amy Lynn Santucci,  Deerfield, IL
Leisure Studies
Derek Thomas Sawvell,  Wilton
Health and Sport Studies
Sara Christine Whitsitt Scheib








Speech Pathology and Audiology.  Thesis: 
The Role of Posture in Breath Support 
during Speaking Tasks
Nicole Elizabeth Sexton,  Iowa City




Beth Ann Sheldon,  Cedar Rapids
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Anne Elizabeth Shelley,  Ames
Library and Information Science
Julie Kate Shepherd,  Iowa City




Amanda Maura Sievers,  De Witt
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Malynne Simeon,  Iowa City




Urban and Regional Planning
Amy Lynn Southwood,  Iowa City
English
Susan Anne Spang,  Cedar Rapids




Greta Catherine Stamper,  Iowa City
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Amy Beth Steenhoek,  Pella
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Angela Rose Strobel,  Sigourney
Teaching and Learning
Yu Su
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Miriam Esther Sweeney,  Iowa City




Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Megan Elaine Tedell,  Bettendorf
Library and Information Science
Bethany Nicolle Templeton,  Waltham, MA
Library and Information Science
Jacqueline Thompson-Oster,  Cedar Rapids
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Patrick John Tomka,  Des Moines
Health and Sport Studies
Gyorgy Ferenc Toth
American Studies
Beth Ann Tygart,  Cedar Rapids
Health and Sport Studies
Michelle Lee Ubben
Art
Benj Eilar Upchurch,  Tiffin
Art
Carrie Leigh Van Zanten,  Rockwell
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Vivek Neelakantan,  Iowa City
History
Aditi Mangesh Wagh
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Michael Anthony Wall,  Iowa City
Music
Kelly Walters,  Bradley, IL
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Jui-Sheng Wang
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Christina Marie Watts,  Cedar Rapids
Teaching and Learning
Bryce Matthew Weber,  Davenport
Music
Paul Michael Weir
Health and Sport Studies
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Brooke Marie Welch,  Sioux City
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Stephen John West
English
Brooke Nicole Westphal,  Ankeny
Music
Matthew Raymond Weyer,  Iowa City
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Sarah Janet Whitaker,  Moline, IL
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Alissa Marie Whitmore,  Perry
Anthropology
Ethan Wiechmann,  West Branch
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Justin Jeffrey Wieck,  Iowa City
Health and Sport Studies
Sydney Zoe Wiggins
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Kate Elizabeth Wilson
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Leah Marie Wilson,  Cedar Rapids
Geography.  Thesis: Enhancing the 
Sustainability of the University of Iowa 
Food System:  A Factor-10 Approach
Amanda Nicole Wood,  Pocahontas
Health and Sport Studies
Cassandra Lee Wood-Jun,  Cedar Rapids
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Kristin Gail Wurster,  Iowa City
Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Nicholas Nye Wyant
Library and Information Science.   
Thesis: Design Guidelines for an 
Academic Library Web Site
Mary L. Yagla,  Iowa City





Counseling, Rehabilitation, and Student 
Development
Laurie Jean Theobald Zaiger,  Cedar Rapids
Art
Master of Science
Jeannine Therese Abiva,  Walnut, CA
Mathematics
Mohamed Emam Ahmed,   
Al-Damazeen, Sudan
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Ralph Altmaier,  Iowa City
Occupational and Environmental Health.  
Thesis: Determining Best Configurations 
for Modeling Swine Feeding Facilities
Jaclyn Kay Anderson
Clinical Investigation
Erik Ashby,  Cedar Rapids
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Ryan Russell Asman,  Earlham
Civil and Environmental Engineering.  
Thesis: Review and Assessment of 
ADCP Capabilities to Characterize River 
Hydrodynamics
Syvillia Ann Averett,  Columbus, OH
Mathematics
Babatunde O. Bamgbose,  Iowa City
Stomatology.  Thesis: The Prevalence of 
Tonsiliths and Other Stones in Patients 
Attending Oral and Maxillofacial 
Radiology Clinic of The University of 
Iowa
Heidi Renate Bednar
Chemistry.  Thesis: Integration 
of Nanoparticles with Capillary 
Electrophoresis in the Presence of 
Electroosmotic Flow:  Implications of 
Nanoparticle Composition, Charge, and 
Surface Chemistry
William Drew Bennett,  Iowa City
Science Education.  Thesis: A Linguistic 
Analysis of Science Writing Heuristic 
Laboratory Reports
David Allan Bequeaith,  Davenport
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Lucas Cody Bohnett,  Monclova, OH
Biostatistics
Katrina Terese Cannon,  Iowa City
Clinical Investigation
Kunlin Cao,  Chongqing, China
Electrical and Computer Engineering.  
Thesis: Local Lung Tissue Expansion 
Analysis Based on Inverse Consistent 
Image Registration
Wenjia Chen,  Iowa City
Biology.  Thesis: Adhesion and 
Temperature Modulation on Neuronal 
Growth in Drosophila Channel and 
Signaling Mutants
Zunqiu Chen,  Jiaxing, China
Biostatistics
Gang Cheng,  Changzhou, China
Biostatistics
Hilary Anne Copeland





John Paul Dawson,  Iowa City
Urban and Regional Planning
Robert Jay Delsing,  Iowa City
Statistics
Matthew Joseph Demmer,  Cedar Falls
Biomedical Engineering
Richard Wesley Downe
Electrical and Computer Engineering.  





Operative Dentistry.  Thesis: A 
Comparison of Student Performance 
between Conventional Lectures and 
Lectures Using an Audience Response 
System
Gavin Michael Ferguson
Urban and Regional Planning
Jonathan David Fravel
Exercise Science
Katherine Elizabeth Furgol,   
Gaithersburg, MD
Statistics.  Thesis: Trend Estimation under 
NCLB: A Novel Method for Estimating 
Trends from Censored Assessment Data
Mary Elizabeth Hall
Microbiology.  Thesis: The Involvement 
of RNase E and RNase III in GcvB-
mediated Regulation of dppA and oppA 
and the Regulation of wza by GcvB in 
Escherichia coli
Joseph Michael Harrington,  Iowa City
Mathematics
James Walter Harris II
Electrical and Computer Engineering.  
Thesis: Non-rigid Image Registration 
Evaluation Project
Nicole Gail Helle,  Iowa City
Exercise Science
Sadie Rose Hildebrand,  Coralville
Urban and Regional Planning
John Carl How,  Coralville
Urban and Regional Planning





Yiwen Huang,  Iowa City
Statistics
Soohyok Im
Civil and Environmental Engineering.  
Thesis: Impacts of Moisture Content and 
Curing Time on Indirect Tensile Strength 
of Cold In-place Recycling Mixtures
Erik Andrew Insko
Mathematics
Mi Jin Jang,  Iowa City
Biostatistics




Beven Michael Kair,  Iowa City
Mathematics
Jordan Kauffman Biber
Urban and Regional Planning
Patrick M. Kellen,  Sioux City
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Computer Automated Image Analysis of 
Fluoroscopic Swallowing Studies
Susan Marlena Kilgore,  Iowa City
Geoscience.  Thesis: Age, Distribution, 
and Lithology of the Sheldon Creek 
Formation, North Central Iowa
Ozgen Kilic
Industrial Engineering.  Thesis: 
Modeling of Wind Power Prediction:  A 
Data Mining Exploration
Adrianne Kay Milius Knight,   
Monticello, IL
Geoscience.  Thesis: Redoximorphic 
Features and Water Table Relationships 
in Johnson County, Iowa
Philip Frederick Kopp
Physics
Nathan John Kraus,  Davenport
Urban and Regional Planning
Christina Rae Kuecker
Urban and Regional Planning
Paul Kump
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Andrea Nicole Laake,  Bettendorf
Mechanical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Modeling Three-dimensional Knee and 
Elbow Joint Strength as a Function of 
Velocity and Position
Aaron Julius Ladd




Mechanical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Interaction of a Bubble with a Solid-
Liquid Interface
Shan Li,  Iowa City
Statistics
Yunqin Li,  Iowa City
Statistics




Xi Liu,  Iowa City
Statistics
Julie Anne Lockhart
Industrial Engineering.  Thesis: Driving 
with Visual Field Loss: Implications from 
a Driving Simulator Study
Laura Elisabeth Low
Orthodontics.  Thesis: Chin Development 
in Extant Modern Humans:  A 




Orthodontics.  Thesis: The Effect of 
Maxillary Anteroposterior Position on 
Soft Tissue Profile Esthetics in Headgear 
Treated Patients
Tyson Marrs
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery.  Thesis: 
Phenotypic Changes in Odontogenic 
Keratocysts: Assessing the Relation of 
Changes to Inflammation and Prior 
Surgical Manipulation
Carrie A. Marsh
Urban and Regional Planning
Michelle Renae Martin
Urban and Regional Planning
Tim McDermott,  Ankeny
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Michael Robert Meharry,  Loma Linda, CA
Operative Dentistry.  Thesis: A 
Comparison of Micro Digital 
Photography (MDP) and Quantitative 
Light-induced Fluorescence (QLF) in 
Early Caries Detection
Patricia Kay Meredith,  Coralville
Operative Dentistry.  Thesis: Effects of 
Storage Time on Reproducibility of Detail 
of Irreversible Hydrocolloid Impression 
Materials
William Ray Micheel,  North Liberty
Urban and Regional Planning
Emily Marie Miller
Geoscience.  Thesis: Exhumation of 
Ultrahigh-pressure Gneisses in North-
east Greenland from Titanite Petrology 
and Geochronology
James Alan Mills,  Iowa City
Biostatistics
Laura Danielle Milnor
Orthodontics.  Thesis: The Expression 
Profiles of Extracellular Matrix Proteins 
in the Developing Dentition
Michael Allan Mitchell,  Crawfordsville
Industrial Engineering.  Thesis: Antenna 
Quality Assurance for Mars Express
Maritza Muniz
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Darian Leigh Nagle-Gamm,  Iowa City
Urban and Regional Planning
Rahul Nair,  Iowa City
Dental Public Health.  Thesis: 
Determinants of Early Childhood Caries 
among WIC Enrolled Children in Linn 
County, Iowa
Nirupama Kandala Narayan,   
West Des Moines
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Gregory Boyd Nichols,  Dubuque
Computer Science
Jacob Nickel,  Keokuk
Electrical and Computer Engineering.  




Laura Lynn Parker,  Iowa City
Chemistry
Kellie Paxton,  Kansas City, MO
Oral Science.  Thesis: Anesthetic Efficacy 
of Articaine Hydrochloride versus 
Lidocaine Hydrochloride: A Meta-
analysis
Robert Ian Poole,  Nevada
Occupational and Environmental Health
Candice Price,  Sacramento, CA
Mathematics
Stephen M. Prideaux,  Waterloo
Urban and Regional Planning
Keith Jordan Pump,  Rockford




Urban and Regional Planning
Todd Walter Rasch,  Austin, MN
Orthodontics.  Thesis: Investigation of 
Facial Suture Forces
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Matthew Kent Rasmussen,  Iowa City
Civil and Environmental Engineering.  
Thesis: An Analytical Framework for 
the Preparation and Animation of a 
Virtual Mannequin for the Purpose 
of Mannequin-Clothing Interaction 
Modeling
Marie Rosann Richards,  Ishpeming, MI
Urban and Regional Planning
Horea Rusu,  Bettendorf
Mechanical Engineering
Jaime Lynn Sabel,  Iowa City
Interdisciplinary Studies
Nathan Douglas Schroeder
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery.  Thesis: 
Analysis of Osteogenesis Adjacent to 
OsseoSpeed© Implants in Predefined 
Surgical Defects Using Computed 
Microtomography
Krista Janette Scott,  Martensdale
Occupational and Environmental Health.  
Thesis: Temperature Dependency of 




Gregory David Segraves,  Tulsa, OK
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery.  Thesis: 
Risk Assessment among Women on 




Rahul Sharma,  Modinagar, India
Civil and Environmental Engineering.  
Thesis: A Study of Alternative 




David Smesrud,  Davenport




Geoscience.  Thesis: The Relationships 
of the Phytosaur Leptosuchus Case 1922 
with Descriptions of New Material from 
Petrified Forest National Park, Arizona
David James Stoner,  Iowa City
Urban and Regional Planning
Angela Janelle Stover,  Chicago, IL







Anthony Charles Taylor,  North Liberty
Exercise Science
Emanoil Theodorescu,  Bucharest, Romania
Statistics
Matthew T. Thomas
Electrical and Computer Engineering.  
Thesis: Extraction of Quantitative 
Measures of the Aorta from Four 




Civil and Environmental Engineering.  
Thesis: Determination of Fractal 
Properties of Clusters via the Box 
Counting Method
Keelen D. Tymkiw,  Calgary, Canada
Oral Science.  Thesis: The Influence of 
Smoking on Cytokines in the Gingival 
Crevicular Fluid in Patients with 
Periodontal Disease
Manish Goldie Vemulapalli,  Iowa City
Mathematics
Brandon Ravi Wallace,  Knoxville
Epidemiology
Shaowei Wan,  Iowa City
Pharmacy




Yingqing Wang,  Iowa City
Chemistry
Arianne Thomas Waseen,  Iowa City
Pharmacology.  Thesis: Verification 
and Characterization of the Interaction 












Xiao Yang,  Iowa City
Statistics
Brandon Lee Yarbrough,  Ely
Urban and Regional Planning
Lora Yekhshatyan
Industrial Engineering.  Thesis: Turn 
Lane Lengths for Various Speed Roads 
and Evaluation of Determining Criteria










Master of Science in 
Nursing
Pamela Jo Bassett,  Pleasantville
Kimberly Michele Bergen-Jackson,   
Iowa City
Kimberly Jo Chamberlin
Nichole Robin Francis,  North Liberty
Melissa Dawn Friedrich,  Mount Ayr
Susan Beth Gillen,  Walford
Tara Joy Goebel,  Maplewood, MN
Mary Kathleen Haffarnan
Amy Renae Hogrefe,  Coralville
Jennifer Marie Houlihan,  Cedar Rapids
Jonathan Edwin Jenson,  North Liberty
Margaret Mwaura Kamande,  Iowa City
Maya Jose Mathews
Kelly Jean Richards,  Fairbank
Benjamin Eli Seeley II,  Donnellson
Dawn Michelle Seeley,  Iowa City
Anne Marie Smith,  Solon
Kelly Renee Stokes,  Iowa City
Aaron Hyrum Thornton,  North Liberty
Jennifer Joyce Tretsven
Emily Ann Turner,  Creston
John Craig Vana,  Iowa City
Kellie Ann Wendt,  North Liberty
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Master of Accountancy
Molly A. Carpenter,  Ames
Ciao-Wei Chen
Kari Michelle Gingrich
Carolyn Marie Grammens,  Muscatine
Matthew Charles Hines,  Bloomington, IL
Renee Mae Jennings,  Mount Vernon
Derek Robert Kimmerle,  Dundee
Jacob Edward Mohr,  Eldridge
Timothy Joseph Monner,  Iowa City
Amy Elizabeth Pepping,  Moline, IL
Joshua Glen Simpson,  Albia
Matthew Weber
Master of Social Work
Stacey Rene Abben,  Waterloo
Mischa Grace Andersen,  Story City
Tijuana Rene Anthony,  Ankeny
Miriam Blauth,  Sioux Falls, SD
Kristen Elizabeth Bollinger
Rachel Nicole Bradley,  Ottumwa
Debra Renae Brockberg,  Yankton, SD
Kevin Scott Brown
Karen Irene Cordie,  Tea, SD
Kim Cunningham-Foster,  Sioux Falls, SD
Dustin Lee Daugherty,  West Des Moines
Kelly Jolie Dauplaise Thornburg,  Iowa City
Lori Heins Degelau,  Fort Dodge
Jodi Ann DeVore,  Promise City
Jeneice Illeen Dickey,  Urbandale
Vicky Lynn Duncan,  What Cheer
Melissa Marie Everard-Macias,  Iowa City
Andrea Lynn Fetzer
Cory D. Frese,  South Sioux City, NE
Dana Sue Gade,  Beresford, SD
Rachael Magnuson Gehlbach,  Iowa City
Jane Njeri Gichohi,  Iowa City
Lauren A. Godbey,  Charles City
Jeri Lynn Gordon,  Sioux City
Jessica Lee Gould,  North Liberty
Anthony Philip Grego,  Iowa City
Andrea Jean Gustafson,  Des Moines
Anneke Britt Gustafson,  Des Moines
Kara Lynn Harvey,  Des Moines
Rebecca Ann Hess,  Sioux Falls, SD
Sadie Rose Hildebrand,  Coralville
Nicole Marie Hill,  Sioux City
Jane Ann Hoffman,  Sioux City
Amy Hoyt,  Des Moines
Bryan Eugene Hutchinson-Reuss,   
Iowa City
Jeremy Lynn Johnson,  Yankton, SD
Annette Louise Jordan,  Storm Lake
Mary Elizabeth Jordan,  Sioux City
Jodi Lynne Joslin,  Cedar Rapids
Sandra Lea Kessler,  Coralville
Sara Marie Kintzle,  Earlvill. 
Thesis:  Exploring the Experience of the 
Suddenly and Traumatically Bereaved
Jeremy Dale Koerselman
Laura Konkle-King,  Sioux Center
Holly Ann Lanker,  Ocala, FL
Nicholas Andrew Ludvigson,  Iowa City
Amy Marie Martinson
Latasha Jenea Massey,  Iowa City
Dave E. Mendel,  Yankton, SD
Julie Crista Miller
Kaisha Danae Netten,  Alton
Angela Margaret Ohrt,  Iowa City
Brenda Sue Orlando,  Sioux City
Joelle Koon Osterhaus
Jana Owczarzy
Michelle Ann Perpich,  Des Moines
Kelly Anne Quist,  Sioux Falls, SD
Megan Anne Recker,  Iowa City
Tammy Lynn Reiff,  McCook Lake, SD
Karen Marie Reinecke
Jenifer Violet Reining,  Yankton, SD
Susan Lynette Richey,  Enoch, UT
Lisa M. Ritchison,  Sioux City
Hiedi Lyn Roberts,  Sioux Falls, SD
Terris C. Sallis,  Newton
Ellen Christina Schoville,  Johnston
Travis Semmens,  De Soto
Andy Sivertson,  Sioux Falls, SD
Brian Reed Smith,  Sioux Falls, SD
Thesis:   The Examined Life: Personal 
Therapy and the Social Worker’s Ethical 
Obligations to Self
Sarah Jayne Smith,  Des Moines
Karen Renee Springer,  De Smet, SD
Terri Lynn Sturges,  Merrill
Peggy Lynn Swails,  West Liberty
Tracy Lynn Swartzlander,  Indianola
Nancy Ann Thieman,  Sioux City
Michelle Lynn Townsend,  Yankton, SD
Carole Jean Utesch,  Sioux City
Nicole Dawn Van Ginkel,  Rock Valley
Abby Lane Veldhuizen,  Des Moines
Cindra Kay Porter Visser
Thesis:   Patterns of Incorporation:  A 
Comparison of Immigrant Groups in a 
Rural Iowa Community
Abigail Ann Volland
Jerry Lee Webber,  Alcester, SD
Patricia R. Whalen,  Sioux City
Alissa Ann Wilkinson,  Batavia
Amy Catherine Hayes Wright,  Des Moines
Katie Colleen Zoske,  Conrad
Heidi Zwick,  Clive
Master of Arts in Teaching
Eric Michael Ammann,  Coralville
Meghan Elaine Bjork,  Bismarck, ND
Krista Marie Blythe,  Sheldon
Shawn Robert Cornally,  Iowa City
Jacob Halter
Katherine Mae Harcourt,  Iowa City
Emily Jean Heiden,  Coralville
Maureen Dolores Megonigal,  Iowa City
Kristen Campbell Smith
Jacob Kent Steward,  Iowa City
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Master of Computer 
Science
Noah Christopher Abrahamson
Kyle Alan Barkmeier,  Champaign, IL
Jesse Chen,  Iowa City
Puja Das,  Kolkata, India
Scott Tyler Davis,  Iowa City
Xiaosen Jiang,  Beijing, China
Spencer Joel Kuhl,  Iowa City
Ritesh Nadhani
Keith Brian Perry,  Dubuque
Travis Darrell Pogmore,  Iowa City
Arvind Suryakumar,  Iowa City
Uday Karan Verma,  Iowa City
Theodore James Wendt,  Anaconda, MT
Master of Health 
Administration
Jessica Marie Aguilar,  Sioux Falls, SD
Janet Ann Benton
Aaron Daniel Bontrager,  Iowa City
Elena M. Dicus,  Dunedin, FL
Jill LeighAnn Dinkla,  Guthrie Center
Christopher Thomas Evans,  Iowa City
Sarah Marie Henning,  Elgin
Lisa Marie Kidin
Annie Lee,  Cedar Rapids
Lindsay Ann Leischner,  Parkston, SD
Stacey Lynn Malkin,  Pittsburgh, PA
Rutwa Bimal Naik
Jennifer Lynn Ruppert,  Tiffin
Steven Robert Slessor,  Iowa City
Scott Joseph Thill,  Dubuque
Master of Public Health
Raza Raja Akbar,  Coralville
Toni Marie Biskup,  Lincoln, NE
Julia Renee Buchkina,  Cedar Rapids
Kate Elizabeth Burgener
Amanda Jean Chamberlin,  Ames
Laura Catherine Elliott,  Iowa City
Denyse Marie Gipple,  New Sharon
Lena Rose Hann
Jack Alan Kampf,  Spirit Lake
Laura Ji-Seon Lee,  Cedar Rapids
Bethany Kirk Helms Lewis,  Iowa City
Kimberly Molly Lewis,  Woodstock, IL
Jill Christina Moffett,  Durham, NC
Rebecca McKay Mueller,  Des Moines
Maria Osterhaus,  Maquoketa
Mark Reeve Pedersen
Noelle Alexis Perry
Hrishikesh Siddharth Raut,  Pune, India
Suren Ravuri
Steven James Rippentrop,  Pella
Arick Paul Sabin
Trisha Lynn Schiltz
Ulrike Schultz,  Coralville
Tina Marie Stec,  Iowa City
David Ernest Steward,  Springfield, IL
Lindsay Rae Toenges,  Altoona
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Candidates for Degrees
ColleGe of liberal 
arts and sCienCes
Bachelor of Arts
Kelly Roseanne Abba,  Dubuque
Theatre Arts
Communication Studies
Jonathan David Abbuehl,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Tadashi Andrew Abe,  Iowa City
Biochemistry
Chemistry
Abbey Rose Ackermann,  Ankeny
History
Stephanie Ann Ackerson,  Clive
Communication Studies
Katherine Carol Adams,   
Prospect Heights, IL
History
Robert Johnson Adams,  Bettendorf
Biology
Whitney B. Adamson,  Marshalltown
Interdepartmental Studies
Richard Herman Aden,  Coggon
Health and Sport Studies
Angie R. Adrian,  Charlotte
Communication Studies
Spencer Charles Agee-Sage,  West Allis, WI
Cinema
Communication Studies
Jordan E. Agnew,  Aurora, IL
Psychology
Ilse Paola Aguilar,  Donna, TX
International Studies
Christopher William Agyeman,  Chicago, IL
Cinema
*Shajia Ahmad,  Cedar Falls
Journalism and Mass Communication
Honors in International Studies
Albert Y. Ahn,  Ames
Biology
*Eliza Katherine Ahrens,  Iowa City
History
Religious Studies
Brock James Alberts,  Swisher
Health and Sport Studies
Cody A. Alberts,  West Des Moines
Sociology
Jared Thomas Alberts,  Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Kelleen Nicole Albrecht,  Crete, IL
Communication Studies
***Emily Louise Alden,  Le Claire
Interdepartmental Studies
Nicole Linn Alexander,  Fox River Grove, IL
International Studies
Amanda Gail Allen,  Davenport
History
Tara Michelle Allen,  Davenport
Interdepartmental Studies
Stephen Paul Allison,  Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Megan Kathleen Alloway,  Norwalk
Psychology
Aaron James Anderson,  Postville
Geography
***Barrett James Anderson,  Clive
Honors in Economics
Joshua Thorn Anderson,  Des Moines
Communication Studies
Lexie Lynn Anderson,  Washington, IL
Psychology
Molly K. Anderson,  West Des Moines
History
English
Robert Nathan Anderson,  Coralville
Geography
Kelly Elizabeth Andresen,  Galva
Health and Sport Studies
Madigan Emily Armstrong,  Muscatine
English
Nicholas Joseph Arnold,  Rock Island, IL
Computer Science
Paul Evert Asjes,  Norwalk
Religious Studies
Kathryn Marie Atzhorn,  Evergreen Park, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Alex Molly Aufmann,  Park Ridge, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Ashley Kristine August,  Walcott
Psychology
Nyere Sinclair Aumaitre,  Camden, NJ
Health and Sport Studies
Courtney L. Austin,  Hawthorn Woods, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Kezban Avci,  Dortmund, Germany
English
Lisa M. Babcock,  Maquoketa
Communication Studies
Ellen Babor,  Marengo
Psychology
Kara N. Bacon,  Sheridan, WY
Journalism and Mass Communication
**Cara Catherine Bader,  Cedar Rapids
Economics
International Studies
Christian Kent Baggiano,  Charlottesville, VA
English
Cinema
Kathryn E. Baggs,  Ottumwa
Cinema
Communication Studies
Justin Jeffrey Bahnsen,  Charles City
History
Russell James Baker,  Dubuque
Psychology
Jane Elizabeth Baldwin,  Chicago, IL
Communication Studies
Steven Daniel Baldwin,  Mason City
Economics
Derick L. Ball,  Letts
Elementary Education
Jonathan Gordon Ballenger,  Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Jessica Marie Balvanz,  Ames
Theatre Arts
Justin Balvanz,  Cedar Rapids
Computer Science
Kara A. Bantz,  Fairbank
Anthropology
Anne Margaret Barber,  Spencer
History
Political Science
Jonathan Michael Barder,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Psychology
*Craig M. Barnes,  Bettendorf
English
History
Eleisha Marie Barnett,  Anamosa
Anthropology
History
Mari Alysha Barsema,  Clinton
Psychology
Amy Lynn Bartells,  Schaumburg, IL
Economics
**Abigail Marie Bartine,  Des Moines
Political Science
Megan Leigh Bartlett,  Des Moines
Communication Studies
Spanish
*Sara Elizabeth Batkie,  Bettendorf
English
Kelsey Kayleen Bauer,  Des Moines
Communication Studies
Lisa M. Bauer,  Gowrie
Honors in Psychology
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Daniel Michael Baur-McGuire,  Iowa City
Art
Joni Lynn Beachy,  Kalona
Elementary Education
Alexandra V. Beatty,  Des Moines
English
Courtney Marie Beatty,  Iowa City
Psychology
Jeffrey M. Beatty,  Decorah
English
Political Science
Kate Elisabeth Becker,  Crystal Lake, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
**Matthew John Becker,  Dubuque
Honors in Spanish
Honors in Linguistics
Samuel M. Becker,  Kentwood, MI
History
Stephanie Ann Becker,  Norway
Political Science
Jennifer Lynne Behrends,   
Arlington Heights, IL
English
Greg Behrens,  Pleasant Hill
Geography
Tyler Michael Bell,  Council Bluffs
History
Mark L. Bellen,  Park Ridge, IL
History
Jacob Lawrence Beltz,  Davenport
Economics
Tyson Mitchell Benesh,  Walker
Communication Studies
Psychology
Emily Bensink,  Pella
History
Daniel Timothy Benson,  Rockford, IL
Computer Science
Eric Michael Bergen,  Vinton
Anthropology
Brittney Shawne Berget,  Delavan, WI
Journalism and Mass Communication
Communication Studies
Rory Meredith Berigan,  Urbandale
Communication Studies
Lauren Lynn Bernstein,  Minnetonka, MN
Spanish
Blake N. Berry,  Iowa City
Political Science
Kayla Michelle Berry,  Brisbane,  Australia
Communication Studies
Elizabeth Renee Bertke,  Grayslake, IL
Dance
Facia Yandia Best,  Monrovia, Liberia
Elementary Education
Mathew Jon Beuning,  Fort Madison
Communication Studies




Adam N. Bieschke,  Lake Zurich, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Brett Michael Birkett,  Dubuque
Anthropology
Nick Hunter Bjornstad,  Okoboji
Political Science
Christopher Alexander Black,  Glenview, IL
Communication Studies
Robert Thomas Blalock,  Des Moines
Religious Studies
International Studies
Asian Languages and Literature
Stephen Michael Blecha,  Naperville, IL
History
Austin Ross Blum,  Urbandale
Communication Studies
David Asher Blum,  Great Neck, NY
Theatre Arts
Lisa A. Blum,  Carlisle, PA
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sociology
Lindy M. Bockenstedt,  Manchester
Interdepartmental Studies
Rachel A. Bockenstedt,  Manchester
Music
Cheyanne Constance Boddicker,  Tipton
Theatre Arts
Performing Arts Entrepreneurship
Rene Elizabeth Boesen,  Johnston
Interdepartmental Studies
Josh C. Boettcher,  Waukee
Health and Sport Studies
Tyler Ross Boeyink,  Pella
International Studies
Casey Patrick Boland,  Bettendorf
Theatre Arts
Psychology
Lindsey Beth Boldt,  Wauwatosa, WI
Health and Sport Studies
Communication Studies
Reece Brandon Boller,  Belmond
Interdepartmental Studies
Gerriet John Bolt,  Holland
Communication Studies
Kathryn A. Bonk,  Arlington Heights, IL
Communication Studies
Erin R. Boor,  Elburn, IL
Spanish
Erin Elizabeth Borgstrom,  Morris, IL
Communication Studies
Eltahir K. Boshara,  San Diego, CA
Cinema
James Ray Boucher,  Sandyville
Linguistics
Honors in French
Robert Rex Bourdon,  Des Moines




*Margaret Ann Boyd,  Burlington
Journalism and Mass Communication
Spanish
Melanie Lynn Boyles,  Tempe, AZ
Health and Sport Studies
John P. Brackin,  Chicago, IL
Political Science
Bettina Elizabeth Bradley,  Keokuk
Elementary Education
Melanie Y. Bradley,  Swisher
Sociology
**Sean M. Brady,  Swisher
Literature, Science and the Arts
Michael J. Brafford,  Johnston
Theatre Arts
Pamela Powell Brande,  Urbandale
Political Science
Bridget Jean Brandt,  Morris, IL
Elementary Education
Thomas Alex Brandtner,  Bettendorf
Interdepartmental Studies
Jackie Rae Brannan,  Ames
Communication Studies
Alison Ann Braun,  Bloomingdale, IL
Elementary Education
Julie Ann Brayton,  Clive
Art
Journalism and Mass Communication
Alison Donna Bream,  Saint Louis Park, MN
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Mallory Heywood Breed,  Sterling, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Tyler Christian Breitbach,  Dubuque
Cinema
David M. Bress,  Spencer
History
Jonathan R. Brinck,  Naperville, IL
Cinema
Journalism and Mass Communication
Melinda A. Brocka
Honors in Art History
Jill Brockhohn,  Forest City
Psychology
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Neal J. Brower,  Columbus, OH
Anthropology
Cara Elizabeth Brown,  Marion
Psychology
Hilary Anne Brown,  Coralville
Communication Studies
Jeremy E. Brown,  Carol Stream, IL
History
Religious Studies
Kristofer Aaron Brown,  Waverly
Art
Lauren Ashley Brown,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Maurice Jamaal Brown,  Fort Lauderdale, FL
Economics
Raegan Elizabeth Brown,  Prairie Village, KS
Communication Studies
Katharyn Mary Browne,  Visalia, CA
English
Lauren M. Brozyna,  Westchester, IL
Psychology
Steven Kenneth Bruck,  Ottawa, IL
Political Science
*Heather Irene Brumm,  Iowa City
Psychology
Jason J. Brummond,  Iowa City
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jake Hugo Brus,  Denison
Journalism and Mass Communication
Stephanie Dawn Brutt,  Skokie, IL
History
Political Science
Mariel Kareen Bryden,  Nevada
Honors in International Studies
Phillip Jack Bucaro,  Schaumburg, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Jacob Paul Buhrow,  Iowa City
German
Andrew R. Buller,  Coralville
Biochemistry
Stephanie L. Bunting,  Urbandale
Communication Studies
Elizabeth Mary Burbach,  Dubuque
Communication Studies
Kathleen M. Burke,  Palatine, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Kevin Richard Burke,  Lombard, IL
Psychology
Kacey Elizabeth Burman,  Dumont
English
Emily J. Burney,  Crystal Lake, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Art
Peter James Burns,  Wheeling, IL
English
Gabriela Patricia Butler,  Roland
Communication Studies
Russian
Roderick Alan Buttermore,  Ogden
Anthropology
Social Work
Joseph Paul Cadorin,  Hartland, WI
Journalism and Mass Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Jodi Lynne Cahill 
Computer Science
Joseph Nicholis Caiafa,  Chicago, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Terrence J. Callahan,  Davenport
English
Molly Katherine Camerer,  Marion
Biology
*Amanda Grace Campney,  Cedar Rapids
English
Elizabeth Ann Canby,  Olds
Interdepartmental Studies
Lindsey Capdevila,  Burlington
Psychology
Bryce Ann Carithers,  Des Moines
Honors in Psychology
*Blake Michael Carpenter,  West Des Moines
Honors in International Studies
Timothy P. Carroll,  Northbrook, IL
Economics
Kathryn Kay Carson,  Mount Pleasant
Elementary Education
Kalina Melany Casimiro,  Chicago, IL
Sociology
*Kate Robin Casper,  Decorah
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
International Studies
Veronica Yvette Castillo,  Iowa City
Art History
James Robert Cate,  Johnston
History
Amy Elizabeth Cayler,  Carroll
Psychology
Health and Sport Studies
Kristen Ann Cayler,  Carroll
Psychology
Young-Shik Chang,  Niles, IL
Mathematics
Jonathan Chaparro,  Aguadilla, Puerto Rico
Communication Studies
Drew Daniel Chapman,  Albia
German
Jacob Elias Chapman,  Emmetsburg
Communication Studies
Mark Ryan Chappen,  Robins
Economics
Catherine Marie Chargo,  Jefferson
History
American Studies
Songwei Chen,  Omaha, NE
Honors in International Studies
Honors in Art
Curt Ronald Chenoweth,  Des Moines
Communication Studies
Lindsay Jennifer Chess,  Bettendorf
History
Jessica Kathleen Chevalier,  Naperville, IL
Spanish
Megan Catherine Chirillo,  Orland Park, IL
Communication Studies
Maggie J. Christensen,  Minneapolis, MN
Communication Studies
Feng-Yi Chuang,  Taipei, Taiwan
Speech and Hearing Science
Jonathan Michael Chupka,  Davenport
Health and Sport Studies
Alicia Marie Cikowski,  Palos Hills, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Kristin M. Cizek,  Lemont, IL
Communication Studies
Angelan Kay Clark,  Brighton
English
Laura Colleen Clark,  Algona
Linguistics
Tara Leah Clark,  Vancouver, Canada
Communication Studies
Stacey Noelle Clarke,  Arlington Heights, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Psychology




Michelle Christine Clement,  Oswego, IL
International Studies
Christopher Glen Clendenen,  Marion
Interdepartmental Studies





Anne Isabelle Coatar,  Iowa City
English
Tiffany Kay Cochran,  Anamosa
Psychology




Christina Marie Coker,  Davenport
Interdepartmental Studies
Ashley Nicole Colbert,  Riverside
Political Science
David Lee Cole,  Ankeny
International Studies
Katherine M. Coleman,  Cincinnati, OH
Communication Studies
English
Kelly Marie Colgan,  La Crosse, WI
Spanish
Political Science
Rachel Lee Colletti,  Prospect Heights, IL
Communication Studies
Cassandra Jean Collins,  Waverly
Social Work
Jake Daniel Collins,  Fort Madison
Interdepartmental Studies
Sara Elizabeth Collins,  Denver
Cinema
Jeffrey Christopher Colon,  Chicago, IL
Economics
Jessica Marie Colwell,  Iowa Falls
Communication Studies
Kari A. Conger,  Bettendorf
Communication Studies
Joseph M. Connelly,  Addison, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Shea F. Conner,  Newton
Journalism and Mass Communication
Samuel Jensen Connet,  Des Moines
Literature, Science and the Arts
Eileen Joan Consedine,  Galena, IL
Communication Studies
English
Melissa Contreras,  Donna, TX
Spanish
Caitlin A. Cook,  Tipton
Health and Sport Studies
Laura Grant Cooling,  Rockford, IL
Communication Studies
Spanish
Chad Alan Coon, Sr.,  Iowa City
English
Bret Robert Coons,  Bettendorf
English
Sarah Ellen Cooper,  Ankeny
Communication Studies
Meghan Kathleen Corbin,  Davenport
Honors in Communication Studies
Interdepartmental Studies
Joshua Bain Cord,  Des Moines
Economics
Daniel Adam Corn,  Sioux City
Geoscience
Michael Joseph Cornfield,   
Downers Grove, IL
History
Tausha Marie Cosimo,  Des Moines
History
Jessica Anne Costanzo,  Urbandale
Biology
Amy Hart Costello,  Chicago, IL
Elementary Education
Kelsi Jo Countryman,  Sycamore, IL
Elementary Education
Margot Rae Courtney,  Des Moines
Classical Languages
*Kevin Mark Courtois,  Long Grove, IL
Communication Studies
Chelsea Faye Cox,  West Des Moines
Honors in International Studies
English
Nathan A. Cox,  Des Moines
International Studies
Anna-Kathryn H. Coyle,  Rock Island, IL
English
Adam Alexander Creger,  Johnston
Interdepartmental Studies
Elizabeth Hansen Crispin,  Des Moines
Art
Art History
Olivia Croskey,  Polk City
Psychology
Amanda Sue Cross,  Davenport
Psychology
Erin Margaret Crowley,  Appleton, WI
Journalism and Mass Communication
Margaret Ann Cuchna,  Hinsdale, IL
Psychology
Tiffany June Culp,  Iowa City
Elementary Education
**Drew Allen Cumings,  Ankeny
Spanish
English
Samantha Cunningham,  Rancho 
Cucamonga, CA
Communication Studies
Samantha Christine Cunningham,   
Des Moines
Psychology
Daniel J. Cunny,  McHenry, IL
History
Kymberly Lauren Curtis,  Davenport
Communication Studies
Psychology
Matthew William Cwiklinski,  Geneva, IL
Religious Studies
Chad Daniel Cysewski,  Crystal Lake, IL
Psychology
Kelly Ann D’Agostino,  Hawthorn Woods, IL
Communication Studies
Danielle Marie D’Alessandro,  Cedar Falls
Journalism and Mass Communication
History
Stephani Helen Daft,  Burlington
Theatre Arts
Danielle Elaine Dahl,  Davenport
International Studies
Benjamin William Dahlberg,  Des Moines
Communication Studies
Jakob C. Dalgaard,  Waukegan, IL
Psychology
Harold L. Dalton,  Iowa City
Health and Sport Studies
Ian Michael Daly,  Ankeny
Computer Science
Jonathan Michael Dambek,  Wheaton, IL
History
Jacob A. Daniels,  West Des Moines
Economics
Ann Marie Danner,  Keswick
Elementary Education
Thomas R. Davies,  Brighton
Economics
Abby Marie Davis,  North Liberty
English
**Ashley A. Davis,  Marion
Communication Studies
Eric John Davis,  Aurelia
Chemistry
Joseph Brandon Davis,  Winthrop Harbor, IL
Communication Studies
Toni Ann Davis,  Iowa City
History
Zackary Scott Davis,  Port Byron, IL
Biochemistry
Colin Charles Davis-McElligatt,  Iowa City
History
American Studies
*Andrew P. Dehner,  Wheatland
Art
Cinema




  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Karisa Ann Denker,  Denison
Communication Studies
Psychology
***Kari A. Dennler,  Cedar Falls
Social Work
Eden Beth Derby,  Fairfield
Communication Studies
Kathryn Ann Determan,  Clinton
Political Science
Annie Marie Deutschmann,  Libertyville, IL
Social Work
Heather Lynn Dewall,  Pocahontas
Psychology
Alisha Jean Dewey,  Sioux City
Interdepartmental Studies




Kelly Denise DeMarco,  Libertyville, IL
Communication Studies
Psychology
Erica Blair DeMars,  Northbrook, IL
Communication Studies
Chelsea Eliza DePree,  Iowa City
English
Jesse R. Dick,  Des Moines
International Studies
History
Benjamin Brian Diedrich,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Emily Anne Diehm,  Dubuque
Speech and Hearing Science
Jenna M. Diemer,  Antioch, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Bailey Jo Dillehay,  Carroll
Psychology
Amanda R. Dilley,  Des Moines
Psychology
Emily Smith Dillon,  Saint Charles, IL
Communication Studies
Ivana Dimitrievska,  Waukegan, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Katherine Marie Dittmann,  Middleton, WI
English
Communication Studies
Paul Ellsworth Divan IV,  San Juan 
Capistrano, CA
Economics
Caroline Amanda DiFiglio,  Saint Charles, IL
Ancient Civilization
Carl Oliver Dodge,  Independence
Psychology
Eileen Ann Doherty,  Deerfield, IL
International Studies
Interdepartmental Studies
Katy Lee Doherty,  Muscatine
Art History
**Amy Elizabeth Domeyer,  Dubuque
Honors in English
Anna Jean Domoto,  Ames
Spanish
Elizabeth Marie Donna,  Eden Prairie, MN
Communication Studies
Allison Hathaway Donnell,  Aurora, IL
English
**Brian Patrick Donnelly,  Clinton
Political Science
John T. Donnelly,  Iowa City
History
Pamela Meghan Donner,  Cedar Rapids
English
Reece Richard Dooley,  Urbandale
Psychology
Michael John Dorsey,  Rockford, IL
Economics
Sarah Louise Dow,  Minnetonka, MN
Spanish
Mitchell Donald Downey,  Marshalltown
Cinema
Summer Rae Downs,  San Diego, CA
Health and Sport Studies
Tara Jean Drake,  Griswold
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Matthew Allen Dravis,  Nashua
Computer Science




Meghan Dougherty Duffy,  Bettendorf
Art
***Amanda Leigh Dugenske,  Cedar Rapids
Social Work
Jenna L. Duncalf,  Robins
Psychology
Joshua Thomas Dunham,  Crystal Lake, IL
History
Political Science
Brianna Patricia Duniec,  Geneva, IL
Communication Studies
Rashad Tyre Dunn,  Thomson, GA
English




Christina Marie Dutler,  Warrenville, IL
Psychology
Katherine E. Dyer,  Indianola
Communication Studies
Amanda Elizabeth Dykes,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Art
Ross M. Eberhart,  De Witt
Journalism and Mass Communication
Ashley Rae Ebersberger,  Wheaton, IL
Communication Studies
Theodore William Eby,  Bettendorf
Psychology
Brittani Dauphine Eckhardt,  East Moline, IL
Communication Studies
Kelen M. Eddy,  Coal City, IL
Communication Studies
Marcus Allen Edler,  Keokuk
Interdepartmental Studies
Joseph J. Eggers,  Parkersburg
Religious Studies
Travis James Eiselstein,  Wilton
Art
Joshua Ryan Eklow,  Grayslake, IL
Cinema
Jennifer Mary Elbert,  Laurens
Health and Sport Studies
**Carrie L. Eldredge,  Des Moines
Elementary Education
Lauren Michel Elies,  Northbrook, IL
Elementary Education
Abdelkader Elkeurti,  Iowa City
Economics
Anthony James Ellingson,  West Des Moines
Journalism and Mass Communication
Health and Sport Studies
James A. Elliott,  West Des Moines
Psychology
Economics
Caleb Thomas Ellis,  Muscatine
Cinema
Theatre Arts
*Jenna Marie Ely,  Minnetrista, MN
Journalism and Mass Communication
Dance
Abigail Theresa Emmert,  Winterset
Communication Studies
Chuka Chigozie Enekwechi,  Iowa City
Economics
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Kerbie Renae Engel,  New Hampton
Psychology
Tiffany Ann Engelbrecht,  Rapid City, SD
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Janessa M. Ensinger,  Fulton, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kristin Marie Epping,  Bettendorf
Art History
Interdepartmental Studies
Lindsey A. Erceg,  Clive
Elementary Education
Brittany Laine Erdmier,  Rockford, IL
Elementary Education
John Dana Ericson,  Des Moines
International Studies
Sarah Danielle Ertz,  Burlington
American Studies
Elizabeth Anne Erwin,  Adel
History
Molly L. Esche,  Waukesha, WI
Communication Studies
Lindsey Kay Eschen,  Independence
Interdepartmental Studies
**Julie A. Eslick,  Dayton
Honors in English
Classical Languages
Lauren C. Etier,  Rockford, IL
Communication Studies
Sociology
Courtney J. Evans,  Glenwood
Interdepartmental Studies
Daniel Joseph Evans,  Schaumburg, IL
Communication Studies
David W. Evans,  Metamora, IL
Political Science
Kathryn Rose Evans,  North Liberty
Communication Studies
Political Science
Keith Bradley Evans,  Los Angeles, CA
International Studies
Laurel A. Evans,  Iowa Falls
Political Science
Marchonda Louise Evans,  Romeoville, IL
Mathematics
Samantha Jo Evans,  Storm Lake
Political Science
Communication Studies
Terry Todd Evans,  Cushing
Communication Studies
Ettore George Ewen, Jr.,  Tampa, FL
Health and Sport Studies
Allison Christine Fabor,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Jessica Ashley Fahey-Brown,  Coralville
Communication Studies
Abbey Michelle Fahle,  Ashville, NY
History
Anne P. Fanella,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Elementary Education
Sable Morgan Farkas,  Cedarburg, WI
Elementary Education
Nawaar Binte Farooq,  Iowa City
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Psychology
Matthew Gilbert Farr,  Des Moines
Interdepartmental Studies
Kailey Ann Feely,  Mahtomedi, MN
Elementary Education
Tess Elizabeth Feldman,  Riverside, IL
Spanish
Justin James Fenimore,  Des Moines
Economics
Kimberly Ann Fensterbusch,  Bettendorf
Psychology
Jennifer Lynn Ferm,  Lemont, IL
Communication Studies
Josh Kenneth Finer,  Emmetsburg
Political Science
Rachel Jane Finkelstein,  Coralville
Art
Amy Marie Fiscus,  Harlan
Elementary Education
Brian James Fisher,  Mason City
History
Political Science
Jedediah David Fisher,  Vinton
Psychology
Jon Cody Fisher,  Le Claire
English
Moira Ann Fisher,  Park Ridge, IL
Communication Studies
John M. Fitzgerald,  Pocahontas
History
Kirsten Leigh Fitzgerald,  Minooka, IL
Communication Studies
Jacy Jo Fitzpatrick,  Waterloo
Theatre Arts
Kevin V. Flaherty,  Cedar Falls
Anthropology





Carly Ann Flannigan,  Rolling Meadows, IL
Psychology
Bradley Steven Fletcher,  Iowa City
Health and Sport Studies
Jacquelyn L. Fletcher,  Palos Park, IL
Political Science
Corrie A. Flitcraft,  Glenview, IL
Communication Studies
Steven W. Flores,  Council Bluffs
Honors in Philosophy
English
Yvonne Renee Flores,  Junction City, KS
Interdepartmental Studies
Laura Jaye Fogelberg,  Edina, MN
Journalism and Mass Communication
Lauren Marie Follis,  Evergreen Park, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Carl Roland Follmer,  Iowa City
History
*Jill Marie Folsom,  Waukon
Elementary Education
Jolynn Rae Foltz,  Spencer
Political Science
Eric Christopher Fomon,  Iowa City
Psychology
Jill Marie Formanek,  Belle Plaine
Health and Sport Studies
Rachael Ashley Formas,  Saint Charles, IL
Communication Studies
Kyle Clark Fornek,  Willowbrook, IL
English
*Melissa Ann Fortman,  Cedar Rapids
Elementary Education




Lisa Marie Foster,  Urbandale
Art
Molli Elizabeth Foster,  Camanche
Psychology
Jennifer Renee Fowler,  Altoona
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Matthew Bennett Fowler,  Harlan
Psychology
Elizabeth Patsy Fox,  Boone
Anthropology
Jacklyn Marie Fox,  Urbandale
Communication Studies
Social Work
Lyal LeClair Fox III,  Cedar Rapids
Theatre Arts
English
Mark Herbert Fox,  Hopkins, MN
Spanish
Laura Marie Fox-Schutte,  Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Joseph Michael Fraczek,  Barrington, IL
English
Ashley Ann Frank,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Honors in Psychology
Brandon James Frank,  Spirit Lake
Economics
Courtney Allyce Frank,  Urbandale
International Studies
Communication Studies
Rodney Lee Franklin, Jr.,  Keokuk
Ancient Civilization
Amber Christine Freeman,  Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
***Bethsaira Fregoso,  Elgin, IL
Social Work
Allison Kay French,  Marion
Psychology
Monica Rose Fresas,  Palatine, IL
Psychology
Patrick Joseph Friedel,  Windsor Heights
Honors in Political Science
International Studies
Jessica Lynn Fritts,  Cedar Rapids
English
Vivian Paula Fritzler,  Clive
Honors in International Studies
Psychology
*Robert A. Fritzsche,  Council Bluffs
English
Bryan David Frost,  Cedar Rapids
Mathematics
Asian Languages and Literature
Ada Catherine Fuchs,  Davenport
Art
Samantha T. Funk,  Osage
Honors in History
English
Carly Cameron Furbee,  Naperville, IL
Economics
Shanna K. Furlong,  Muscatine
Elementary Education
Mikel R. Gabrielson,  Rickardsville
Interdepartmental Studies
Marissa Marie Gafka,  Libertyville, IL
Communication Studies
*Tomer Gal,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Spanish
International Studies
Mario Paul Galanakis,  Greenfield
Health and Sport Studies
Matthew Scott Galbraith,  Indianola
English
Philosophy
Brianna Jalyn Galloway,  Normal, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Kristin Joanne Gamble,  Darien, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
*Pamela Ann Gamrat,  Hoffman Estates, IL
Psychology
Andrew Clayton Garberson,  Cedar Rapids
International Studies
Erika Danielle Garcia,  Carol Stream, IL
Psychology
Brandon Justin Gardner,  Tinley Park, IL
Communication Studies
Shaina Lynn Gardner,  Marion
Interdepartmental Studies
Joseph K. Gargano,  Glenview, IL
American Studies
Jamie A. Garms,  Elkader
English
Jordan Michael Garrett,  Washington
Spanish
Daniel W. Garrison,  Glenwood
Psychology
*Nicholas William Gaspelin,  Bettendorf
Honors in Psychology




Jarrod Maurice Gatlin,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Bryon Thomas Gattas,  Mount Prospect, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Shayne Eileen Gavrick,  Chicago, IL
Communication Studies
Matthew Ryan Geary,  Evergreen Park, IL
Communication Studies
Ben James Geelan,  Algona
Political Science
Health and Sport Studies
Maggie Joy Gelber,  Winnetka, IL
Anthropology
Kevin J. Gentz,  Eldridge
American Studies
Amanda Diane George,  Dubuque
Psychology
Cathy L. George,  Mount Vernon
Spanish
Emily Jean Georgia,  Lake Mills
Psychology
Gregory Richard Gergerian,  Evanston, IL
Sociology
Brianne Marie Gerhardt,  Council Bluffs
Elementary Education
Ryan David Gerling,  Columbus Junction
Honors in History
Honors in Education
Jenna Lynn Giacomi,  Channahon, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Colin Taylor Gilbert,  Denver, CO
International Studies
Michael D. Giller,  Independence
Art
Anthropology




Thomas Joseph Gioielli,  Lakeville, MN
Psychology
Whitney A. Givens,  Clive
Journalism and Mass Communication
Communication Studies
Amber Dale Glasgow,  Danville
Elementary Education
Rachel Lynn Glasgow,  Burlington
Psychology
Mark Alan Gleason,  Davenport
Communication Studies
Susan Jennie Glickson,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Spanish
Communication Studies
Tracy E. Glink,  Arlington Heights, IL
Psychology
Kelly Kay Goblirsch,  Plymouth, MN
Communication Studies
Kyle Elizabeth Godwin,  Des Moines
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Katherine Anne Goetzman,  Des Moines
Women’s Studies
English
Janelle Goforth,  Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Ellen Marie Gogerty,  Ames
International Studies
Katie L. Goldensoph,  De Witt
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Erin Rachel Goldman,  Northbrook, IL
Psychology
Lindsey Marie Goldschmidt,  Tinley Park, IL
English
**Kimn Swenson Gollnick,  Marion
Journalism and Mass Communication
Honors in English
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Srdan Golub,  Evansdale
International Studies
Samantha Gomberg,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Elementary Education
Seth Michael Gorney,  Vandalia, OH
Health and Sport Studies
Hulda Karen Gottlieb,  Coralville
Political Science
Adam Robert Goyette,  Lincoln, NE
Political Science
International Studies
Scott Edward Graafsma,  Cary, IL
Psychology
Stephen F. Grabo,  Shorewood, IL
Political Science
*Gillian Leigh Grady,  Wynnewood, PA
Classical Languages
Ancient Civilization
Michael David Graefe,  West Des Moines
English
Alytha Jenee Graham,  Bolingbrook, IL
Communication Studies
Jessica Nicole Granera,  Keokuk
International Studies
Ashley E. Granger,  Waterloo
Political Science
Hallee Alt Grantham,  Solon
Elementary Education
Colin Michael Grask,  Bettendorf
English
Lauren Elizabeth Grask,  Cedar Rapids
Political Science
Erin Marie Gray,  Peoria, IL
Communication Studies
Nissa Margot Greenquist,  Ankeny
English
Andy Joel Greever,  Smithfield, NC
History
*Lea Ashley Greiner,  Keota
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Adam J. Grell,  Waterloo
Political Science
Thomas Richard Griffin,  Fort Dodge
History
Rosalyn Reed Griffith,  Waverly
Communication Studies
Eric John Grimes,  Bettendorf
Cinema
Drew Tyler Gripentrog,  Crystal Lake, IL
Honors in Biology
Julie Lee Grobe,  Oakland
Honors in Health and Sport Studies
Meghan E. Grogan,  Dubuque
Elementary Education
Ryan J. Gross,  Saint Charles, IL
Economics
Samantha Lynn Groszek,  Joliet, IL
History
Joshua Allen Gruber,  Waukee
Psychology
Nathaniel J. Gruca,  Ankeny
English




Daniel Louis Guido,  Elmhurst, IL
Political Science
Zachary N. Gulick,  Waterloo
Political Science
Briana Marie Gunn,  Arlington Heights, IL
Communication Studies
Ann E. Gute,  Carroll
Communication Studies
Victoria Elizabeth Haacke,  Davenport
Psychology
Paige Ray Hager,  Hinsdale, IL
Psychology
*Sarah Roberts Hagle,  Champaign, IL
Psychology
Cory Clair Haight,  Independence
Cinema
Stephanie Ann Hall,  Long Grove
Communication Studies
Kenneth John Haller,  Saint Charles, IL
Psychology
Spanish
Katherine Marie Halsch,  West Des Moines
Health and Sport Studies
Communication Studies
John P. Haman,  Iowa City
Journalism and Mass Communication
Religious Studies
Amy Lynn Hamers,  Danbury
Communication Studies
Alyce LaVonne Hammans,  Winterset
Asian Languages and Literature
Matthew Gregory Hammen,  Iowa City
Psychology
**Angela Jo Hammer,  Holstein
Honors in Health and Sport Studies
Michael Hammer,  Perry
History
Amanda L. Hammes,  Keota
Elementary Education
Dustin D. Hammes,  Urbandale
Psychology
English
Thuy-Duong Nguyen Han,  Sioux City
Biochemistry
Jessica S. Hanley,  Berwyn, IL
English
*Scott Michael Hanneman,  Waterloo
Honors in Psychology
Christian Jorgen Hansen,  Sonoma, CA
English
Heidi A. Hansen,  Cedar Rapids
International Studies
Asian Languages and Literature
Luke Benjamin Hansen,  Davenport
History
Alison Nichole Hanson,  Greenfield
Honors in Biology
Bethany Rae Hanson,  West Des Moines
International Studies
Christine Nicole Hanson,  Eden Prairie, MN
Elementary Education
Alexandra Courtney Harder,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Rebekkah Rachel Harding,  Nevada
Art




Zachary Edward Harper,  Des Moines
Asian Languages and Literature
Linguistics
Patrick Michael Harrigan,  Chicago, IL
Political Science
Heidi Lee Harriman,  Ida Grove
Psychology
Benjamin William Harringa,  Hanlontown
Honors in Political Science
Amanda Jo Harris,  Iowa City
Religious Studies
Mckenzie Rae Harris,  Sioux City
Communication Studies
*Jonathan Michael Harshman,  Centerville
History
Marae K. Hart,  Big Rock
Political Science
International Studies
Cayce L. Hartman,  Bettendorf
Economics
**Abby Elise Harvey,  Marshalltown
English
Journalism and Mass Communication
Brooke Nicole Harvey,  Muscatine
Interdepartmental Studies
William Alexander Harvey,  Austin, TX
Political Science
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Justin John Hasenau,  Lindenhurst, IL
Political Science
Alex Haslach,  Minneapolis, MN
Sociology
Clinton Thomas Hastings,  Cary, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Tabetha Star Hatcher,  Council Bluffs
Psychology
***Matthew Lee Hauge,  Grimes
Journalism and Mass Communication
American Studies
Hollea Marie Haut,  Bettendorf
Sociology
Ryan Christopher Hawkins,  Middleton, WI
Economics
Bridget E. Hayes,  Darien, IL
Political Science
John Robert Haynes,  Northbrook, IL
Psychology
**Jennifer Lynn Heacock,  Dyersville
Honors in Spanish
Music
Thomas Edward Heald,  Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
John Michael Healy,  Naperville, IL
Communication Studies
Laura S. Heath,  West Des Moines
Interdepartmental Studies
Lacey R. Heikens,  Spirit Lake
Political Science
Christine M. Heim,  Lombard, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Eric Thomas Heinkel,  Aurora, IL
Communication Studies
Thomas J. Heinz,  Ackley
Interdepartmental Studies
Zachary Jospeh Heit,  Las Vegas, NV
History
Kelly Anna Hejlik,  West Des Moines
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Suzanne Joyce Hemphill,  Des Moines
Honors in Women’s Studies
Holly Michelle Henderson,  Cedar Rapids
Anthropology
*Heather Morgan Hendricks,  Burlington
Anthropology
Diane L. Hendrickson,  Chicago, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Jared W. Hendrickson,  Columbus Junction
Portuguese
Spanish
Kelly Ann Heniff,  Darien, IL
Elementary Education
Shannon Alexandra Henke,  Iowa City
Psychology
Andrew Jason Henning,  Knoxville
Political Science
Honors in International Studies
Shanon Darlene Henry,  Decorah
Social Work
Kate Alison Hensing,  Grinnell
Political Science
Shannon Marie Henson,  Keokuk
Political Science
Jody Ray Hepperly,  De Kalb, IL
Anthropology
Jolee Ann Hernandez,  Urbandale
English
Lindsey R. Herndon,  Monticello
Health and Sport Studies
Sarah A. Herring
Elementary Education
Amy Ruth Hertz,  Altoona
Religious Studies
Nathan Herzberger,  Fairfield
Cinema
Derek Lee Heyl,  Akron
Health and Sport Studies
Haley Marie Hibbert,  Quincy, IL
Elementary Education
Psychology
Janelle Kay Hibbing,  Webster City
Interdepartmental Studies
Elizabeth Meyer Hickey,   
Mendota Heights, MN
Psychology
Jeffrey W. Hickey,  Independence
Interdepartmental Studies
Stuart Logan Higgins,  Ottumwa
Political Science




**Lyndi Mauree Hill,  Geneva, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Rachael E. Hillman,  Maple Plain, MN
Dance
James David Hilton,  Glenwood
Economics
Ryan J. Hinderman,  Sherrill
Psychology
Marc Anthony Hines,  Sioux City
English
Shiho Hirasawa,  Cedar Rapids
Asian Languages and Literature
Diane Marie Hitzel,  Urbandale
Art
Susan Rae Hnat,  West Point
Ancient Civilization




Nicholas Allen Hoeger,  Farley
Psychology
Religious Studies
Ross R. Hoewing,  Waterloo
Communication Studies
Brecca Nicole Hoffman,  Johnston
English
Linguistics
David Daniel Hoffman,  Marion
Philosophy
Political Science
Justin R. Hoffman,  Iowa City
Computer Science
Brittany Jade Hogendorn,  Solon
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jennifer Anne Holland,  Bushnell, IL
Art History
**Amanda Lynn Hollatz,  Osage
Honors in Psychology
Kari P. Hollinrake,  Cedar Rapids
Elementary Education
Rachel Ann Holmes,  Dallas Center
Interdepartmental Studies
Jacob August Holtorf,  Pocahontas
Health and Sport Studies
Danielle Nicole Hommer,  Milo
Psychology
Bennett R. Honson,  Davenport
English
Carolyn M. Hood,  Wheaton, IL
Elementary Education
Brian Paul Hopp,  Nicollet, MN
History
Erin Kathleen Horak,  Columbia, MO
English
History
Steven Andrew Horning,  Jackson, MI
Art
Jennifer L. Howard,  Des Moines
Honors in International Studies
Oliver Peter Howes,  Urbandale
Asian Languages and Literature
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Erin K. Howland,  Urbandale
History
Emily Hsia,  Fairfield
Asian Languages and Literature
Erin M. Hubbard
Psychology
Katelyn Ann Hubbell,  Edina, MN
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jerica K. Hughes,  Montgomery, IL
Political Science
Benjamin Scott Huntington,  Davenport




Amanda E. Hyde,  Urbandale
History
Belema Opubo Idoniboye
Honors in Political Science
Communication Studies
Nadia Yusra Igram,  Cedar Rapids
International Studies
Gwen Inglis-Steinfeld,  Storm Lake
Women’s Studies
Drew Allen Michael Ingram,  Winterset
Music
Stacy Lynn Ingvalson,  Spirit Lake
Psychology
Nabilah Fatima Irshad,  Bettendorf
Political Science
Psychology




Mihaela Cristina Iuga,  Bucharest, Romania
Political Science
International Studies
Hannah Ruth Iverson,  Lake Mills
History
Melissa Loraine Ives,  Cedar Falls
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Matthew Thomas Jackowski,  Des Moines
Asian Languages and Literature
Nicholas James Jorgensen Jackson,  
Bloomington, MN
Interdepartmental Studies
Scott Joseph Jackson,  Cedar Rapids
English
Thomas J. Jackson,  Cedar Rapids
History
Jenna Leigh Jacobs,  Traer
Psychology
Ethan Drew Jacobson,  Cedar Falls
Communication Studies
Laura Marie Jaffe,  Lake Zurich, IL
Psychology
Natalia Roberta James,  Naperville, IL
Communication Studies
Heath Jamison,  Elkhart
Art
***Kinzy Suzanne Janssen,  Eau Claire, WI
English
Forest B. Jenkins,  Johnston
History
Nathaniel E. Jennetten,  Peoria, IL
Anthropology
Katherine Elizabeth Jennings,  Sioux City
Political Science
Margaret Elaine Jennings,  Bettendorf
Sociology
Communication Studies
Allison Jill Jensen,  Marshalltown
Health and Sport Studies
Cassandre Elysakay Jensen,  Muscatine
Religious Studies
Jessica Lynn Jensen,  Council Bluffs
Elementary Education
Kiley Michelle Jensen,  Iowa City
Political Science
Psychology
Leslie Lynn Jensen,  Waterloo
History
English
Journalism and Mass Communication
Makaila Marie Jensen,  Bettendorf
Sociology
Steven Gordon Jensen,  Sioux City
Communication Studies
Alexander Ryan Jeschke,  Bettendorf
English
Molly Catherine Jessup,  Denton, TX
English
Hyoun Kyoung Ji,  Inch’ŏn, South Korea
Economics
Asian Languages and Literature
Valerie Ann Jirsa,  Elmhurst, IL
Communication Studies
Hyunok Jo,  Iowa City
Honors in Chemistry
Lisa Christine Jogerst,  Dubuque
French
Daniel James Johanns,  Iowa City
Social Work
Allison Leigh Johnson,  Cleghorn
Psychology




Catelyn Amelia Johnson,  Andover, MA
Linguistics
Christopher Eric Johnson,  Wheaton, IL
History
Jason Marc Johnson,  Battle Creek
Economics
Jessica Marie Johnson,  Palatine, IL
Psychology
Linsey A. Johnson,  Atlantic
Art
Manda Lynn Johnson,  Atlantic
Interdepartmental Studies
Jerryn Hayes Johnston,  Ames
Spanish
Steven Daniel Johnston,  Iowa City
Political Science
Alison Margaret Jones,  Bettendorf
Communication Studies
Ashley E. Jones,  Schleswig
Sociology
*Jordan Paul Jones,  Des Moines
Honors in English
History
Katherine Janice Jones,  West Des Moines
Art History
Leah Jean Jones,  Harpers Ferry
Interdepartmental Studies
Megan Danielle Jones,  Jefferson
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Mike J. Jones,  Urbandale
English
Political Science
Meaghan Mefford Jorgensen,  Wheaton, IL
History
Matthew Steven Jorgenson,  Iowa City
Psychology
*Logan Costello Joseph,  Riverside, IL
Cinema
Nathan Joseph Joyce,  Peosta
Biology
Emily Jean Joynt,  Coralville
Economics
Casey Jo Judge,  Des Moines
Linguistics
Sarah Elizabeth Jung,  Sioux City
Health and Sport Studies
Ryan Charles Jungels,  Addison, IL
Psychology




  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
***Ryan Louis Kaduce,  Ventura
Anthropology
Linguistics
Lauren Marshall Kakert,  Davenport
Speech and Hearing Science
Erica Nicole Kalnay,  Cupertino, CA
English
Kristofor J. Kalvig,  Fort Dodge
Biology
Brianne Ashleigh Kane,  Dunkerton
Psychology
Emily Brooke Kane,  Bettendorf
Theatre Arts
English
Adam Richard Kanka,  Gurnee, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Ben Kaplan,  Deerfield, IL
English
Craig Kuser Kaplin,  Warwick, NY
Psychology
Krisoula Karaboitis
Health and Sport Studies
Danielle Miriam Karczewski,  Chicago, IL
Honors in Theatre Arts
English
Mohamed Y. Karim,  Coralville
Health and Sport Studies
Andrew David Sloan Karll,  Bettendorf
History
John W. Kartheiser,  Ankeny
English
David Samuel Katz,  Libertyville, IL
Psychology
Anne Marie Kaune,  Waterloo
English
Brian Logan Keady,  Park Ridge, IL
Psychology
Robert Andrew Keech,  Iowa City
Biochemistry
Jeffrey Allen Keen,  Le Grand
Political Science
Erin Elizabeth Keene,  Omaha, NE
International Studies
Courtney Nan Kelley,  Coralville
Interdepartmental Studies
Kathleen Rene Kelly,  Burlington
Theatre Arts
Matthew Ryan Kelly,  Batavia, IL
Psychology
Jillian Lee Kelsey,  Waterloo
Communication Studies
Stacy Shata Kelsey,  Chicago
Journalism and Mass Communication
***Jennifer Anne Kelzenberg,  Iowa City
Elementary Education
Danielle Elizabeth Kem,  Johnston
English
**Bridget M. Kemps,  Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Cassandra Lynn Kendzora,  Des Moines
Art
Psychology
Brittany Rochelle Kennelly,  Muscatine
Psychology
Marcia Ann Kent,  Hawkeye
Journalism and Mass Communication
Art
Alex P. Kenyon,  Creston
Psychology
*Mason Kyle Kerns,  Oelwein
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Honors in Political Science
***John Christopher Kerpan,  Aurora, IL
Honors in English
Jordan Alan Kessler,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Cinema
***Andrew Robert Ketterer,  Iowa City
Honors in Philosophy
German
Jacob Paul Ketzner,  West Des Moines
Political Science
Lisa Lynn Keuning,  Prairie City
Psychology
Andrea C. Keyes,  Long Grove, IL
Communication Studies
Ashley C. Keyes,  Long Grove, IL
Communication Studies
Mohammad Taajwar Khan,  Clear Lake
English
Amit P. Khatri,  Des Plaines, IL
Economics
Ju Li Khaw,  Mount Pleasant
Computer Science
Honors in Art
Ryan Michael Kidder,  Waterloo
Social Work
Aaron Michael Killion,  Coralville
English
Shawn Anthony Kilpatrick,  Cedar Rapids
English
Philosophy
*Roxanne Rae Kimbell,  Newton
Psychology
Daniel LeVasseur King,  Bloomfield Hills, MI
English
Kathryn Elizabeth Kingland,  Lake Mills
Interdepartmental Studies
***Megan M. Kingsbury,  Ames
Social Work
Psychology
Blake Alan Kinnetz,  Marathon
Religious Studies
History
Benjamin Matthew Kirbach,  Iowa City
Honors in English
Honors in Philosophy
Rachel Ashley Kirby,  Beecher, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Adam Jon Kirchner,  Keosauqua
Honors in German
Music
Stephen D. Klemm,  Iowa City
Honors in Philosophy
Daniel J. Klenske,  Dubuque
Political Science
Economics
Christina Louise Klinge,  Ankeny
Journalism and Mass Communication
*Lindsay Lea Klinkefus,  West Union
Psychology
Religious Studies
Staci Rae Klonglan,  Grimes
Psychology
Anne K. Knepper,  Cascade
Elementary Education
English
Shawn Knighton,  Chicago, IL
African American Studies
Kristen Marie Knipper,  Iowa City
Health and Sport Studies
Lyndsey Anne Knitter,  Bloomington, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Robert Craig Knoll,  Burlington
Communication Studies
Renae Michelle Knox,  Huxley
Honors in Health and Sport Studies
Renee E. Koessler,  Plymouth, MN
Biology
**Claire Louise Koestner,  Davenport
Anthropology
Religious Studies
Margaret L. Koludrovic,  La Grange, IL
Communication Studies
Angela Kay Koning,  Freeport, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Rachel Lorraine Kopf,  Waterloo
Anthropology
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Brittany Lyn Korb,  Fond du Lac, WI
Journalism and Mass Communication
Communication Studies
Robert Henry Korman,  Minneapolis, MN
Psychology
Jordan Marie Koster,  Davenport
Psychology
Michael Andrew Kostka,  Mantua, NJ
Cinema
Christine Ann Kotarba,  Elmhurst, IL
Elementary Education
Honors in Education
Rachel Allison Kowalczyk,  Lansing, IL
Psychology
***Tara Marie Kramer,  Dubuque
Honors in English
Amanda Jean Krause,  Davenport
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kelli Marie Krautmann,  Bartlett, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Brendan H. Kremer,  Downers Grove, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Jacob Ari Krengel,  Flossmoor, IL
Cinema
Raymond William Kriz,  Naperville, IL
Asian Languages and Literature
Amber L. Kroeger,  Hinton
Elementary Education
Matthew David Kroul,  Mount Vernon
Health and Sport Studies
Chris James Kruckenberg,  Coralville
History
Shawn Allen Krueger,  Carlisle
Art
Jeffrey Joseph Krugler,  Milwaukee, WI
Honors in History
Psychology
Jean E. Kruse,  Cedar Rapids
English
Lucas Matthew Kruse,  O’Fallon, MO
Religious Studies
Tiffany Lauren Kruse,  Shenandoah
Psychology
Danielle Rae Kucera,  Traer
Elementary Education
Chris Ken Kuehl,  Rock Rapids
Health and Sport Studies
Maria Theresa Kuennen,  Iowa City
Psychology
Lydia Kuhn,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Nicole Marie Kuhse,  Traer
Psychology
Christopher Kumpf,  Minot, ND
English
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kara Dale Kupresin,  Bettendorf
Interdepartmental Studies
Ashley Wells Kuryla,  Elmhurst, IL
Communication Studies
Samuel Rogers Kuster,  Cedar Rapids
Literature, Science and the Arts
Jill Christine Lacey,  Sioux City
Biology
Kelli Sue Lahann,  Wheatland
Psychology
Julie Louise Laidig,  Mishawaka, IN
Elementary Education
Leah Elizabeth Laird,  Oskaloosa
Cinema
Journalism and Mass Communication
Lindsey Joan Lallensack,  Grayslake, IL
International Studies
Political Science
Cady Ann Lamansky,  Fairfield
Health and Sport Studies
Brittany Jean Lambert,  Keokuk
Mathematics
Gwenith Rose Lammers,  Iowa City
Psychology
Kristin L. Lang,  Jefferson
Theatre Arts
English
Lee William Langdon,  Urbandale
Honors in International Studies
Honors in Russian
Mitchell Allan Lange,  Davenport
Sociology
Larissa Ann Langenberg Edgington,   
Saint Ansgar
Communication Studies
Health and Sport Studies
Eric D. Langley,  Iowa City
Religious Studies
Crystal L. Langum,  Cresco
Psychology
Margaret E. Lanphere,  Davenport
Spanish
Kelly Marie Lao,  Davenport
Anthropology
*Kerry Anne Lao,  Orion, IL
Honors in International Studies
Matthew David Lapka,  Coralville
Cinema
Sarah C. Larew,  Iowa City
Spanish
Adam Michael Large,  Dubuque
Political Science
Journalism and Mass Communication
Tyler Lee Larsen,  Des Moines
Economics
Jennifer Nicole Larson,  Ankeny
History
Anthropology
Matt W. Larson,  Mount Pleasant
Political Science
Marta Anna Laskowska,  Dyersville
Political Science
Jordan Nicole Lathrop,  Burlington
Psychology
*Jill E. Lauer,  Swedesburg
Art
Adrienne Marie Laut,  Schaumburg, IL
Communication Studies
Health and Sport Studies
Tara Dianne Layman,  Polk City
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jennifer Nicole LaBrant,  Rockford, IL
Elementary Education
Alicia LaFarga,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Benjamin Randall LaFayette,  Iowa City
Psychology
John Barnes LaRue,  Glenwood
Communication Studies
Craig Hanson Leabhart,  Davenport
Political Science
Christina T. Leaf,  Des Moines
Social Work
Seth Thomas Leckliter,  North Liberty
Computer Science
Grace H. Lee,  Iowa City
Psychology
Ji Soo Lee,  Seoul, Korea
Political Science




Asian Languages and Literature
***Seo-Young Lee,  Seoul, Korea
Honors in History
Rachel Anne Leffring,  Orland Park, IL
Communication Studies
Adam C. Legg,  West Des Moines
International Studies
Kari M. Lehmkuhl,  Dubuque
International Studies
Anthropology
Blair Keenan Leiker,  Williamsville, NY
History
Kathrine Claire Lemkau,  West Liberty
Interdepartmental Studies
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Emily M. Lemke,  Champlin, MN
Performing Arts Entrepreneurship
Whitney N. Lemon,  Cedar Rapids
Journalism and Mass Communication
English
Alyssa Christine Lencioni,  Palatine, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
**Katharine Elizabeth Lensing,  Davenport
Communication Studies
Christa C. Lentz,  West Des Moines
Art History
History
Nicole E. Lenz,  Adel
Journalism and Mass Communication
***Andrew Joseph Lenze,  Marion
Political Science
Ashley Rene Leonard,  Sioux City
English
Emily Cecelle Leonard,  Aledo, IL
History
*Jacqueline Margaret Leonard,   
Saint Louis, MO
Honors in Political Science
Marissa G. Leone,  Fircrest, WA
Political Science
*Whitney Suzanne Lester,  Spirit Lake
Honors in Psychology
Amanda Joyce Letizia,  Oakbrook Terrace, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Joseph Robert Levin,  Schaumburg, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Benjamin Seward Lewis,  Mitchellville
Psychology
Political Science
Kimberly Jo Lewis,  Colorado Springs, CO
Interdepartmental Studies




Ashley Marie Leyda,  Bloomfield
Honors in Sociology
Henry David LeSueur,  Crystal Lake, IL
Philosophy
Chin-Yu Liang,  Westmont, IL
Psychology
Rustin Gerhard Licht,  Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Katherine Allison Liebman,  Crystal Lake, IL
Psychology
Daniel A. Limbert,  North Liberty
History
Aaron Paul Limoges,  Sioux City
Interdepartmental Studies
Casey Benjamin Lincoln,  Creston
Cinema
Adam Charles Link,  Oelwein
English
Stephanie A. Lipcamon,  Council Bluffs
International Studies
Spanish
Danielle M. Lipsius,  Iowa City
English
Kristin Anne Lisak,  Milwaukee, WI
Spanish
Edan Lynn Lisk,  Grinnell
Psychology
Mark Edward Liston,  West Des Moines
Interdepartmental Studies
*Lindsey Jo Loban,  Oelwein
Honors in Biology
Lucas Anthony Lobb,  North Liberty
Literature, Science and the Arts
Robert William Loesch,  Naperville, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Carrie Ann Loffredo,  Des Moines
Communication Studies
Mallory Anne Logan,  Iowa City
Psychology
Mary Kate Logan,  Arlington Heights, IL
Psychology
Nicole Marie Lohmar,  Plainfield, IL
Psychology
Justine Long,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Art History
Michelle Brianne Long,  Plainfield, IL
Biology
Kurt Michael Looby,  Saint Johns, Antigua
African American Studies
Alexander Michael Looney,  Marion
English
Cashtyn Y. Lovan,  Des Moines
Art
Phonsavanh Bethany Lovan,  Marshalltown
Religious Studies
Megan Patricia Love,  Highlands Ranch, CO
Communication Studies
Tabitha Jo Lovetinsky,  West Liberty
Psychology
Karmen Elizabeth Loving,  Albert City
Interdepartmental Studies
Lindsay Lea Lowe,  Washington
Psychology
Theresa Marie Lower,  Williamsburg
Interdepartmental Studies
Megan Rosalie Lowndes,  Council Bluffs
Communication Studies
Theron Eugene Lowrey,  Chicago, IL
Psychology
Robert Lu,  Oakland, CA
Biology
Allison Lyne Lubben,  Plymouth, MN
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Andrea Rae Lucchetti,  Elgin, IL
Communication Studies
Thomas Ryan Luckett,  West Des Moines
Communication Studies
Jamie Lund,  Jewell
Art
Jamie Lorraine Lutterman,  Wellsburg
Political Science
Melissa Mae Lux,  North Liberty
Interdepartmental Studies
Brenna Kathleen Lynch,  Council Bluffs
Communication Studies
Gregory JW Lynn,  Iowa City
Economics
Kristina Katherine Lyon,  Davenport
English
Michael William Lyon,  Lincoln, NE
Art
Frank Ma,  Oskaloosa
Communication Studies
Theatre Arts
***Tracie Lynne Machetti,  Peoria, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Jennifer Lee MacIntyre
Spanish
Christopher Raymond Madden,  Antioch, IL
History
Patrick Mahan Maddigan,  Cedar Rapids
Linguistics
Alyssa R. Madison,  North Liberty
English
Sari M. Madison,  Morton, IL
Communication Studies
Kristin Michelle Magee,  Barrington, IL
Elementary Education
Mark Patrick Magoon,  Sleepy Hollow, IL
English
Samuel Mahlstadt,  Indianola
English
Kindel Lindsay Mahoney,  Saint Charles, IL
Health and Sport Studies
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Abbey Nicole Maier,  North Liberty
English
Kate A. Maletta,  West Des Moines
Communication Studies
Eric Mandel,  Milwaukee, WI
Journalism and Mass Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Megan Jo Mangelsen
Communication Studies
**Eishita Manjrekar,  Des Moines
Honors in International Studies
*Rachel Schroeder Manley,  Deforest, WI
Elementary Education
William J. Marchino,  West Des Moines
Health and Sport Studies
Kathryn Ann Markham,  Iowa City
Art History
Samantha Arin Marks,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Political Science
Stephan James Marsh,  Bettendorf
Journalism and Mass Communication
English
Brigid Elizabeth Marshall,  Lake Forest, IL
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
English
Karen Kay Martens,  Sheldon
Elementary Education
Bethany Ellen Martin,  Vinton
Psychology
Philosophy
Michelle K. Martin,  Grayslake, IL
Elementary Education




Tracy Anne Mason,  Wilmette, IL
Psychology
Maggie Lynn Mass,  Crescent
Social Work
Michael Robert Mather,  Eagle River, WI
Health and Sport Studies
Megan Marie Mathews,  Bettendorf
Honors in Psychology
Valerie Ann Mattice,  Emmetsburg
Interdepartmental Studies
Gianna Christin Maurer,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Ryan David Maurice,  Caledonia, IL
Communication Studies
Joel Ryan E. Mccrory,  Burlington
English
Psychology
Mark Raymond McAllister,  Dubuque
Economics
Tracy J. McCampbell,  Burlington
Political Science
Katie Lynne McCarthy,  Marion
Journalism and Mass Communication
Rachel Noel McCartney,  Midland, MI
Philosophy
Nick D. McCaw,  Dubuque
Political Science
Anthony Salmorin McClanahan,  Durant
Communication Studies
Kathryn Kelly McCloud,  Cary, IL
Psychology
Meagan Anne McCollum
Honors in Art History
French
Derek Donald McComas,  Council Bluffs
Psychology
**Kevin Michael McCrea,  Cedar Rapids
History
Mary Jo McDonald,  Brooklyn
Economics
McKenzie Campbell McDonald,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
**Andrew James McDowell,  Iowa Falls
Honors in Anthropology
International Studies
Meredith Rae McFadyen,  Ankeny
Health and Sport Studies
Megan Marie McFarlane,  Randalia
Communication Studies
Monica Kay McFarlane,  Randalia
Speech and Hearing Science
Anna Kathleen McGill,  Dubuque
Art
Theatre Arts
Samuel Vincent McGuire,  Iowa City
Art
Adam James McHenry,  Urbandale
Political Science
Niklas Alman McIlwain,  Pleasant Valley
Cinema
Brian Andrew McKenzie,  West Des Moines
Communication Studies
Britney Ann McMahon,  Delmar
Psychology
*Paige Michael McManigal,  Mason City
Journalism and Mass Communication
Natalie Sue McManus,  Remsen
Communication Studies
English
Katherine M. McNamara,  Crystal Lake, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Andrew Michael McNeely,  Davenport
Honors in Spanish
James D. McNitt, Jr.,  Winnetka, IL
Communication Studies





Samantha M. Mead,  Omaha, NE
Communication Studies
Hilary Mary Meade,  Chicago, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Jonathan D. Meadows,  Iowa City
Music
Ericka Jane Meanor,  Davenport
German
International Studies
Jacquelyn Marie Meirick,  Phoenix, AR
Political Science
Sarah Elizabeth Meisner,  Aurora, IL
Communication Studies
*Erika A. Mekies,  Iowa City
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Michael Robert Mendenhall,  Des Moines
Journalism and Mass Communication
Mitchell James Mendieta,  Alburnett
Economics
Frank Attah Mensah,  Iowa City
Philosophy
Robert John Mensen,  Dyersville
Interdepartmental Studies
John Emil Mercer,  Burlington
Economics
Deirdre Julia Meredith,  Oskaloosa
Communication Studies
Music
Jennifer Irene Merickel,  Iowa City
German
Linguistics
*Dana Michelle Merrick,  Webster City
Political Science
Honors in International Studies
Michaela Marie Mescher,  Cylinder
Elementary Education
Amanda Christine Metcalf,  Gurnee, IL
Elementary Education
Gina Elise Metge,  Des Moines
Communication Studies
***Laura Louise Metz,  Batavia, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Charles L. Meyer,  Cedar Rapids
Political Science
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Heather Ann Meyer,  McHenry, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Health and Sport Studies




Stephanie Sue Mickael,  Waukee
Communication Studies
Jon Michael Miiller,  Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Amy Arlene Mikelson,  Iowa City
English
Max Jay Milder,  Council Bluffs
Health and Sport Studies
Brandon William Millard
Biology
Adam Lee Miller,  Fort Dodge
Health and Sport Studies
**Claire Else Miller,  Ames
History
English
Ivan Edmund Miller,  Eldora
Philosophy
Political Science
Jenny M. Miller,  Crystal Lake, IL
Art
Josh Laverne Miller,  Coralville
Biochemistry
Kathleen Marie Miller,  Marengo, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Psychology
*Leah Anne Miller,  Iowa City
Honors in French
Nathan Anthony Miller,  Carol Stream, IL
Political Science
Nicholas Jack Miller,  Iowa City
Psychology
Rachel Ann Miller,  Sioux City
Psychology




Jennifer Phyllis Mills,  Muscatine
Performing Arts Entrepreneurship
Elizabeth Catherine Miner,  Fertile
Speech and Hearing Science
Kyle David Mink,  Camanche
English
Mary Carmen Miranda,  Palatine, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Joshua Anthony Mitchell,  McClelland
Spanish
Portuguese
Niel A. Mittelman,  Libertyville, IL
Political Science
Adam John Moander,  Keokuk
Psychology
Heath E. Moenck,  Webster City
Health and Sport Studies
Stephanie A. Moffitt,  Schaumburg, IL
Psychology
Maria G. Mojica,  Rock Island, IL
Psychology
Musab M. Momany,  Iowa City
Linguistics
Sean M. Monahan,  Villa Park, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Shaina Rose Monfils,  Burlington
Religious Studies
Women’s Studies
Michelle Kaye Monroe,  Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
William Mitchell Montague,  Norway
Political Science
Kelsey Renae Montross,  Blairstown
Interdepartmental Studies
Alison Annette Moon,  Brooklyn
Political Science
Andy Alan Moore,  Bettendorf
Health and Sport Studies
Katelyn Marie Moore,  Ames
Psychology
Elizabeth Anne Moothart,  Marion
Psychology
Levi J. Morales,  Waterloo
Computer Science
Magriet Moran,  Chicago
Women’s Studies
American Studies
*Scott Steven Mores,  Aurora, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Cinema
Michael Austin Morley,  Chicago, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Julia Marie Morris,  Hiawatha
Psychology
Allison Ardell Morrow,  Ankeny
Communication Studies
Political Science
Hellan Elisa Morton,  Northfield, IL
Communication Studies
Michael M. Moser,  Elk Grove Village, IL
Communication Studies
Katie Moses,  Iowa City
Psychology
Iris Lori Moy,  Woodridge, IL
Psychology
Mitchell Terence Moylan,  Roselle, IL
English
Religious Studies
Eugene Moznavsky,  Long Grove, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Marianne Catherine Mraz,  Roselle, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Communication Studies
Leah J. Mrazek,  Darien, IL
Psychology




***Emily Kaye Muff,  West Union
Psychology
Eric P. Muhm,  Le Mars
Biology
Nathan Richard Mullins,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Megan Lynn Mulvania,  Bettendorf
Psychology
Jennifer Lee Mulvey,  Elk Grove Village, IL
Communication Studies
Natalie N. Mumm,  Cedar Falls
History
Rachael Cristen Munn,  Dubuque
English
*Nathan Luthur Munsterman,  Cedar Rapids
Physics
Russian
Matthew Stewart Munstermann,  Villisca
Cinema
Art
Kathryn Mary Murphey,  Oak Park, IL
English
**Bethany Marie Murphy,  Cedar Rapids
Honors in Social Work
Psychology
Keith Murphy,  Iowa City
Political Science
Daniel Webster Murray,  Des Moines
Geoscience
Ashley L. Musselman,  Toulon, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Kyle Robert Mustain,  Galesburg, IL
English





Julia Jordan Nash,  Whitefish Bay, WI
Psychology
Katherine Anne Nash,  West Des Moines
Art
Art History
Timothy Colin Nash,  Cedar Rapids
Cinema
Matthew Joseph Nedved,  Mason City
Interdepartmental Studies
Jason Robert Neff,  Des Moines
International Studies
*Lindsey A. Negaard,  Bettendorf
Communication Studies
Political Science
Joe Howard Nehring,  Mount Pleasant
Philosophy
Josh M. Nehring,  Mount Pleasant
Economics
Jessica M. Nelson,  Edina, MN
Honors in History
Art
Katie Nicole Nelson,  Ankeny
International Studies
Mallory A. Nelson,  Waukee
Communication Studies
Michael Lee Nelson,  Davenport
Biology
Rachael Anne Nelson,  Des Moines
Interdepartmental Studies
Vanessa Louise Nelson,  Des Plaines, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Alaina Rae Neu,  Iowa City
Economics
Lindsey Ann Neuhaus,  Shueyville
History
Anthropology
Sumnima Neupane,  Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Matthew Wayne Newport,  Bettendorf
International Studies
Benjamin David Newton,  Antioch, IL
Psychology
Elizabeth Nguyen,  Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Carolyn Norris Nicastro,  Northbrook, IL
Psychology
Dance
Emily Susannah-Kerr Nichols,   
Beaverton, OR
History
Jill Leona Nichols,  Prairie City
Elementary Education
Megan C. Nichols,  Whitefish Bay, WI
Health and Sport Studies
Communication Studies
Heather Lynn Nicholson,  Cedar Falls
English
Karen Ann Niedert,  Sioux Falls, SD
Asian Languages and Literature
Anthropology
Avonique Rene’ Niehaus,  Guttenberg
Theatre Arts
Natalie A. Nielsen,  Humboldt
Communication Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
William Nigaglioni, Jr.,  Chicago, IL
Computer Science
Adam Joseph Nikkel,  Urbandale
Psychology
**Dmytro O. Nikolayenko,   
West Des Moines
Chemistry
Henry Charles Nixon,  Denison
Communication Studies
Cinema
Dustin N. Nohr,  Bettendorf
Computer Science
Bennett J. Noonan,  Bellevue
Political Science
Sven Andersen Norgaard,  La Grange, IL
Economics
Nathan Daniel Norris,  Osceola
English
Daniel J. Novotny,  Western Springs, IL
Geography
Lemi Oliver Nyoma,  Iowa City
Economics
Kerry E. O’Boyle,  Palos Heights, IL
Social Work
Alicia Marie O’Donnell,  Lemont, IL
Elementary Education
Patrick J. O’Malley,  Algonquin, IL
Economics
Kristin Marie O’Meara,  Iowa City
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kurt Allen Oberhaus,  Davenport
Cinema
Lisa Mee Odor,  Marshalltown
International Studies
Spanish
Ashley Marie Oehlerking,  Cary, IL
English
Honors in Education
Kathryn Lindsay Oglesbee,   
Arlington Heights, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Nicholaus Reid Ohde,  Wapello
Journalism and Mass Communication
English
Kari S. Ohnemus,  Chariton
Women’s Studies
Olabode Olakanmi,  Iowa City
Cinema
Paul Christian Oleske,  Manhasset, NY
English
Amelia Burnett Oliver,  Webster City
Theatre Arts
Communication Studies
Ashley Kristine Olsem,  Monticello
Elementary Education
Cali J. Olson,  Webster City
Spanish
Holly Mae Olson,  Cedar Rapids
Journalism and Mass Communication
Art
Victor Kevin Ondego,  Nairobi, Kenya
Honors in Informatics
James Matthew Onken,  Donahue
Health and Sport Studies
Christopher Steven Opp,  Cedar Rapids
English




Susan Marene Osier,  Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
James Joseph Osvald,  Iowa City
Asian Languages and Literature
Elysa E. Otero,  Iowa City
English
Communication Studies
Philip Raymond Ott,  Cedar Rapids
Journalism and Mass Communication
Communication Studies
Morgan B. Ottier,  Palatine, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
English
Shawna Lee Paca,  Ankeny
Political Science
Journalism and Mass Communication
Scott T. Pacanowski,  Naperville, IL
Communication Studies
Spanish
Jenni Lynn Packer,  Marshalltown
Psychology
Courtney Louise Pagel,  Waukee
Psychology
Cory Kenneth Dale Palmer,  Mason City
Asian Languages and Literature
***Kaitlin Marie Pals,  Belmond
Honors in English
Marissa Ashley Panega,  Crete, IL
Elementary Education
Lily Kate Pappas,  Saint Louis, MO
English
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Neal Anthony Parenza,  Johnston
Communication Studies
Jin Hyuk Park
Health and Sport Studies
Sociology
Andrew Michael Parker,  Iowa City
History
Courtney Lee Parker,  Old Saybrook, CT
Honors in Religious Studies
Honors in English
Heather Anne Parker,  Clinton
Honors in Communication Studies
Judd Johnson Parker,  Fort Dodge
Russian
Matthew Richard Parker,  Nevada
Anthropology
Communication Studies
Megan Parker,  Arlington Heights, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Nicole Ann Parsons,  Ottumwa
Interdepartmental Studies
Richard Thomas Passanisi, Jr.,  Dubuque
Political Science
Religious Studies
Chirag G. Patel,  Des Plaines, IL
Communication Studies
Jennifer Lynn Patel,  Stanton, NE
Psychology
Mackenzie Malone Patrick,   
Saint Louis Park, MN
Psychology
Elise Marie Paulino,  Chicago, IL
Economics
Kathryn Therese Paulline,  Davenport
Speech and Hearing Science
Rachel Ann Pauly,  Fort Madison
Communication Studies
Nikola Pavlovic,  Des Moines
Communication Studies
John Steinle Payne,  Davenport
Economics
Anna Marie Peck,  Lake Villa, IL
Religious Studies
Josie Nicole Peiffer,  Keota
Communication Studies
Joshua P. Peloquin,  Manhattan, KS
Biology
Brent Michael Pelton,  Jesup
Honors in Anthropology
Linguistics
Keri Anne Penick,  Marion
Anthropology
Dean Andrew Pentaris,  Downers Grove, IL
Communication Studies
Cassandra E. Penyak,  South Barrington, IL
Ancient Civilization
Jackie Elizabeth Pepin,  Dubuque
Communication Studies
Amanda Rae Perkins,  Wheaton, IL
Communication Studies
Interdepartmental Studies
Rollin Richard Perry,  Bondurant
Theatre Arts
English
Lauren Peter,  Barrington, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Marta Larett Petermann,  Mount Pleasant
Biology
Amy Jo Peters,  Clinton
Theatre Arts
Kelsey Louise Peters,  Perry
Journalism and Mass Communication
Spanish
Luke G. Peters,  Clear Lake
Political Science
Danielle Marie Petersen,  Elk Horn
English
Jennifer Elizabeth Petersen,  Algonquin, IL
Psychology
Joseph Alan Petersen,  Laurens
Philosophy
Brett Robert Peterson,  Creston
Health and Sport Studies
***Carole Marie Peterson,  Clive
Honors in International Studies
Renee Kathleen Petlicki,  Mount Prospect, IL
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science




Thomas William Phelps,  Spencer
Biology
Janeene Pick,  Iowa City
Psychology
Christin Dawn Pickart,  Durant
Psychology
Brittany Lynn Piehl,  Waverly
Honors in Art History
Matthew Howard Pierce,  Naperville, IL
Economics
Michael Bernard Pincus,  Milwaukee, WI
Religious Studies
John W. Piper,  Washington
Political Science
Brian Patrick Piszczor,  Oak Lawn, IL
Economics
Jessica Lee Pizzolato,  Roselle, IL
Communication Studies
Harry Joseph Plendl,  Sioux City
Geography
Melissa Anne Pniak,  Aurora, IL
Communication Studies
Griffin Robert Pocock,  Des Moines
Cinema
*Margaret Ellen Poe,  Cedar Falls
Journalism and Mass Communication
International Studies
Adam James Pohl,  Bettendorf
Political Science
Richa Pokhrel,  Coralville
International Studies
Thomas John Policano,  Maplewood, MN
Health and Sport Studies
Maria Anne Polton,  Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Josh Patrick Popelka,  Ames
History
Lindsey Marie Poto,  Glenview, IL
Communication Studies
John Thomas Roland Powers,  Davenport
Political Science
Brian Garrett Pozdro,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
**Stasia Kalene Prater,  Hopedale, IL
Elementary Education
Gina Marie Pratt,  Tripoli
Anthropology
Heather Laura Preston,  Kellogg
Political Science
Ian Garrett Price,  Keokuk
History
Communication Studies
Adam E. Protextor,  Iowa City
Cinema
Political Science
Rachel L. Prueitt,  Des Moines
Dance
Chris Lamont Pryor,  Chicago, IL
Economics
English
Ryan Michael Quam,  Decorah
Economics
Heather Kristine Quigley,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Maritza Sarah Quintero,  Muscatine
Spanish
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Rebecca Ellen Raab,  Ames
Geography
Elizabeth J. Rafael,  Omaha, NE
Cinema
Journalism and Mass Communication
Whitney Nicole Raffo,  Chatham, NJ
Elementary Education
Jenna Rose Raineri,  Elmhurst, IL
Psychology
Melia Ann Raitt,  Iowa City
English
Ashley A. Ramirez,  Davenport
Communication Studies
William Lee Randall,  Chicago, IL
Political Science
Kimberly Lynn Rankin,  Davenport
Sociology
Ann G. Ranniger,  Manning
Sociology
Spanish
Steven A. Rapoport,  Evanston, IL
Communication Studies
Deborah D. Rasmussen,  Ely
English
Sara Denise Rasmusson,  McCallsburg
Biology
Tamara Ann Rassman,  Protivin
Spanish
Honors in International Studies
Anthony Charles Rausa,  Waterloo
English
Amanda S. Rausch,  Guttenberg
Communication Studies
Zachary Thomas Rawson,  Cedar Rapids
Computer Science
Jeffrey Robert Raymond,  West Chicago, IL
Communication Studies
Alicia Ann Reding,  Preston
Sociology
*Patrick James Reed,  Iowa City
Art History
Samantha Jane Reed,  Dubuque
Psychology
Lindsey Rae Rehnstrom,  Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Michelle Frances Rehor,  La Grange, IL
Communication Studies
Health and Sport Studies
Joseph Clayton Reichle,  Dubuque
Cinema
Rachel Joan Reid,  Marion
Dance
Kimberly Ann Reidy,  Hoffman Estates, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Women’s Studies
Marnie Marie Reifenrath,  Decorah
Health and Sport Studies
Timothy Charles Reilly,  Wayne, NJ
Music
Political Science
Kathryn Ann Reinkoester,  Independence
Communication Studies
Nicole M. Reinsbach,  Milford
Health and Sport Studies
Candice Nicole Rethmeier,  Kirksville, MO
Women’s Studies
Lauren Anne Reuland,  Arnolds Park
Interdepartmental Studies
Rachael Christina Rhoades,  Des Moines
Theatre Arts
Claire W. Rhoten,  West Des Moines
English
Alison N. Riazi,  Wilmette, IL
Dance
Lindsey Louise Rice,  Burlington
Communication Studies
Grace Christin Richards,  Solon
Psychology
Erin Melissa Richardson,  Armstrong
Health and Sport Studies
Amy E. Richter,  Solon
Psychology
Margaret D. Richter,  Waterloo
Art
Max David Richter,  Flossmoor, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Noah B. Richter,  Flossmoor, IL
Honors in Cinema
Kyle Douglas Riffel,  Wichita, KS
Interdepartmental Studies
Megan Kyle Riley,  Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Matthew Michael Rinker,  Iowa City
Honors in English
Paul E. Rippenkroeger,  West Burlington
English
Nicole Kathleen Roane,  Council Bluffs
Psychology
Jennifer K. Roberts,  Grinnell
Anthropology
Matthew Benjamin Roberts,  Tucson, AZ
Honors in Comparative Literature
Communication Studies
Jennifer Nicole Robertson,  Urbandale
Psychology
Falicia Mae Robinson,  State Center
Health and Sport Studies
Jessica Lynn Robinson,  Cedar Rapids
English




Beth Ann Rochford,  Westgate
Political Science
Honors in International Studies
Courtney L. Rodemeyer,  Hampton
Economics
Kelly Marie Roder,  Downers Grove, IL
Economics
Brianna Renee Rodriguez,  Iowa City
History
Eric Christopher Rodriguez,  Chicago, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Randall J. Roe,  Coralville
Health and Sport Studies
Brandon James Rogers,  Iowa City
Psychology
Patrick Matthew Rogers,  Ankeny
Psychology
Giannina Maria Roldan,  Davenport
Interdepartmental Studies
Melyssa Nicole Romey,  Ankeny
Communication Studies
Jacob M. Rosenberg,  Des Moines
Anthropology
*Alisa A. Rosenthal,  Arlington Heights, IL
English
Honors in Theatre Arts
Kristi Louise Rosochacki,  Carol Stream, IL
Psychology
Brandon Lee Ross,  Fairfield
Psychology
Katherine Elizabeth Ross,  Camanche
Elementary Education
Nathaniel Robert Ross,  Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Mary Suzanne Rossi,  West Des Moines
Psychology
Christine Faye Rossow,  Panora
Dance
Megan Marie Roth,  Bellevue
Journalism and Mass Communication
International Studies
Grant M. Rothweiler,  Davenport
Religious Studies
English
Nicholas Carl Rotunno,  La Grange, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Nicholas Alan Rouse,  Coal City, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Whitney M. Rozek,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
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Elaine Catherine Rozier,  Murphy, TX
Psychology
Lisa Marie Rubenking,  Corning
Journalism and Mass Communication
Art
Tessa Marie Ruddy,  Carlisle




Holly Nicole Rump,  Cedar Rapids
Political Science
Sonja Alicia Rundquist,  Sioux City
Interdepartmental Studies
Ryan N. Russell,  Dunkerton
Communication Studies
Justin Michael Rutz,  Sioux City
Religious Studies
Jonathan Douglas Ruud,  Medfield, MA
Economics
Carrie Rene’ Kohl Rysdam,  Fairfield
Biology
Melisa J. Saberian,  Dubuque
English
Michael Dean Sabers,  Iowa City
Health and Sport Studies
***Claire Marie Sabin,  Des Moines
Psychology
Jennifer Marie Sachse,  Madrid
Social Work
Jason Robert Sager,  Iowa City
Linguistics
Speech and Hearing Science
Mohammad Ali Salamati Mashhad,   
Iowa City
Economics
Matthew Russell Samson,  West Des Moines
English
Rebecca Lynne Sanderman,  Skokie, IL
English
*Kimberly Anne Sanders
Journalism and Mass Communication
Communication Studies
*Cory Alan Sanderson,  Marshalltown
Honors in English
Ana Paloma Santos-Maddox,   
Cincinnati, OH
Theatre Arts
***Margot Beth Satow,  Hinsdale, IL
Honors in English
Jenessa Jane Sawin,  Newton
Psychology
Eric Michael Sawvell,  Dubuque
Journalism and Mass Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Kimberly Sue Scaccianoce,   
Hoffman Estates, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Bartholomew James Scagnelli,  Wilmette, IL
Honors in English
Mallory Lynn Schaefer,  Davenport
Psychology
**Margaret Anne Schafer,  Naperville, IL
Honors in English
Honors in French
Christopher Roger Schaier,  Marengo
Art
Lauren Ann Scheldrup,  Cedar Rapids
Elementary Education
Evan R. Schenck,  Harlan
Honors in History
*Whitney Leigh Schiller,  Monona
Political Science
Holly Rebecca Schipper,  Aurelia
Honors in Dance
Stacy A. Schlapkohl,  Durant
Communication Studies
Health and Sport Studies
Cara Marie Schlismann,  Frankfort, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Communication Studies
John Christian Schlotfelt,  Solon
English
Cinema
Chelsey J. Schmidt,  Ames
Communication Studies
Jessica Lynn Schmidt,  Hilliard, OH
Health and Sport Studies
*Kathryn Margaret Schmidt,  Solon
Honors in Anthropology
Abby Elizabeth Schmitt,  Mason City
Interdepartmental Studies
Kalin Marie Schmitt,  Lake Zurich, IL
Elementary Education
Lindsay Nichole Schmitz,  New Hartford
Interdepartmental Studies
Matthew Christopher Schneeman,   
Mendota Heights, MN
English
Chelsea Mari Schneider,   
Prairie du Chien, WI
Sociology
Leah Schneider,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Stephanie Elizabeth Schoeller,  Ames
Asian Languages and Literature
Rachel Mallory Scholten,  Des Moines
English
Meghan Jeanne Schoop,  Chaska, MN
Psychology
Louis Martin Schousboe,  Evanston, IL
Cinema
Bart L. Schroeder,  Muscatine
Asian Languages and Literature
Erin Emily Schroeder,  Coralville
Elementary Education
*Jamie Ann Schuck,  Urbandale
Psychology
Kristopher J. Schulenburg,  Buffalo Grove, IL
History
Kirsten Angelica Schuller,  Sioux City
History
Matt Schulte,  Carroll
Economics
Abigail Kay Schultz,  Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Allyson Gail Schultz,  Hoffman Estates, IL
Psychology
Carli M. Schultz,  Postville
Honors in Art
Joseph Lee Schultz,  Garner
Journalism and Mass Communication
English
Dane Jay Schumann,  Hampton
Honors in Political Science
Clayton R. Schuneman,  Iowa City
Anthropology
Logan Kenneth Schuster,  Rockford, IL
Asian Languages and Literature
Nicholas Michael Schuver,  Marion
Communication Studies
Conrad Coari Schwabe,  West Dundee, IL
Economics
Amanda Nicole Schwartz,  Northbrook, IL
International Studies
Andrea Marie Schwemin,  Bartlett, IL
Art
Christine A. Scobee,  North Barrington, IL
Elementary Education
Michelle R. Scott,  Audubon
Journalism and Mass Communication
Rachel Kathryn Scott,  Mount Prospect, IL
Performing Arts Entrepreneurship
Theatre Arts
Sarah Lynn Scott,  Mount Pleasant
Classical Languages
*Lauren A. Scotto,  Cedar Rapids
English
Rachel Lea Sears,  Davenport
Communication Studies
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Kari Anne Seaver,  DeKalb, IL
Sociology
Kathryn Patricia Secrest,  Crystal Lake, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Kathryn R. See,  Grosse Pointe Farms, MI
Health and Sport Studies
Rebecca Merle Seftor,  Chicago, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Rachel Ann Segner
Honors in International Studies
Honors in Art
Bradley John Selken,  Fort Madison
Political Science
Erin Michelle Selzer,  Wayzata, MN
Communication Studies
**Cherie Anne Senger,  Bettendorf
Interdepartmental Studies
Lauren N. Seruya,  Iowa City
Psychology
Alexandra Lynn Setka,  Des Moines
Communication Studies
Elizabeth Anne Shabel,  Naperville, IL
Elementary Education
Kristen Ann Conrad Shaffer,  Coralville
Interdepartmental Studies




Anastasia L. Shaw,  Huntington Woods, MI
Spanish
Jessica Shaw,  Omaha, NE
Interdepartmental Studies
Psychology
Brian Timothy Shearer,  Oskaloosa
History
Nicole Renee Shepard,  Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Alex Kurtis Shockey,  Ridott, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Jodi Anne Siebrecht,  Carroll
Psychology
Kyle R. Sieck,  Clinton
Honors in Geography
Tyler J. Sievert,  Calmar
Health and Sport Studies
Elizabeth Marie Silagi,  Iowa City
Psychology
Brynn Deanne Sillyman,  Zearing
Theatre Arts
Classical Languages
Dawnielle Denise Simmons,  Des Moines
Political Science
Adam David Simonsen,  Cherokee
Biology
Jennifer Lynn Simonsen,  Coralville
Interdepartmental Studies
Kyle T. Simpson,  Pella
Linguistics
International Studies
Damian Sherrod Sims,  Boyton Beach, FL
Health and Sport Studies
William J. Sindewald,  Orland Park, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Joseph Strack Singer,  Tucson, AZ
Communication Studies
Marit Marie Sivertson,  Mahtomedi, MN
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Erik Wesley Skaden,  Kalona
Cinema
*Elizabeth Ann Skarin,  Sioux City
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Benjamin Eugene Skeers,  Cedar Rapids
Social Work
Ericka Ann Skinner,  Wheatland
English
Elizabeth Kristen Skogen,  Madison, WI
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Cora C. Skoropad,  Arlington Heights, IL
Health and Sport Studies
*Kasey Lynn Slaby,  Davenport
Political Science
Andrew Louis Slade,  Dubuque
Music
Ryan M. Sladek,  Naperville, IL
History
Kyle Kristopher Sleichter,  Iowa City
Cinema
Jane Ryan Slusark,  Johnston
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Nathaniel E. Smedley,  Cedar Rapids
English
Anthropology
Aaron Robert Smith,  West Des Moines
Journalism and Mass Communication
Cinema
Adam Hamilton Smith,  Iowa City
Philosophy
Audrey Elizabeth Smith,  Hiawatha
Communication Studies
Bryan Christopher Smith,   
Clarendon Hills, IL








Kenneth Robert Smith,  Vernon Hills, IL
Communication Studies
Leslie A. Smith,  West Des Moines
Honors in Art History
Lindsey Jo Smith,  Ottumwa
Psychology
Nicole Cherise Smith,  Britt
Communication Studies
Paul Cody Smith,  Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Timothy Paul Smith,  North Liberty
Philosophy
Economics
Tyler R. Smith,  Grinnell
Political Science
Robert William Snider,  Chariton
Interdepartmental Studies
Grant Lyle Snyder,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Sarah Nicole Snyder,  Hiawatha
Communication Studies
Carrie Ann Sobus,  Chicago, IL
History
American Studies
*Sally Ann Solberg,  Palatine, IL
Elementary Education
Psychology
David Scanlon Soltis,  Le Claire
Journalism and Mass Communication
Vanessa A. Soo
Ancient Civilization
Jessica Ann Soraparu,  Arlington Heights, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Bethany Gail Sorensen,  Des Moines
Communication Studies
*Paul Joseph Sorenson,  Cedar Rapids
Honors in English
Honors in Religious Studies
Frederick Sotay,  Elgin, IL
Psychology
Jason W. Sparland,  Johnston
Interdepartmental Studies
Rebecca Sue Sparrow,  Carthage, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Jocko Michael Spencer-Motyko,  Lone Tree
English
Kelsey R. Spencer-Wilcox,  Iowa City
Spanish
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***With Highest Distinction
Jenna Marie Spiering,  Des Moines
Music
English
Katie M. Spilman,  Clear Lake
Elementary Education
English
Jonathan P. Spitz,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Economics
Jacob Joseph Spratt,  Williamsburg
Geography




Andrew Gregory Spyrow,  Bettendorf
Political Science
Mathew T. Staats,  Mount Pleasant
Health and Sport Studies
Jennifer Lyn Stachera,  Lake Villa, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Kamala Katherine Stack,  Rohnert Park, CA
Elementary Education
Haleigh Marie Stahlecker,  North Liberty
Elementary Education
Lauren Anne Stanczak,  Orland Park, IL
English
Matthew Douglas Staskal,  Iowa City
Sociology
Elizabeth Jean Stathus,  Mequon, WI
Speech and Hearing Science
*Kelly Elaine Stavnes,  Bettendorf
Journalism and Mass Communication
English
Ashton Joanne Steckly,  Oxford
Elementary Education
Alison R. Steele,  Eden Prairie, MN
Elementary Education
Elizabeth Allen Steele,  Jonesboro, AR
Theatre Arts
Becky Lynn Steenhoek,  Pella
Psychology
Stacey Lynn Stefani,  Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Natalie L. Steichen,  Remsen
Communication Studies
Psychology
Joel Soonam Steinberg,  Minneapolis, MN
Communication Studies
**Elizabeth Anne Stemmler,  Iowa City
Elementary Education
Spanish
Amanda Linn Stephan,  Marshalltown
Journalism and Mass Communication
Bridget Angela Stephenson,  Sioux City
Communication Studies
Joshua Sterrett,  Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Michael William Stevenson,   
West Des Moines
History






Elizabeth A. Stokes,  Oak Forest, IL
English
Daniel Joshua Stoller,  Buffalo Grove, IL
History
Robert Eugene Stork,  Sioux Falls, SD
Communication Studies
Sarah Christine Stoskopf,  Wilton
Elementary Education
Shelly L. Stout,  Richmond, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Art
*Elizabeth L. Stoycheff,  Waterloo
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Honors in Political Science
Charles Grimm Strader,  Madison, WI
English
Bradley Donald Strand,  Iowa City
Theatre Arts
Melissa Renee Streets,  Clinton
Communication Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Allison Michelle Streuter,  Palatine, IL
Communication Studies
Marie Louise Stringer,   
Saint Louis Park, MN
International Studies
Rebecca Jane Strini,  Racine, WI
Interdepartmental Studies
***Garth William Strohbehn,  Boone
Chemistry
*Shelby A. Strommer,  Iowa City
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jessica Ann Stroud,  Caledonia, IL
Religious Studies
*Abigail Linn Struck-Marcell,  Ames
Honors in Religious Studies
Jacqueline Suerth,  Chicago, IL
Communication Studies
Laura Michele Sundh,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Psychology
Brock Andrew Swanson,  Coralville
Literature, Science and the Arts
Michelle Marie Swanson
Communication Studies
Phil M. Swanson,  Clear Lake
English
Allison Leann Swartz,  Batavia
Psychology
Meghan Ann Sweeney,  Madison, WI
Psychology
Shaun Robert Sweeting,  Iowa City
English
Ashlee Kai Swinton,  Woodward
Psychology
Honors in Sociology
Kenneth Casey Swoyer,  Evanston, IL
Honors in Cinema
Collin Jacob Syfert,  Davenport
Communication Studies
English
***Kurt Ludwig Sylvan,  Iowa City
Honors in Philosophy
Benjamin David Symonds,  Cedar Rapids
Sociology
Pherris Kristen Taitt,  Chicago, IL
Anthropology
International Studies
Victoria Tang,  Eden Prairie, MN
Economics
Kristin Leigh Tanner,  Washington, IL
Biology
Angela Tapley,  Oskaloosa
Political Science
Russian
Gregory A. Tarr,  Pleasant Hill
Sociology
Psychology
Timothy Joseph Tasler,  Des Moines
Psychology
Andrew Street Tate,  Baytown, TX
Health and Sport Studies
Erik Vineyard Taube,  Geneseo, IL
Biology
Pamela Jean Taylor,  Cedar Rapids
Health and Sport Studies
Rene Rochelle Teel,  Blue Grass
Psychology
Spanish
*William H. Templin,  Naperville, IL
Honors in Cinema
Political Science
Kelli Marie Terrell,  Peterson
Health and Sport Studies
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Samantha A. Thackery,  Clear Lake
English
Gregory Anthony Thadison,  Chicago, IL
Political Science
Kara J. Thiele,  Fort Dodge
Psychology
Matthew Robert Thier,  Surprise, AZ
Communication Studies
Cinema
Emily M. Thomas,  Princeton, IL
Psychology
Joseph John Thomas,  Davenport
Theatre Arts
Gregory Lawrence Thompson,  Clear Lake
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jennafer E. Thompson,  Keokuk
Religious Studies
William Thompson,  Iowa City
Chemistry
Kalli Mae Thomsen,  Linn Grove
English
Kristine Rose Thomsen,  Davenport
History
Nicole Lynne Thomson,  Des Moines
Psychology
Gregory David Thorne,  Eden Prairie, MN
Political Science
Lauren Sue Thorson,  West Des Moines
Communication Studies
Paul Brennan Throgmorton,  Iowa City
English
Alisha Ann Tigges,  Muscatine
Psychology
Carson Sean Tigges,  Waukee
Communication Studies
Leah M. Timmerman,  Dubuque
Psychology
Elizabeth Anne Toal,  Burlington
Speech and Hearing Science
Sarah Elizabeth Todus,  River Forest, IL
Interdepartmental Studies




Nicholas John Tomlonovic,  Colfax
Cinema
Erika Ruth Torvik,  Evanston, IL
Communication Studies
English
**Joseph Charles Traw,  Cedar Falls
Honors in Political Science
Economics
Jillian Lynn Trieff,  Indianola
International Studies
Genalle Elizabeth Triggiani,  Naples, FL
Interdepartmental Studies
Ashley Lynn Trimpe,  Williamsburg
Economics




Allison Lee Troup,  Davenport
Spanish
Chanelle Tiffany Trowbridge,  Oskaloosa
Communication Studies
International Studies
*Meagon Alyse Turner,  Farmington
Honors in Psychology
David Tuttle,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Robert Dale Tuttle,  Des Moines
International Studies
*Ann Elizabeth Twohig,  Sioux City
Psychology
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science




Zach Douglas Ulin,  Wellman
Health and Sport Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Susan Ilene Ullrich,  Iowa City
Spanish
Honors in International Studies
Brandon Dean Ulrich 
Interdepartmental Studies
Khai Thien Dinh Uy,  Davenport
Interdepartmental Studies
Jaclyn Dee Uzzo,  Des Moines
Psychology
Alli Leigh Vaith,  Mason City
Interdepartmental Studies
Christopher D. Valdez,  Downers Grove, IL
Communication Studies
Cori D. Vallentine,  Cedar Falls
Music
Brynn Laura Van Blaricum,  Fairfield
Psychology
Travis James Van Ginkel,  Rock Valley
Interdepartmental Studies
Sarah E. Van Pelt,  Frankfort, IL
History




Molly Lou Marie Vangorp,  Clive
Speech and Hearing Science
Emily Ann Vannice,  Cedar Falls
Health and Sport Studies
American Studies
Alyssa Jo Varner,  Dubuque
Honors in English
Idean Vasef,  Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Erin R. Vaughn,  Urbandale
Political Science
International Studies
*Kasie Lynn Ver Schuure,  Oskaloosa
Journalism and Mass Communication
Robert A. Verhein,  Milwaukee, WI
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Nicole Lynn Verhey,  Pella
English
Liliana Villa,  Elgin, IL
Sociology
Max Hadek Villwock,  Iowa City
Economics
French
Brian Charles Vine,  Mason City
Political Science
**Louis Sebastian Virtel,  Lemont, IL
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Theatre Arts
Rachel Elizabeth Von Lienen,  Cedar Rapids
Linguistics
Laura Ann Vonnahme,  Dubuque
Spanish
Amy Ann Vosejpka,  Berwyn, IL
Psychology
Adam Douglas Vranek,  Iowa City
Political Science
Nicholas A. Waddell,  Marengo
Communication Studies
Laura Kristine Walker,  Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Allison Kay Wall,  West Chicago, IL
Communication Studies
Terra A. Wallin,  Bettendorf
Political Science
Chad M. Walter,  Ankeny
Cinema
Kerri Lynne Walter,  Shawnee, KS
Journalism and Mass Communication
Spanish
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***With Highest Distinction
James A. Walters,  Iowa City
American Studies
Dylan D. Walther,  Denver
History
Jason L. Wang,  Ames
Dance




Amber D. Warren,  Bettendorf
English
Kelly A. Warren,  Clinton
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sociology
Megan Marie Warren,  Naperville, IL
Communication Studies






Amanda Rose Weaver,  Williamsburg
Communication Studies
Political Science
MaryGrace Weber,  Ridgefield, CT
International Studies
Kayley Ann Weeks,  Humboldt
Psychology
Steven Douglas Weeks,  Newton
History
Adam Charles Wehr,  Cedar Falls
Honors in English
Christine Cecelia Weideman,  Sioux City
English
Beth L. Weinert,  Mundelein, IL
Communication Studies
Jeffrey Scott Weisman,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Theatre Arts
Allie Rae Wells,  Fonda
Communication Studies
Ashley Anne Welter,  Urbandale
Social Work
***Shannon Marie Wenck,  Des Moines
Honors in History
Spanish
Kimberly A. Wenman,  Coralville
Elementary Education
Robert John Wermeling,  Wadsworth, IL
Psychology
Sara Ann Werner,  Independence
English




Erin Elizabeth Wessell,  Mount Prospect, IL
Political Science
History
Stephanie Sue Westfall,  Columbus Junction
Art
Kevin Patrick Westropp,  Lake Forest, IL
English
Marc A. Wetrich,  Fairfield
Computer Science
Bridget Erin Wetzel,  Tinley Park, IL
Elementary Education
Dance
Christopher Alan Wheeler,  Coralville
Psychology
Jennifer Marie Wickham,  Sioux City
International Studies
Geography
Christine Ann Widga,  Minneapolis, MN
Journalism and Mass Communication
Spanish
Emily Lynn Wiebel,  Moline, IL
International Studies
Andrew John Wiese,  Cedar Rapids
Political Science
Janelle Marie Wilbanks,  Oakdale, CA
Russian
Kyle Michael Wilcox,  Des Moines
Health and Sport Studies
Caroline N. Wilkerson,  Urbandale
Social Work
Robert George Wilkie,  Saint Paul, MN
Political Science
Journalism and Mass Communication
*Shaun Michael Wilkinson,  Bettendorf
Psychology
Religious Studies
*William Lucas Wilkinson,  Urbandale
Communication Studies
Honors in French
Jenna Longley Will,  Village of Lakewood, IL
Elementary Education
Samantha Marie Wille,  Garnavillo
Mathematics




Shanna Lynn Williams,  Williamsburg
Psychology
Mallory Jo Willson,  Webster City
Communication Studies
Brandon Richard Wilson,   
Arlington Heights, IL
English
Brooke Ashley Wilson,  Toledo
Spanish
David Keith Wilson,  Crawfordsville
German
Mallory Paige Wilson,  Colfax
Sociology
Mary Kate Wilson,  Des Moines
Communication Studies
*Scott Bender Wilson,  Des Moines
English
Tana Nicole Wilson,  Dike
Speech and Hearing Science
Denise V. Wiltse,  Waverly
Geography
Scott A. Winchell,  Saint Charles
English
Jennifer Beth Winter,  Highland Park, IL
Social Work
Psychology
Lindsey Anne Winter,  Woodridge, IL
Elementary Education
Matthew Charles Winter,  Wilmette, IL
Communication Studies
Tyson Wirth,  Iowa City
Journalism and Mass Communication
*Alissa N. Witzke,  Iowa City
Anthropology
Linguistics
Jeremy Scott Wofford,  Ames
Interdepartmental Studies
Mikel Cody Wombacher,  Iowa City
Art
Pamela Florence Wong,  Cedar Rapids
Health and Sport Studies
Jill D. Wood,  Indianola
Psychology
Health and Sport Studies
Amanda M. Woods,  Macomb, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Eli Edward Woodward,  Fairbanks, AK
Honors in Religious Studies
Eric J. Worden,  Marion
Interdepartmental Studies





Deprecia Deane Wright,  Waterloo
Dance
Performing Arts Entrepreneurship




Megan Jean Wylder,  Naperville, IL
Elementary Education
Erin Marie Wymore,  Council Bluffs
Interdepartmental Studies
Autumn Rose Yancey,  Waterloo
Spanish
Angela Dawn Yancy,  Sacramento, CA
Sociology




Evan Andrew Young,  Washington
History
Phil Ryan Young,  Davenport
Religious Studies
Tara Jean Young,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Emily A. Zaentz,  Iowa City
Honors in English
Aryn Michelle Zager,  Davenport
Health and Sport Studies
Jonathan Zanders,  Cedar Falls
Communication Studies
Erin Alisia Zaputil,  Cedar Rapids
English
Ann Louise Zebrowski,  Iowa City
Psychology
Sara E. Zeimetz,  Orland Park, IL
Communication Studies
Adam S. Zellmer,  Bussey
Geoscience
Danielle Marie Zelm,  Mount Prospect, IL
Spanish
Nicholas Paul Zerlentes,  Orland Park, IL
Mathematics
Alissa Beth Zickefoose,  Oskaloosa
Psychology
Kelly Jane Zierk,  Winfield, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Erin Therese Zintek,  Elm Grove, WI
Dance
Abby Lynn Zipperer,  Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Nicole Anna Zrostlik,  Garner
Communication Studies
Bachelor of Fine Arts
William Farrar Blackmore,  Fairfield
Art
***Courtney L. Clarke,  Newton
Honors in Art
K. C. Crain,  Waterloo
Art




**Carrie L. Eldredge,  Des Moines
Art
Maxwell Fanning,  Palatine, IL
Art
Trisha Ann Feldman,  Dubuque
Art




Nicole Lynn Greene,  Burlington
Art
David Leonard Hale, Jr.,  Morgantown, WV
Art
Jennifer N. Hawkins,  Audubon
Art
**Matthew James Janechek,  Springville
Art
Amanda Rachel Johnson,  North Liberty
Art
Lee Patrick Johnson,  Cedar Rapids
Honors in Art
Molly Ledwith Jones,  Evanston, IL
Dance
Jayne Marie Kaufman,  Altoona
Art
Sara Marie Kirk,  Knoxville
Art
Jenna Lynn Kollings,  Des Moines
Art
Alyssa R. Madison,  North Liberty
Honors in Art
Dustin Dow Mason,  North English
Art
Cailie Marie Mau,  Ankeny
Art
**Christina Mae McClelland,  Ames
Honors in Art
***Kathryn Eliza McWhorter,  Ottumwa
Art
Raymond P. Michels,  Melbourne
Art




Robert Wesley Pearson,  Washington
Art
Sarah Jean Peters,  Washington
Art
Erik Alexander Ramirez,  Elgin, IL
Art
*Patrick James Reed,  Iowa City
Honors in Art




Dylan Field Salisbury,  Iowa City
Honors in Art
Brittany Rose Leigh Savolainen,  Iowa City
Honors in Art
Danielle Geneve Sigler,  Minden
Honors in Art
Elizabeth Kristen Skogen,  Madison, WI
Honors in Art
Anna Adams Stark,  Normal, IL
Dance
Lauren Sue Thorson,  West Des Moines
Art
Kristeen Wegner,  Wichita, KS
Art
Erin Ann Weitzell,  Iowa City
Art
Matthew Aaron White,  Taylor Ridge, IL
Art
Nicole Anna Zrostlik,  Garner
Honors in Art
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Adam Wade Crawford
Elizabeth A. Crooks,  Iowa City
Emily Ellen Daves,  West Richland, WA
Erica Schael Kaitlin Engel,  Williamsburg
Ryan Michael Floy,  Le Mars
Kari Michelle Huddleston
Trish Colleen Janecek,  Blue Grass
Steven Arthur Munz,  Little Elm, TX
Natalie Jean Potter,  North Liberty
Marcy Lee Zwart Reineke,  Elysian, MN
Daren Paul Riggs,  Puyallup, WA
Jeffrie Brian Roberts,  Kansas City, MO
Heather E. Sheffer
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***With Highest Distinction
Bachelor of Music
Katheryn Walden Allen,  Des Moines
Ryan Lee Arp,  Eldridge
*Rosalind Beach Buda,  Waukee
***Alissa Ann Coussens,  Davenport
Honors in Music
**Jeremy Seth Crawford,  Maquoketa
Michael John Davidson,  Prairie du Sac, WI
**Samuel Lindahl Gold,  Des Moines
**Laura Elise Hirschey,  Medford, NJ
Honors in Music
**Robert E. Kemp,  Iowa City
Aaron Arthur Kuhlman,  Fort Dodge
Justin James Kvedaras,  Homewood, IL
Katie L. Leiting,  Eldridge
Brian W. Lenth,  Iowa City
John James McCauley,  Tustin, CA
Ashley Marie Mekeel,  Amboy, IL
Harlan Nathaniel Muir,  Crescent
Brody A. Ross,  Des Moines
*Christopher Matthew Sande,  Charles City
Honors in Music
***Allison Anne Schmidt,  Iowa City
Honors in Music
Michael Christopher Thursby,  Cedar Rapids
Andrea J. Verdoorn,  Hospers
Kirsten Laurelle Wallace,  West Branch
Kelsey Marie Williams,  Cedar Falls
*Karl Martin Zelle,  Dallas, TX
Bachelor of Science
Seth Douglas Adam,  Sioux City
Computer Science
**Manish Aggarwal,  Marion
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Allison Leigh Aird,  Rolling Meadows, IL
Biology
Psychology
***Emily Louise Alden,  Le Claire
Honors in Biochemistry
Nichole Elizabeth Allen,  Mason City
Psychology
**Rachel L. Alt,  Dubuque
Honors in Integrative Physiology
***Adam Benjamin Althaus,  Sioux City
Honors in Biology
Alan Joseph Anderson,  Lockport, IL
Psychology
***Barrett James Anderson,  Clive
Honors in Political Science
Meghan Anne Armstrong
Integrative Physiology
Lindsey Nicole Arnold,  Davenport
Biology
Paul Evert Asjes,  Norwalk
Journalism and Mass Communication






Jonggyu Baek,  Seoul, Korea
Statistics
Devin August Baerenwald,  Rockton, IL
Biochemistry
Alison Jaye Bahnsen,  Charles City
Honors in Psychology
Justin L. Balk,  Erie, IL
Biology
Brieanna M. Barber,  Dubuque
Biology
Matthew A. Bartucci,  Oak Brook, IL
Chemistry
Dana Michelle Bates,  Iowa City
Computer Science
Honors in Mathematics
Lucas James Bell,  Algona
Biology
Trey Jared Bell,  Lake Zurich, IL
Science Education
Amanda K. Berger,  Walcott
Psychology
Tyler J. Biggs,  Johnston
Actuarial Science
Mathematics
John Kenneth Blumthal,  Naperville,  Il
Science Education
***Patrick Leon Bockenstedt,  Burlington
Integrative Physiology
**Elaine Ardis Bossard,  Iowa City
Honors in Psychology
Sociology
Angela Marie Bradfield,  Mount Pleasant
Leisure Studies




Julie Mae Brasefield,  Pearland, TX
Applied Physics
Benjamin Ryan Breuer,  Windsor Heights
Political Science
Michael Duane Brockway,  New London
Leisure Studies
Athletic Training
Sarah Ann Brogan,  Coralville
Leisure Studies
William Wade Broom,  La Porte City
Geography
Kelsey M. Bruns,  Newton
Environmental Sciences
Andrew R. Buller,  Coralville
Mathematics
Kimberlee Ann Burckart,  Waukon
Biochemistry
Lori S. Buresh,  Annawan, IL
Athletic Training
Chelsey Marie Burke,  Bettendorf
Biology
Brian Thomas Burmeister,   
Evergreen Park, IL
Biochemistry
Erin Nicole Butler,  Bartlett, IL
Psychology
Kathleen Marie Cahalan,  Wheaton, IL
Athletic Training
Jean Amy Caligiuri,  Des Moines
Honors in Biology
Environmental Sciences
Thomas Jacob Callahan,  Iowa City
Computer Science
Mathematics
**Rebecca Lynn Clausius,  Batavia, IL
Honors in Psychology
Rebecca K. Coffman,  Davenport
Leisure Studies
Daniel A. Cole,  West Des Moines
Psychology
Alicia A. Conklin,  Independence
Microbiology
Melissa Contreras,  Donna, TX
Microbiology
Christine Ann Cook,  Clinton
Biology
Sarah Ainsleigh Coon,  Peoria, IL
Psychology
Alexander Theodore Cosmas,  Iowa City
Psychology
Maria Elizabeth Couri,  Peoria, IL
Biology
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Justin Marshall Covert,  West Des Moines
Psychology
Julie Ann Coyne,  Bettendorf
Honors in Microbiology
Caitlin Meryl Crabb,  Dunlap, IL
Statistics
Fiona Clare Cummins,  Grinnell
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Ryan Lee Deets,  Iowa City
Integrative Physiology
Colleen Elizabeth DelMonaco,   
Downers Grove, IL
Psychology
Ben Cody Dexter,  Cedar Rapids
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Christopher Ryan Dibbern,  Iowa City
Computer Science
*Jaclyn Elise Donmyer,  Lake Zurich, IL
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Thomas Gregory Drahos,  Belle Plaine
Integrative Physiology
Matthew J. Drescher,  Bettendorf
Microbiology
Anne Elizabeth Dressler,  Ames
Biology
Christopher James Driscol,  Kalona
Computer Science
**Samuel Collins Dvorak,  Spencer
Honors in Biochemistry
***Matthew Scott Eagles,  Cedar Falls
Applied Physics
**Christina Marie Edwards,  Dubuque
Chemistry
Michael Lynn Egertsen,  Laurens
Biology
Rhonda Kay Endecott,  Wellman
Biology
William Dirk Ettema,  Iowa City
Geoscience
Holly Lynn Fadie,  Crystal Lake, IL
Psychology
**Jill Renae Ferris,  Sioux City
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Matthew Alan Fisher,  Iowa City
Economics
Courtney Jo Fleenor,  Pella
Honors in Microbiology
Lauren B. Foley,  Tinley Park, IL
Biology
Daniel John Fox,  Charles City
Geography
Victoria Ann Franiak,  Arlington Heights, IL
Integrative Physiology
Mary A. Gannon,  Cedar Falls
Biology
Honors in Psychology
Shannan Kellie Garretson,  Des Moines
Environmental Sciences
Lindsay Mae Gassmann,  Marion
Integrative Physiology
*Jonathon R. Geisinger,  Spencer
Integrative Physiology
Matthew Zbiegien Georges,  Burr Ridge, IL
Psychology




Katherine Rose Glassel,  Coralville
Computer Science
Mathematics
Srdan Golub,  Evansdale
Political Science
Cassandra M. Goodman,  Charles City
Economics
Philip B. Gossett,  La Grange, IL
Biology
Adam Matthew Gray,  Iowa City
Chemistry
**Ann Christine Gronlund,  Le Claire
Political Science
*Jordan Robert Gross,  Osage
Integrative Physiology
**Jaclyn Marie Grotewold,  Lake Mills
Integrative Physiology
Bryce Christopher Gruneich,  Bettendorf
Science Education
***Sean Xiang Gu,  Ames
Biochemistry
Ceric Irene Haas,  La Motte
Biology
*Ashlyn Brooke Hachmeister,  Burlington
Integrative Physiology
Gordon G. Hackett,  Mount Pleasant
Science Education
Christy Lynn Hall,  Cedar Rapids
Political Science
Nicholas S. Hansen,  Bettendorf
Biology
Matt K. Hanson,  Bettendorf
Chemistry
Nayiri Haroutunian,  Lincolnshire, IL
Psychology
Kyle William Harpole,  Bartlesville, OK
Honors in Biochemistry
Jean Marie Hartin,  Sioux City
Psychology
Timothy Mark Hau,  Cedar Rapids
Honors in Political Science
***Michael Larson Haugsdal,  Northwood
Integrative Physiology
Joel David Havick,  Watertown, WI
Economics
Political Science
Abby Marie Heiman,  Carroll
Biology
Timothy Hopkins Helms,  Iowa City
Honors in Biology
Lindsay Marie Hendricks,  Bartlett, IL
Microbiology
Amy Ruth Hertz,  Altoona
Honors in Biology
Zachary Tobias Hill,  Iowa City
Biology
Psychology
Jemmie Hoang,  Davenport
Biology
Daniel E. Hogan,  Park Ridge, IL
Biology
Michele Courtney Hojnacki,  Libertyville, IL
Biology
Angela Kathleen Horan,  Bellevue
Microbiology
Courtney Danielle Howe,  Taylor Ridge, IL
Biology
Joshua D. Humphrey,  Brooklyn
Geography
*Tracy J. Hundertmark,  Rutland
Integrative Physiology
Alexandra Leanne Hyten,  Iowa City
Mathematics
**Sandra Renae Imoehl,  Oelwein
Honors in Biology
Keith Martin Jackowski,  Homer Glen, IL
Computer Science
*David L. Jennings,  Waterloo
Honors in Athletic Training
Eugene Jo,  Bartlett, IL
Biology
**Christee Ann Joesten,  Rockford, IL
Integrative Physiology
Douglas Eric Johnson,  Marion
Microbiology
Jessica Lea Johnson,  Iowa City
Honors in Athletic Training
Rachael Christine Johnson,  Fonda
Biology
Skyler Rustin Johnson,  Moorhead
Statistics
Tylor Joseph Johnson,  Montrose
Microbiology
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Daniel Paul Jones,  Iowa City
Computer Science
Mathematics
Taylor Leigh Kadlec,  Hiawatha
Psychology
Haley Abboud Kamps,  Iowa City
Psychology






Kellee Jean Kathka,  Davenport
Psychology
Andrew Jay Kaufman,  Fulton, IL
Microbiology
Nate Michael Kavars,  Mason City
Biology
Cody James Kenkel,  Shenandoah
Chemistry
Mohammad Taajwar Khan,  Clear Lake
Honors in Biochemistry
John Thomas Kimbell,  Newton
Computer Science
Ian Alexander Koch,  West Des Moines
Integrative Physiology
Ross T. Koehler,  Davenport
Athletic Training
Dana Marie Koehn,  Waukesha, WI
Athletic Training
*Grace H. Koong,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Krystina Marie Koppen,  Algona
Psychology
Kristine Michele Kozlowski,   
Hawthorn Woods, IL
Biology
Andrea J. Kraft,  Des Moines
Microbiology
Economics
Heather A. Kramer,  West Point
Athletic Training
Nathan William Kugler,  Peoria, IL




Julie Jean Lamer,  Waterloo
Psychology
Jessica Lynn Lardieri,  Summerville, SC
Computer Science
***Kelsey Lyn Larsen,  Saline, MI
Honors in Political Science
Alex James Leaven,  Iowa City
Psychology
Katie Elizabeth Lee,  West Des Moines
Psychology
Namhoon Lee,  West Des Moines
Honors in Chemistry
Biochemistry
***Andrew Joseph Lenze,  Marion
Honors in Economics
Journalism and Mass Communication
Mathematics
*Bryan Charles Leppert,  Grimes
Biology
Michael John Lersten,  West Des Moines
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Samantha Rose Lewis,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Biology
Yu Fei Li,  Morris Plains, NJ
Honors in Biochemistry
Lauren Elizabeth Liaboe,  Dubuque
Integrative Physiology
Jason Hon Lin,  Iowa City
Biochemistry
Peony Lin,  Atlanta, GA
Actuarial Science
Mathematics
Lauren Marie Lindstadt,  Burlington
Integrative Physiology
Robert J. Linnell,  Atalissa
Biology
**Benjamin J. Lischwe,  Freeport, IL
Mathematics
Erica L. Littlejohn,  Chicago, IL
Microbiology
Katrina Marie Longhini,  Lake Zurich, IL
Biology
Nina Lovan,  Pleasant Hill
Biochemistry
Ning Lu,  Johnston
Honors in Biology
Jarrek J. Lucke,  Fulton, IL
Geography
Scott William Lundgren,  Shenandoah
Biology
Laura M. Mangrich,  Newton
Leisure Studies
**Eishita Manjrekar,  Des Moines
Honors in Psychology
Yury Maryan,  Arlington Heights, IL
Biology
Talha Ahmed Masood,  Coralville
Psychology
*Adam Christopher Matheson,   
Plymouth, MN
Honors in Political Science
Yukiko Matsuzaki,  Yokohama, Japan
Integrative Physiology
Cory A. McAnelly,  Davenport
Biochemistry
Matthew Paul McCart,  Corydon
Biology
Michelle Eujenia McConnell,  Iowa City
Sociology
Carrie Ann McCormally,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Sociology
Ashley Bridget McDonald,  Cedar Rapids
Political Science
Aaron Michael McDowell,  Cedar Rapids
Microbiology
Computer Science
Logan John McKenna,  Marion
Computer Science
Andrew Michael McNeely,  Davenport
Biology
Melanie Rae Meister,  West Des Moines
Biology
Brandy Lynn Menard,  Sioux City
Psychology
John Kenneth Meyer,  Richland Center, WI
Physics
Mathematics
Jaclyn Marie Mifsud,  Naperville, IL
Psychology
Diana Colene Miller,  Fishers, IN
Athletic Training
Diana Malek Mina,  Bettendorf
Psychology
Brittany Kay Neef,  Urbandale
Honors in Psychology
Julia Elspeth Nelson,  Solon
Astronomy
Physics
**Nathan Allan Nicholson,  Ottumwa
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Ian Samuel Nidetz,  Wayzata, MN
Biology
Adam Joseph Nikkel,  Urbandale
Leisure Studies
Nnenna Nwankwo,  Coralville
Psychology
Adam Seth Oehmke,  Eden Prairie, MN
Political Science
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Michael B. Ondrovic,  Woodridge, IL
Biology
Nathanael Steven Otto,  Omaha, NE
Psychology
Bethany Lynn Padgett,  Cedar Falls
Leisure Studies
Sarah Ann Palek,  Woodstock, IL
Psychology
Nicole R. Pantzlaff,  West Des Moines
Economics
Dhwani ArvindKumar Patel,   
West Des Moines
Honors in Biology
Chelsey Michele Patterson,   
West Des Moines
Honors in Psychology
Kelly Ann Peacock,  Davenport
Biology
Murray Christopher Perdue,  Griswold
Geoscience
Stephanie N. Perkins,  Waterloo
Honors in Biochemistry
Joseph Alan Petersen,  Laurens
Psychology
Candace Peterson,  Evergreen Park, IL
Chemistry
Danielle Leah Pettit,  Floyd
Biology
Jenna Lynn Pfaltzgraff,  Ankeny
Psychology
Nhi T. Pham,  Sioux City
Microbiology
Jayme Lee Phillips,  Muscatine
Biology
*Susan Diane Philos,  Naperville, IL
Science Education
Daniel Benjamin Pickett,  Waukee
Biology
Michael Bernard Pincus,  Milwaukee, WI
Science Education
Brian Robert John Pinney,  Winfield
Biochemistry
Jessica Marie Pletz,  Darien, WI
Environmental Sciences
***Sarah E. Porter,  Omaha, NE
Honors in Political Science
***Timothy James Porter,  Iowa City
Integrative Physiology
Jamie Elizabeth Potter,  Muscatine
Microbiology
Landon N. Pratt,  Virden, IL
Chemistry
Nicholas Alan Rasmussen,  Pocatello, ID
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Tyler Paul Rasmussen,  Lisbon
Integrative Physiology
Radhika Shehani Ratnabalasuriar,  
Christiansted, Virgin Islands
Honors in Microbiology
Agatha Raup,  Palatine, IL
Astronomy
Gautam Kumar Reddy,  Bettendorf
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Laura J. Reeder,  Alburnett
Psychology
Matthew Michael Restko,  Highland Park, IL
Honors in Biochemistry
Candice Nicole Rethmeier,  Kirksville, MO
Psychology
Alison N. Riazi,  Wilmette, IL
Leisure Studies
Kalee Ann Richter,  New Hampton
Leisure Studies
***Zachary Gerald Ries,  Dubuque
Honors in Microbiology
Mark Vincent Riofski,  Orland Park, IL
Honors in Chemistry
Kelsi Jean Robbins,  Cedar Falls
Leisure Studies
Mckaylee M. Robertson,  Carlisle
Honors in Microbiology
Brittney Lyn Robinson,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
*Jason Timothy Rogers,  Cedar Falls
Honors in Biochemistry
Patrick William Romani,  Downers Grove, IL
Psychology
Rachel Leigh Ruffie,  Mount Prospect, IL
Chemistry
Stephen Edward Ryan,  Waterloo
Psychology
Noel Santos,  Iowa City
Psychology
Charles Michael Saul,  Des Moines
Honors in Biology






Heather Ann Schnepf,  Medford Lakes, NJ
Athletic Training
***Kent Stephen Schrad,  Cedar Falls
Honors in Actuarial Science
Mathematics
Laura Marie Schwab,  Ankeny
Psychology
**Lindsey Marie Scott,  Bettendorf
Honors in Actuarial Science
Mathematics
Thomas Andrew Seeley,  Iowa City
Microbiology
Meghan E. Sells,  Fort Dodge
Integrative Physiology
Ramsey L. Senger,  Bettendorf
Psychology
Michael Steven Sepiol,  Tinley Park, IL
Athletic Training
Sergej Simic,  Wheaton, IL
Biology
Roshan Sinha,  West Des Moines
Psychology
**Louis S. Sloven,  Des Moines
Psychology
Mark Allen Smalley,  Marquette
Astronomy
Physics
Justin Michael Smestad,  Glenview, IL
Computer Science
Spencer Weston Smith,  Iowa City
Chemistry
Benjamin Lewis Solow,  Iowa City
Political Science
Honors in Economics





*Kristin Allison Sprock,  West Des Moines
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Jessica Lynn Stagg,  West Des Moines
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Chris D. Stamy
Biology
Kristen Maria Stauffer,  Iowa City
Microbiology
Amanda Christine Steimel,  Waterloo
Biology
Krista A. Stinton,  Le Mars
Elementary Education
*Adam Christopher Stoddard,   
Shoreview, MN
Honors in Political Science
***Sarah Katherine Storm,  Belle Plaine
Integrative Physiology
***Garth William Strohbehn,  Boone
Honors in Biochemistry
Daniel Suh,  Cedar Rapids
Chemistry
Amanda K. Summers,  Ankeny
Integrative Physiology
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Daniel Sun,  Cedar Rapids
Computer Science
Mathematics
Krista Marie Svenby,  Keosauqua
Science Education
Jacob Thomas Swain,  Davenport
Biology
Tyler Wayne Switalski,  Le Mars
Psychology
Collin Jacob Syfert,  Davenport
Psychology
Christopher Melvin Thomas,  Grayslake, IL
Biology






Mark Ryan Ver Meer,  Pella
Biology
Laura Ann Vonnahme,  Dubuque
Biology
Mallory Leah Wagner,  Davenport
Psychology
Mary Terese Wagner,  Farley
Psychology
Nathan Scott Walleser,  Waterloo
Biology
Marcus Mejia Washington,  Evanston, IL
Athletic Training
Nicholas P. Weber,  Denver
Actuarial Science
Mathematics
Brett Joseph Weiss,  Cedar Falls
Honors in Biology
Jedediah Donald Wendell,  Davenport
Computer Science
*Lydia Ann Wester
Honors in Integrative Physiology
**Paul Henry Westfall,  West Des Moines
Psychology
James William Wetzel,  Bettendorf
Physics




Hays Wimsatt Whitlatch,   
Mendoza, Argentina
Mathematics
Katherine Jane Wiebler,  Burlington
Biology
*Stephanie Rae Wille,  Monona
Psychology
Brad Michael Willenbring,  Dubuque
Biochemistry
*Jaime Marie Williams,  Muscatine
Honors in Biology
Shameika Raishawn Wilmington,  
Davenport
Biochemistry
Chun-Shu Wong,  Iowa City
Honors in Microbiology
Sara Wycoff,  Estherville
Integrative Physiology




Skyler Jon Zarndt,  Decatur, IL
Athletic Training
Brandon A. Zeigler,  Emmetsburg
Biology
Adam S. Zellmer,  Bussey
Environmental Sciences




Bachelor of Applied 
Studies
Jan Ellen Barnholdt,  Swisher
Roberta Lynn Giese,  Oxford
Robin L. Mastro,  Iowa City
Candidates for Degrees
roy J. & luCille a. 
Carver ColleGe of 
MediCine
Doctor of Medicine
Aaron Morris Abramovitz,   
Overland Park, KS
Ebenezer Topé Adebara,  Arden Hills, MN
ShereMaria Agaiby,  Cleveland, OH
Waseemuddin Ahmed,  Bettendorf
Mazen Albaghdadi,  Clinton
Erik Christopher Alexander,  Iowa City
Daniela Alexandru,  Galati, Romania
Bryan Golden Allen,  Salt Lake City, UT
Carey Lee Allen
Heidi Ann Allen,  Dubuque
Amaris Johanna Anderson,   
Spring Valley, WI
Scott Patrick Bender,  Minneapolis, MN
Rachel Ann Berger,  Ankeny
Toni Marie Biskup,  Lincoln, NE
Enid Dawn Boeding,  Elkader
Ronald Blair Boeding,  Pleasant Hill
Jason Tyler Boehme,  Des Moines
Katie Jo Book,  Akron
Dustin Thomas Briggs,  Jefferson
Julia Renee Buchkina,  Cedar Rapids
Hilary Mosher Buri
Yashaar Chaichian,  Solon
Dominic J. Cirillo,  Butler, PA
Carla Rose Cloos,  Dubuque
Sarah Robin Cooper,  West Des Moines
Daniel S. Dallon,  Salt Lake City, UT
Sarita Bhasker Dave,  Independence
Benjamin Phillip Davis,  Cedar Rapids
Carly Rae Davis,  Reno, NV
Christian John Den Ouden,  Des Moines
Chiraag Vijay Dharia,  Cedar Falls
Roberto Ivan Diaz,  Watsonville, CA
Henry Richard Diggelmann,  Iowa City
Katerina Dodelzon,  Clive
Raul Benjamin Easton-Carr,  San Diego, CA
Shannon Michele Easton-Carr,   
Bakersfield, CA
Thomas P. Ebinger,  Cedar Rapids
Jesmin Potter Ehlers,  Maryville, MO
Julie Marie Farias,  Windsor, CA
Daniel John Ferraro,  Saint Cloud, MN
Brandy Lynn Ficek,  Council Bluffs
Benjamin James Flannery,  Des Moines
Kira Leigh Fraser,  Boulder, CO
Natalie Sue Freed,  Paullina
Laura Anne Gellhaus,  Bettendorf
Jessica Dale Goreham-Voss,  Fargo, ND
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Elizabeth Mary Grace,  Des Moines
Megan Gail Groff,  Ankeny
Craig William Gurney,  Orem, UT
Anwer Khaled Habib,  Iowa City
Leah Maxwell Habib,  Francesville, IN
Nathan Mikael Harmon,  Waterloo
Brett Eric Haugen,  Ankeny
Matthew James Herrmann,  Johnston
Benjamin Joseph Hicks
Benjamin Campbell Hippen,  Decorah
Christopher Paul Hogrefe,  Albert City
Amanda Jean Hohmann,  Dubuque
Brett William Hronek,  Olathe, KS
Katherine Lea Imborek,  Schererville, IN
Katherine Anne Iossi,  Rochester, MN
Christine Marie Walsh Jacobsen,   
West Branch
Daniel Kyu Jeong,  Ames
Matthew Thomas Johnson,  Cloquet, MN
Andria Marie Jones,  Omaha, NE
Jessica Marie Kelley,  West Branch
Jennifer Lee King,  Bethesda, MD
Stephen Thomas Kirk,  Murray, UT
Aaron Leonard Klein,  Burlington, ND
Lindsey Elizabeth Klocke,   
Eden Prairie, MN
Jacob John Koczman,  Urbandale
Joy Marie Koopmans,  Oelwein
Lisa Anne Kramer,  Farley
Paul Anthony Lacey,  Flandreau, SD
Meredith Christine Taylor Larsen,   
Mason City
Jessica Ann Leinen,  Portsmouth
Anne Meredith Lewis,  Huxley
Benjamin Robert Lewis,  Wilton, ME
Bethany Kirk Helms Lewis,  Iowa City
Michael Woody Lin,  Burlington
Amanda Elizabeth Little,  Edina, MN
Raina Marie Lourens,  Slater
Samy Mokhtar Maklad,  Woodbury, MN
Catherine Melissa Metz,  Dubuque
Kathryn Elise Miller,  Collierville, TN
Jill Marie Moore,  Cedar Falls
Ann Marie Morris,  Lenexa, KS
Michael John Mosley,  Des Moines
Timothy James Moss
Rebecca McKay Mueller,  Des Moines
Rebecca Ann Myers,  Bettendorf
Ameya Pramod Nayate,  South Ogden, UT
Timothy James Noonan,  Emmetsburg
Curtis Patrick O’Loughlin,  Independence
Luis Alberto Ochoa Núñez,  Washington
Adam Paul Ostendorf,  Rockwell
Alec David Otteman,  Ames
Brent David Owen,  Solon
Vishal Raman Patel,  Shawnee, KS
Samuel Martin Peik,  Oelwein
Larissa M. Pisney,  Iowa Falls
James Thomas Quann,  Dubuque
Emmanuel Ramirez-Enriquez,  Modesto, CA
LaKesha Nicole Randolph,  East Chicago, IN
Thomas William Rinehart,  Marshalltown
Margaret Alice Riordan
Steven James Rippentrop,  Pella
Benjamin Wade Ross,  Osage
Rosalio Orozco Rubio
Sean Michael Sayre,  Iowa City
Benjamin Patrick Schlicher
John Mccambridge Scott,  Spencer
Matthew Scott Sinnwell,  Forest City
Benjamin George Slane,  Deadwood, SD
Lael Jonathan Stander,  Provo, UT
Katherine Marie Steffen,  Roselle, IL
Todd Michael Stevens,  Sioux City
Abigail Lauren Stockham,  Maquoketa
Christopher David Streib,  Cedar Rapids
Andrew Jonathan Sundblad,  Urbandale
Sharon Shui-Ming Sung
Otar Michael Taktakishvili
Amy Elizabeth Taylor,  Waverly
Nicholas Ryan Thiessen,  Las Vegas, NV
Eric Edward Tibesar,  North Liberty
Diane Thi Tran,  Carroll
Kyle J. Van Arendonk,  Pella
Charlotte Sue Van Dorn,  Remsen
Paul Gary Van Heukelom,  Sibley
Jaime Jane Vanourny,  Coralville
Julie Lynn Voelker,  Aurora, IL
Erik James Wayne,  Davenport
Andrew Paul Weiss,  Mount Pleasant
Jason Weiss,  Cerritos, CA
Derek James Zhorne,  Tama
Leah Marie Zhorne,  Lisbon
Master of Physician 
Assistant Studies 
Jamie Lynn Baker,  Fort Collins, CO
Gwen Marie Behm,  Brookfield, WI
Madeline Therese Carroll,  Brookings, SD
Melissa Kay Casey,  Farley
Monica Lynn Dell’Armi,  Eau Claire, WI
Amela Dudakovic,  Coralville
James Kent Earel, Jr.,  Le Claire
Kathryn Allyson Gibbs,  Denver, CO
Robert Thomas Giese,  McGregor
Nicklaus Mark Gronning,  Fridley, MN
Melissa Anne Haack,  Detroit Lakes, MN
Heather Kay Kessler,  Iowa City
Valerie O’Neel Kies,  Cedar Rapids
Marit Nicole Meland,  Iowa City
Jeffrey Craig Miller,  Iowa City
Mark David Olson,  Laurens
Melinda Sue Picka,   
Inver Grove Heights, MN
Cindy Jolene Poehls,  Minneapolis, MN
Paul David Shepard,  Waterloo
Jennifer Fae Wegner,  Hartley
Jonathan Nicolaas Winkfield,   
Salt Lake City, UT
Ermei Yao,  Iowa City
Master in Medical 
Education
Rajil Mohan Karnani,  North Royalton, OH
Bachelor of Science
Nicole Marie Adams,  Waucoma
Radiation Sciences
Michael J. Anderson,  New Lenox, IL
Radiation Sciences
Jacqueline S. Bellm,  Chicago, IL
Radiation Sciences
**Jennifer Lynn Claeys,  Coralville
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Anne Louise Davis,  Creston
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
**Julie L. Graeve,  Defiance
Radiation Sciences
Elizabeth Ruth Gusick,  Center Point
Radiation Sciences
Ashley Marie Heims,  Strawberry Point
Radiation Sciences
Jaimee Kay Johnson,  Dallas Center
Radiation Sciences
Jennifer Rose Kluesner,  Manchester
Radiation Sciences
Jessie Marie Lammers,  Guttenberg
Radiation Sciences
Amy Jo Meyers,  Keokuk
Radiation Sciences
Kristi Renae Palma,  Marshalltown
Radiation Sciences
Priyal Maheshbhai Patel,  Coralville
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Emily Jean Piatt,  Davenport
Radiation Sciences
Jessica Dawn Reed,  Creston
Radiation Sciences
Casey Lee Cody Schroeder,  Coralville
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Megan M. Shatek,  New Hampton
Radiation Sciences
Andrew D. Struchen,  Webster City
Radiation Sciences
Emily Bethine Warren,  Mitchellville
Radiation Sciences




Doctor of Dental Surgery
Brian Michael Andersen,  Coralville
Jeremy Michael Anderson
Caitlin Anne Beresford,  Council Bluffs
Derek Steven Borgwardt,  Clinton
Matthew Ted Bryner,  Price, UT
Elmer Raymond Cherry IV,  Idaho Falls, ID
Kaianne Myleigh Clemenson,  Ankeny
Kristine P. Cody,  Yankton, SD
Lindsay May Compton,  Jefferson
Christopher Joseph Diaz-Freed,   
West Des Moines
Megan JoAnn Diaz-Freed,  Calmar
Adam J. Diesburg,  Ames
Edward David Dye,  Cedar Rapids
Christopher Glenn Eastman,  Cedar Falls
Sergey Fedorovich Floryanovich,  
Maleshevo, Belarus
Luke James Freml,  Denison
Christopher John Hansen,  Storm Lake
Matthew Henry,  El Paso, TX
Jolene Marie Hermes,  Maquoketa
Jerad Lyle Hintz,  Bondurant
Elizabeth Marie Zaun Hussong,  Polk City
Kathryn Ruth Kearney,  Ames
Kelly Lee Kingma,  Davenport
Nicole Marie Kirschbaum,  Sheldon
Christopher Eric Koehn,  Moville
Lucas Anthony Lemburg,  Le Claire
Edward J. Lenz,  Dubuque
Lacey Lynn McDevitt,  Maquoketa
Michelle Marie McManus,  Taylor Ridge, IL
Leah Raschel Mead,  Grimes
Abby Kathlyn Menke,  Cherokee
Maura Josephine Milas,  Rock Island, IL
Kimberly Ann Morio,  Solon
Lindsey Marie Murphy,  Holstein
Megan Ruth Murray,  Ames
Ryan Raphael Murray,  Nevada
Adam Wade Ostby,  Idaho Falls, ID
Cameron Lloyd Perigo,  Ogden, UT
Benjamin Robert Peterson,  Cedar Falls
Robert Delaine Peterson
Jamie Lou Petrie,  Cedar Falls
Robert Raymond Pipho,  La Porte City
Matthew William Platt
Krystal Kay Pogones,  Urbandale
Matthew Thomas Pyfferoen,  Rochester, MN
Cameron Jamal Rasool,  West Des Moines
Michael Thomas Reynolds,   
West Des Moines
Joshua T. Richman,  Dubuque
Chris R. Roberts,  Longmont, CO
Travis C. Rudd,  Saint George, UT
Taylor Joseph Schroeder,  Wall Lake
Shayna Mary Schumacher,  Dubuque
Abby Joanna Theresa Shannon,  Ames
Joslyn Anne Slater,  Earlham
Spencer Ward Smith,  Sugar City, ID
Benjamin Robert Squires,  Waverly
Michael Thomas Stecher,  Dubuque
Robert Tracy Swanson,  Ames
Thor Geoffrey Thorson,  Seattle, WA
Adam Joseph Unterbrunner,  Yorkville, IL
Mitchell C. Wellman,  Auburn, NE
Daniel Clayton Whitney,  Great Falls, MT
Lucas Tyler Winder,  Cedar Falls
Kevin Gregory Witt,  Davenport
Garrett Grant Wood,  Smithfield, UT
Kendra Elizabeth Woodburn,  Pierre, SD




Kunduz Ishenovna Asanova,  Iowa City
Abdul Khaliq,  Karáchi, Pakistan
Florence Ochago,  Kampala, Uganda
Sharon Ruth Stevens,  Iowa City
Juris Doctor
Dimitri Adloff,  Cedar Rapids
Sajal Agarwal,  Effingham, IL
Michaela Patricia Ainsa
Erica Nicole Andersen,  Springfield, VA
Rachel Christine Antonuccio,   
Colorado Springs, CO
Ashley Jaye Arends,  Mason City
Kirsten Nordstrom Arnold,  Cedar Falls
Jonathan Philip Arsenault,  Westport, NY
Mike Alan Beal,  Waukee
Zachary David Beckman,  Glencoe, IL
Erik Peter Bergeland,  West Des Moines
Kinnera Bhoopal,  Orland Park, IL
Sofia E. Biller,  Iowa City
Ross Wilson Binder,  Sioux City
Rebecca LeAnne Bowman,  Monticello
Robert James Bowman,  Marshalltown
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Eddie Ralph Broders,  Stockton
Julie Lynne Bryant,  Iowa City
Rachel Lynne Bubb,  Aurora, CO
Katherine Anne Burkhart,  Atlantic
Katherine Morrison Burno,  Iowa City
Daniel Edward Burrows,  Belle Plaine, KS
Stephanie Jo Canfield,  Ankeny
Jonathan Harry Chester,  Deerfield, IL
Joseph Lee Christensen,  Riceville
Kara Marie Christensen
Erica W. Clark,  Iowa City
Julie Elizabeth Cohen,  Hinsdale, IL
George Tyler Coulson
Kathryn Elizabeth Lightner Croco,  Amana
Michelle Christine Croft
Christopher Lee Crouch,  Davenport
Abigail Kate Darwin,  Decorah
Prachi Vipinchandra Dave,  Nairobi, Kenya
Sara D. Davenport,  Clearfield
Dustin Allen Dirksen,  Hampton
Taylor Macfarlane Dix,  Longmont, CO
Tai L. Duncan,  Chicago, IL
Philip J. Dureza,  Burlington, CT
Theresa Ann Dvorak,  Cedar Rapids
Jennifer Ann Dyer
Louis Edward Ebinger,  Cedar Rapids
John Paul Eggum,  Oak Park, IL
Heidi Marie Einsweiler,  Hudson
Andrew Paul Elsbecker,  Ankeny
Desiree Shawn Espinoza,  Sioux City
Jamie Lee Faidley
Shelby Kay Feuerbach,  Phoenix, AZ
Andrew David Finkelman,  Wilmington, DE
John Paul Fox,  Lowell, MI
David William Franker,  North Liberty
Amanda Elaine Friesenborg,  Thompson
Nicholas Cyril Frommelt,  Dubuque
Kenneth Fukuda
Amanda Marie Furst,  Dubuque
Jonathan Michael Gallagher,   
Arlington Heights, IL
David Alexander Gerasimow,   
Waukesha, WI
Sydney Lee Gernstein,  McLean, VA
Neal Dave Gidvani,  Clive
Tiana Searles Gierke,  Bettendorf
Sara Elizabeth Gilloon,  Dubuque
Mescha Joi Grammer,  Flossmoor, IL
Nate Jeffrey Green,  Iowa City
Josh Michael Grossman,  Northbrook, IL
Alison Klare Guernsey,  Wynantskill, NY
Scott Michael Hancock,  Mesa, AZ
Luke R. Hannan,  Geneva, NY
Jonathan Michael Hendricks,  Arapahoe, NE
Nicholas James Herbold,  Grinnell
Andrea Marcella Hernandez,   
San Antonio, TX
William Harold Hett,  Humboldt
Sarah Ann Hoper
Ryan Patrick Howell,  Davenport
William Hughes,  Adel
Daniel Will Huitink,  Ireton
Benjamin Matthew Jacobi,  Mahomet, IL
Christopher Vincent Jerry,  Princeton, NJ
Samuel Everett Jones,  Aberdeen, SD
Megan Maureen Kennedy,  Iowa City
Casey Ray Keppler,  Strawberry Point
Eva Naomi Kerr,  Sioux City
Maria Patricia Kerr,  Urbandale
Braham Boyce Ketcham,  Decorah
Matthew Lee Kishinami,  Waialua, HI
Laura Marie Klever,  Independence
Karen Sue Kopitsky,  Nevada, MO
Amy Lai,  Carrollton, TX
Samuel Paul Langholz,  Clear Lake
Anna Marie Larson,  Sioux City
Jacob John Larson,  Atlantic
Carl Morgan Lasley,  Chillicothe
Abby Lynn Lemek,  Sioux City
Andrew James Lemmenes,  Pella
David Henry Lichtenstein,  San Diego, CA
Cynthia Diane Lockett,  Palatine, IL
Chad Mathew Long,  Galesburg, IL
Meghan Sloan Maher,  Cedar Rapids
Emily Dawn Marriott,  Chillicothe, MO
Lauralyn Allison Martinez
Kerry Lynn Matveia,  Marion
Charles Eugene McClellan
Kathleen Marie Meimann,  Des Moines
John Thomas Messerly,  Des Moines
Brian James Metcalf,  Muscatine
Stacey Lynn Meyer,  Fort Worth, TX
Joseph Gordon Michaels,  Grinnell
Andy Joe Miller
Beth Suzanne Moffett,  Montrose
Corwyn Moore
Paul Ben Morris,  Salem, OR
Matthew Snow Morriss,  Iowa City
Christopher Dale Moseng,  Saint Paul, MN
Joseph Laurence Motto,  Davenport
Julie Elizabeth Mowers,  Wilmington, IL
Subba Naidu, Jr.
Elizabeth Ann Nemo,  Naperville, IL
Shea Rebecca Newmeister,  Eldridge
My N. Nguyen,  Fremont, CA
William H. Noon,  Coralville
Zachary Dean Olson,  Waterloo
Priya Vanessa Outar,  Maplewood, MN
Ruben Bolivar Pagan,  Seattle, WA
Michael Sungjoon Park,  Daegu, Korea
William Joseph Penisten II,  Des Moines
Ann Margaret Peraud,  Fredericksburg
Elizabeth Anne Peters,  Indianapolis, IN
Jill Suzanne Polson,  Des Moines
Christine Ann Popma,  Orange City
Suzan Marie Pritchett,  Westfield
Colin Matthew Proksel,  Omaha, NE
Crystal Kelly Raiber,  Cedar Rapids
Christopher Michael Reardon,  Spencer
Nathan Steven Reckman,  Camanche
Andrea Lynn Reed,  Leawood, KS
Jane Sue Ro,  Ashtabula, OH
Nathan David Roberts,  Kanab, UT
Michelle Rene Rodemyer,  West Des Moines
Nicole M. Rognes,  Lake Mills
Joel David Rohlf,  Altoona
Amanda Rae Rutherford,  Grinnell
Brian Jacob Sabel,  Iowa City
Michael Paul Sarabia,  Billings, MT
Karlton Mark Schmidt,  Des Moines
Kimberly Chrisette Schuh,  Ames
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Sandra Lee Sears,  Danville, IL
Jennifer Dawn Seifert,  Keosauqua
Matthew Robert Shaw,  Whittier, CA
Andrew Thomas Sheldon,  Cedar Rapids
Samantha Rayshelle Sheppard,   
Palm Springs, CA
Miles Ezekiel Shultz,  Iowa City
Emily Dee Sieber,  Fairfield
Leighton Anthony Smith,  Iowa City
Jonathan Chase Stagg,  Lehi, UT
Amanda Kay Stahle,  Solon
Stefanie Lynn Steines,  La Motte
Kristen Renee Stoll,  North Liberty
William Alan Street,  Pasco, WA
Andrea Aiko Suzuki,  Kailua, HI
Bethany Love Tatman,  Davenport
Nora S. Tauke,  Chicago, IL
Nicolas John Taulbee,  Platte City, MO
Scott Joseph Thill,  Dubuque
Stephen Brian Thompson,  Peoria, IL
Megan Jo Tomjack,  Rock Rapids
Jake P. Torgerson,  Woodbury, MN
Sigrid Elizabeth Ulve,  Dubuque
Matthew Dean Van Maasdam,  Lake Park
Ruth Ann Van Veldhuizen,  Iowa City
Douglas Scott Van Zanten,  Pella
Justin Clifford Vance,  Placerville, CA
Ashley Marie Vanderpool,  Des Moines
Nellie Lynn Viner,  Iowa City
Jason Marshall Waltrip,  Houston, TX
Jeffrey Graves Ward,  Iowa City
Laura Leigh Watson,  Macomb, IL
Ryan Matthew Weber,  Eldridge
Maria Teresa Weidner,  Chattanooga, TN
Andrew Johnson Whealy,  Omaha, NE
Joshua Reace Williams,  Des Moines
Thaddeus David Wilson,  Holland, MI
Elena Sklyanaya Wolford
Michelle Renee Wood,  Mount Zion, IL
Ryan Lee Young,  Cedar Rapids
Adam Daniel Zenor,  Cedar Rapids
Candidates for Degrees
ColleGe of PharMaCy 
Doctor of Pharmacy
Leslie Deann Adams,  Millersburg
*Aaron P. Avon,  Knoxville
Gentry R. Baker,  Clearfield
Brett Henry Barker,  Geneseo, IL
Joshua Christian Bartlett,  Fort Madison
*Anna Marie Behrens,  Waukee
Brent Michael Bovy,  Waterloo
Jeongsook Mok Boyer,  Iowa City
**Ashley N. Bramble,  Humboldt
Adam Jacob Brenner,  Davenport
Sarah Elizabeth Bresemann,  Round Lake, IL
*Sarah Marie Brockhouse,  Virginia, IL
Benjamin R. Cappaert,  Rock Island, IL
Justin Dean Collingwood,  Belle Plaine
Jeremy Gene Cordes,  Parkersburg
**Erin R. Daley,  Waukon
Scott Matthew Decker,  Blue Grass
*Chad Michael Denlinger,  Dubuque
*Jessica L. Dobson,  Iowa City
Julie Rae Erschen,  Pontiac, IL
**Jessica Marie Eveleth,  Estherville
Elizabeth Frances Farber,  Downers Grove, IL
Matthew William Fritz,  Eagle Lake, MN
Jacob Michael Fulton,  Davenport
Kandace Lynn Furler,  Norway
Kimberly A. Gavin,  Cascade
Jennifer Marie Goings,  Waterloo
*Rory Laverne Graf,  Riverside
Kathleen Mary Hannon,  Lincoln, NE
Ashley Rae Hansen,  Clinton
*Brett Ronald Hansen,  Waterloo
Lindsey N. Hansen,  Audubon
Janice Ann Hanson,  Protivin
*Kierstan Marie Hanson,  Maple Plain, MN
Aaron A. Harthan,  Coralville
Heather Ann Heims,  Roberts, WI
*Heather Marie Heit,  Elk Run Heights
*Abby M. Heitman,  Cedar Rapids
*Angela Marie Hunter,  Lena, IL
***Tracey J. Irwin,  Jefferson
Amy J. Jacobson,  Fort Dodge
Lindsey Nicole Judd,  Oronoco, MN
*Erin Brower Kennedy,  North Liberty
Ju Ann Khaw,  Mount Pleasant
Kathy Jolene Klosterman,  Cedar Rapids
Jennifer Elizabeth Krogmann,  Center Point
Emily Y. Kwak,  Iowa City
*Rebecca Lynn Lamis,  Agency
**Jodi Dyan Langstaff,  Iowa City
Sarah Marie Lee,  Erie, IL
***Megan Rose Leloux,  Rock Valley
**Tracy Claire Lemonds,  Doon
*Tsung-Chi Lien,  Taipei, Taiwan
Nicolo James Mastascusa,  Waukesha, WI
Megan Nelleen Medinger,  Camanche
Heidi Louise Meier,  Waconia, MN
*Anna Marie Metz,  Iowa City
*Kellie Renae Metz,  North Liberty
Megan E. Meyer,  Dubuque
*Christa Lee Michelson,  Waukee
Daniel Richard Miller,  Anderson, IN
**Jea Young Min,  Coralville
Teresa Marie Mitchell,  Cedar Rapids
Natasha D. Musgrove,  Sully
**Kristel Rachael Nelson,  Grinnell
Dat Minh Nguyen,  Sioux City
Kayleen M. Nuehring,  Monona
James K. O’Grady,  Iowa City
Kimberly Anna Olsen,  Sioux City
Hiren Manhar Patel,  Cedar Falls
Laura Lynne Soetmelk Pavlik,  Cedar Rapids
Andre Phan,  Sioux City
*Abigail B. Pollema,  Libertyville, IL
***Emilie Jean Porter,  Fort Dodge
Jennifer S. Praska,  Cresco
Noelle Marie Randall,  Saint Louis, MO
Katherine Anne Renner
Kimberly Anne Robinson,  Pine City, NY
**Christine Marie Rupp,  Ionia
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*Michelle Kay Scheibe,  Dayton
Erin Wherry Schoenfelder,  Iowa City
Margeaux C. Schoofs,  Emmetsburg
Katherine M. Schrum,  Indianola
Ellen Norma Sievers,  Oskaloosa
**Elizabeth Bretthauer Soenen,   
Rockwell City
Jennifer Ann Staughton,  Orland Park, IL
Anne Marie Thompson,  Clear Lake
*Nan Tong,  Coralville
Thinh Duc Tran,  Waterloo
Lori Ann Vacek,  Oxford Junction
*Craig Michael Vesely,  Dubuque
Ryan Lee Vitzthum,  Bayard
Michelle J. Wannemuehler,  Gilbert
*She-Yi Wei,  Taipei, Taiwan
Jacie A. Whitacre,  Bloomfield
Kellie Ann White,  Davenport
Kyle David Wilkinson,  Hector, MN
*Matthew John Witry,  Dubuque




Bachelor of Science in 
Engineering 
Irund Ilunga A-Wan,  Iowa City
Civil Engineering
Gregory Alan Adams,  Marshalltown
Mechanical Engineering




Nicholas D. Amelon,  Kalona
Civil Engineering
*Ryan E. Amelon,  Iowa City
Biomedical Engineering
Jared Scott Anderson,  West Des Moines
Mechanical Engineering
Cassie Renee Archer,  Ottumwa
Chemical Engineering
Amanda Marie Arensdorf,  Dubuque
Mechanical Engineering
John Joseph Balogh,  Arlington Heights, IL
Chemical Engineering
Gregory B. Barnes,  Wadsworth, IL
Electrical Engineering
**Travis W. Baxter,  Walford
Civil Engineering
Nicole L. Becklinger,  Marengo, IL
Honors in Mechanical Engineering
Craig Daniel Beecher,  North Branch, MN
Electrical Engineering
Ryan M. Bell,  Long Grove, IL
Civil Engineering
***Ephraim Israel Ben-Abraham,   
Normal, IL
Biomedical Engineering
Shruthi N. Bhatt,  West Des Moines
Biomedical Engineering
Jake Andrew Billmeyer,  Ankeny
Industrial Engineering
Joseph R. Bretthauer,  Rockwell City
Industrial Engineering
Andrew Garrett Brown,  Holmen, WI
Biomedical Engineering
Rhiannon Michelle Carlson,  Cedar Rapids
Electrical Engineering
Michael Chen,  Iowa City
Electrical Engineering
*Melissa Mae Clement,  Marshalltown
Biomedical Engineering
Rachael Theresa Collier,  Burlington
Chemical Engineering
Brian Conway,  Bettendorf
Biomedical Engineering
Jessica Ellen Cowart,  West Des Moines
Chemical Engineering
Kathryn Frances Cribben,  Somonauk, IL
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
Adam Brent Crowley,  Cherry Valley, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Charles Michael Dangelo,  Orland Park, IL
Electrical Engineering
*Nichole Marie Daringer,  Waterloo
Honors in Chemical Engineering
*Samuel Adam David,  Lincoln, NE
Biomedical Engineering
Benjamin Barone Dellsperger,   
Columbia, MO
Mechanical Engineering
*Christina Kay Devine,  Cedar Rapids
Chemical Engineering
*Ross John DeVolder,  Marshalltown
Chemical Engineering
Lindsay Marie Diercks,  Riverdale
Chemical Engineering
Adriane Elizabeth Downs,  Rockford, IL
Biomedical Engineering
Kelly L. Enstrom,  Bettendorf
Industrial Engineering
Andrew Scott Ewald,  West Des Moines
Mechanical Engineering
Chris J. Feller,  Dubuque
Industrial Engineering
Daniel W. Field,  Iowa City
Electrical Engineering
MacKenzie Charles Fraley,  Crystal Lake, IL
Electrical Engineering
Jeremiah Lee Freese,  Cedar Rapids
Electrical Engineering
Sara Balal Gamaleldin,  Iowa City
Civil Engineering
Andrew Daniel Gans,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Steven Conrad Gant,  Libertyville
Chemical Engineering
Kendrick William Gawne,  Riverside, IL
Electrical Engineering
Daniel Greg Gordon,  Nevada
Biomedical Engineering
Stephanie Marie Grabau,  Platte City, MO
Biomedical Engineering
Eric Bruce Green,  Arlington Heights, IL
Mechanical Engineering
John Richard Gulik,  La Grange Park, IL
Electrical Engineering
Dan J. Harper,  Riverside
Civil Engineering
Kyle Alan Hays,  Sioux City
Biomedical Engineering
Isaac Bridger Helmer,  White Bear Lake, MN
Chemical Engineering
*Jessica Lynn Heth,  Des Moines
Chemical Engineering
Clint Joseph Hilkin,  Bellevue
Mechanical Engineering
Kristin Suzanne Hood,  Iowa City
Industrial Engineering
John B. Hook,  Phoenix, AZ
Chemical Engineering
Mark Patrick Hughes,  Saint Charles, IL
Civil Engineering
Timothy Randal Hullermann,  Cedar Falls
Chemical Engineering
Alexander Craig Huston,  Blue Grass
Civil Engineering
**Traci Ise Iwamoto,  Albuquerque, NM
Biomedical Engineering
Kelly Lynn Jensen,  Long Grove
Biomedical Engineering
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction




James Paul Johansen,  Terril
Mechanical Engineering




Andrew Martin Kern,  Gurnee, IL
Biomedical Engineering
Marisse Deanne Kiehn,  Frankfort, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Cody Mark Kiroff,  Charles City
Biomedical Engineering
Aaron S. Klauer,  Dubuque
Mechanical Engineering
Brett Lloyd Kline,  Des Moines
Mechanical Engineering
Derek Charles Koenigsaecker,  Muscatine
Electrical Engineering
Jeffrey John Konz,  Le Mars
Mechanical Engineering
Cole Anthony Kopca,  Sussex, WI
Civil Engineering
Sarah Elizabeth Kowalczyk,  Bettendorf
Civil Engineering
Rachel Lynn Kremer,  Dubuque
Biomedical Engineering
Daniel A. Krieg,  Palo
Mechanical Engineering
Dallen G. Kroger,  Spencer
Civil Engineering
Robert Raymond Kruse,  Sioux Center
Biomedical Engineering




***Christopher Riki Kurahashi,   
Honolulu, HI
Biomedical Engineering
Dennis M. Lambing,  Van Horne
Electrical Engineering
John Suk Lee,  Iowa City
Biomedical Engineering
Michael Anthony Lee, Jr.,  Joliet, IL
Chemical Engineering
Michael J. Lee,  Naperville, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Katie Marie Leick,  Durango
Biomedical Engineering
***Andrej Lenert,  Iowa City
Honors in Mechanical Engineering
Brenna Kathryn Lewis,  Stavanger, Norway
Biomedical Engineering
Nicholas Dean Leymaster,  Bettendorf
Biomedical Engineering
Jeffrey Donald Linnberg,  Davenport
Mechanical Engineering
Robbie S. Lovstuen,  Albia
Electrical Engineering
Christopher Lu,  Iowa City
Mechanical Engineering
Fredrick Harry Lucas,  Sigourney
Civil Engineering
Michael R. Lyons,  Wheaton, IL
Electrical Engineering
Martin Joseph Malone,  Dubuque
Mechanical Engineering
Andrew John McGuire,  Washington
Civil Engineering
James M. McGurran,  Vadnais Heights, MN
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
Colleen Louise McHenry,  Springfield, IL
Biomedical Engineering
David Andrew McHugh,  Fort Madison
Mechanical Engineering
Kevin Robert McWhorter,  Council Bluffs
Chemical Engineering
Scott Tyler Meinders,  Buffalo Center
Civil Engineering
Katherine Marie Merchie,  Cascade
Civil Engineering
Joseph Lawrence Messina,  Bolingbrook, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Kendra Christine Meyer,  Ankeny
Biomedical Engineering
Timothy James Middlemis-Brown,   
West Branch
Civil Engineering
Cameron R. Miller,  Bettendorf
Electrical Engineering
Holly Marie Moriarty,  Peosta
Civil Engineering
Matthew David Mucci,  Naperville, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Nicolas Murphy,  Barrington, IL
Electrical Engineering
Gregory Mason Neiswander,   
Crystal Lake, IL
Industrial Engineering
Eric Mitchell Neverman,  Jesup
Biomedical Engineering
Joshua Byron Nichols,  Wapello
Mechanical Engineering
Zeb Tavis Nicholson,  Cedar Falls
Mechanical Engineering
Ryan L. Niehaus,  Clarksville
Electrical Engineering
Michael Andrew Nielson,  Marion
Industrial Engineering
Erik Lee Nylen,  West Des Moines
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
Michael Christian Panilo,  Kamuela, HI
Civil Engineering
Joseph James Patterson,  West Des Moines
Industrial Engineering
Jacob T. Peterson,  Bettendorf
Mechanical Engineering
Michael Arlyn Petrie,  Davenport
Biomedical Engineering
Jessica Louise Petruzzello,  Glenview, IL
Industrial Engineering
Ryan John Pianetto,  Hoffman Estates, IL
Civil Engineering
Cory S. Rauch,  Davenport
Electrical Engineering
Devin Kenneth Reimers,  Durant
Mechanical Engineering
Gregory Eugene Reynolds,  Moscow
Electrical Engineering
Nicholas John Rohrer,  Clarion
Biomedical Engineering
Crystal Roldan,  Davenport
Chemical Engineering
Justin J. Ropp,  Kalona
Electrical Engineering
Daniel Michael Schenck,  Woodbury, MN
Biomedical Engineering
Justin David Sidwell,  Iowa City
Civil Engineering
Justin Lee Slingerland,  Rockford, IL
Electrical Engineering
**Ryan D. Smith,  Edgewood
Biomedical Engineering
Sara Michelle Smith,  Hudson
Biomedical Engineering
Ryan Douglas Spaulding,  Libertyville, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Pierce Killean Stark,  Sabula
Chemical Engineering
**Tyler Joseph Stephens,  East Peoria, IL
Mechanical Engineering
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Sarah Ann Stephenson,  Middleton, WI
Biomedical Engineering
Kevin Scott Stichter,  Eldridge
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
Nicholas James Stroud,  Iowa City
Biomedical Engineering
Maroun Hanna Tarsha,  Jerusalem, Israel
Biomedical Engineering
***Matthew James Ternus,  Vinton
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
Elizabeth A. Theobald,  Asbury
Biomedical Engineering
Amber Michele Thiesen,  Bourbonnais, IL
Electrical Engineering
Jeffrey Edward Tripp,  Bettendorf
Civil Engineering
Ross A. Turbiville,  Marshalltown
Chemical Engineering




Ryan E. Wallace,  West Des Moines
Civil Engineering
Michael Anthony Walz,  Mahtomedi, MN
Biomedical Engineering
Brian David Washburn,  Cedar Rapids
Electrical Engineering
Daniel P. Weber,  Cedar Falls
Chemical Engineering
Clayton Harris West,  Davenport
Mechanical Engineering
***Ryan Michael Whitaker,  Mount Pleasant
Honors in Chemical Engineering
Justin Michael Williams,  Keokuk
Mechanical Engineering
Tyler Matthew Williams,  Oakland
Mechanical Engineering
Scott Travis Zahner,  Iowa City
Mechanical Engineering
Matthew John Zanker,  Hamburg
Honors in Mechanical Engineering
*Alan Emad Zantout,  Sycamore, IL
Honors in Mechanical Engineering
Kevin Michael Zeeck,  Pleasant Prairie, WI
Biomedical Engineering
Candidates for Degrees 
henry b. tiPPie 
ColleGe of business
Bachelor of Business 
Elizabeth Jordan Ackley,  Des Moines
Accounting
Management Information Systems
Matthew William Adamson,  Naperville, IL
Finance
Jea Hong Ahn,  Seoul, Korea
Finance
Accounting
Chanel L. Ahrendsen,  Le Mars
Marketing
Ashley Suzanne Albert,   
Hawthorn Woods, IL
Marketing
Vanessa Alexandra Almeida,   
Buffalo Grove, IL
Finance
Kevin Amoo-Mensah,  Bolingbrook, IL
Finance
Katherine L. Anderson,  Champaign, IL
Marketing
Leslie A. Anderson,  Davenport
Finance
Ryan Thomas Anderson,  Rock Island, IL
Accounting
*Weston Seibold Anderson,  Waterloo
Finance
Economics
Zachary Grant Anderson,  Iowa City
Finance
Jason Richard Arenholz,  Waterloo
Finance
Kristi Marie Armatis,  Osage
Marketing
Robert John Armstrong,  Round Lake, MN
Marketing
Management
Cody Scott Arneson,  Iowa City
Marketing
Matthew S. Ayers,  Newton
Management Information Systems
Shelby Nicole Baker,  Waukee
Marketing
Robert Brandon Ballin,  Tinley Park, IL
Marketing
Alex Balmer,  Fairfield
Finance
Justin Balvanz,  Cedar Rapids
Management Information Systems
Management
Brent Joseph Banwart,  Garner
Finance
Tyler Joseph Barnes,  Iowa City
Accounting
Finance
John L. Barrett,  Oviedo, FL
Management Information Systems
Michelle Nicole Bartos,  Gurnee, IL
Marketing
Mark Andrew Bathel,  Boone
Finance
Anna Louise Battoe,  Gainesville, FL
Accounting
Kyle Joseph Bauerly,  Council Bluffs
Finance
Marketing
Andrew Michael Baumhover,  Dubuque
Accounting
Gregory Paul Bava,  Downers Grove, IL
Accounting
Justin Singh Bedi,  Burlington
Accounting
Finance
Andrew Scott Beer,  Bloomington, IL
Management
Blake J. Beltramea,  Hiawatha
Management
Teresa Marie Bemboom,  Dubuque
Management
Alex Christopher Bieschke,  Grayslake, IL
Marketing
Lars Bjorklund,  Madison, WI
Marketing
Blair Michael Blake,  West Des Moines
Marketing
William Robert Blake,  Oskaloosa
Management
*Andrew C. Bliss,  Cedar Rapids
Finance
Rachel A. Bockenstedt,  Manchester
Finance
Diana Marie Boecker,  Des Moines
Marketing
Kathy L. Bogs,  Indianola
Marketing
Brad Andrew Bohl,  Mason City
Finance
Economics
Justin Ryan Bolen,  Pekin, IL
Marketing
Lauren Michelle Bombick,   
Arlington Heights, IL
Finance
**Steven James Bowman,  Gurnee, IL
Marketing
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***With Highest Distinction
Audrey M. Bozdech,  Dunlap, IL
Finance





Matthew L. Breen,  Lombard, IL
Marketing
Finance
Sara Ann Breitbach,  Manchester
Finance
Nathaniel Hunt Bremner,  Rockford, IL
Finance
Marketing
Emily Aline Brentlinger,  Iowa City
Finance
Benjamin Ryan Breuer,  Windsor Heights
Finance
***Richelle Mae Broshous,  Stockton, IL
Finance
Chad Jason Broude,  Long Grove, IL
Marketing
Adam Jacob Brown,  Burlington
Management Information Systems
Kristin E. Brown,  Cedar Rapids
Management
Marketing
Breanne Bruggeman,  Cedar Rapids
Management Information Systems
Jason J. Brummond,  Iowa City
Management Information Systems
Gregory J. Buehner,  Cedar Falls
Finance
Michael Christopher Burfiendt,   
Elmhurst, IL
Finance
Alison Renee Burke,  Frankfort, IL
Accounting
Michael A. Burke,  Bettendorf
Finance
***Wylie Ean Busch,  Mason City
Finance
Steven M. Busse,  Lansing, IL
Management Information Systems
Rachel Renee Cain,  West Liberty
Finance
Honors, Business Administration
*Blake Michael Carpenter,  West Des Moines
Accounting
Julie Ann Carrillo,  Arlington Heights, IL
Marketing
Brian Patrick Carroll,  Evergreen Park, IL
Accounting
Stephen Mather Cate,  Johnston
Finance
Ryan Edward Chase,  Iowa City
Management
Amy Cheng,  Keokuk
Marketing
Management
Toni Lynn Chrisman,  Des Moines
Finance
Peter Douglas Christensen,  Cedar Falls
Finance
Lukas Ryan Christenson,  Marshalltown
Marketing
Jessica L. Christie,  Cedar Falls
Marketing
Matthew Thomas Christy,  Tinley Park, IL
Finance
*Christopher Lee Clark,  Naperville, IL
Finance
**Lindsay Nicole Clausen,  Storm Lake
Finance
Caitlin JoAnn Clinton,  Edina, MN
Marketing
Jessica M. Cole,  Cedar Rapids
Marketing
Management
**Neal Andrew Coleman,  Cedar Rapids
Accounting





Trisha Beth Cornwell,  Iowa City
Accounting
Andrew Bryant Cortesio,  Centerville
Management
Nicholaus James Cortez,  Knoxville
Marketing
Ashly Nicole Courtney,  Ottumwa
Finance
John Daniel Courtney,  Mason City
Economics
Seth Robert Cowie,  Decorah
Marketing
Michael David Cox,  Nevada
Finance
Tania Jeann Craft,  Keystone
Management
Corey A. Cusenza,  Crystal Lake, IL
Finance
*Jasen Bryant Dahm,  Pella
Accounting
Finance
Darryl Dennis Dannen,  Sioux City
Accounting
Lona Marie Davenport,  Charles City
Management
Eric Joseph Davis,  Bettendorf
Accounting
Marketing
Jayson Dean De Vries,  Pella
Finance
Kathryn Anne Degnan,  Mequon, WI
Marketing




Brian T. Deutmeyer,  Dyersville
Management Information Systems
James Ryan Devine,  De Witt
Management
Casey Jon Dodder,  Muscatine
Management Information Systems
Joshua J. Doebel,  Davenport
Management
Tyler Jon Donahue,  Ankeny
Accounting
Chelsea A. Donald,  Cedar Rapids
Accounting
John T. Donnelly,  Iowa City
Accounting
Jamie Kathryn Donovan,  Dubuque
Finance
Scott Lee Doty,  Batavia, IL
Accounting
Finance
Jay Kevin Dougherty III,  Iowa City
Management
Bridget Ann Dowd,  West Des Moines
Management Information Systems
Wyatt R. Dowling,  West Des Moines
Finance
Michael John Doyle,  Wheaton, IL
Finance
James David Drew,  Sergeant Bluff
Marketing
Nathan Ray Drew,  Des Moines
Marketing
Julie Elizabeth Droessler,  Davenport
Management
Tyler Thomas Drury,  Camanche
Finance
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Kimberly Christine Dunn,  Libertyville, IL
Marketing
Robert John Duwa,  Iowa City
Management
Kristin Elizabeth DuChesne,  Geneva, IL
Marketing
Christopher Sean Ehlke,  Deerfield, IL
Finance
Tyler Brett Ellis,  Frankfort, IL
Management
Bryan Joseph Emery,  Ankeny
Finance
Sara Kay England,  Carroll
Accounting
Finance
Peter Michael Enyart,  Naperville, IL
Accounting
Kylee Jo Erenberger,  Walford
Marketing
Management
Brett William Esbaum,  Dixon
Finance
Management
Eric Will Escher,  Wilton
Management Information Systems
Kimberly Marie Eskildsen,  Charlotte
Marketing
Lucas William Faeth,  Fort Madison
Marketing
Nema S. Falahpour,  Montrose
Accounting
Management
Kyle Andrew Fall,  Bettendorf
Marketing
Matthew J. Fender,  Manilla
Finance
Management
Michael Alexander Feuerstein,   
Prairie View, IL
Accounting
Elizabeth Ann Fiedler,  Golden Valley, MN
Marketing
Kevin P. Flaherty,  Riverside, IL
Finance
Anthony Michael Fonzone,  Orefield, PA
Accounting
Michael Wilford Forker,  Sioux City
Economics
Finance
*Matthias John Franzen,  Waverly
Economics
Rachel Ann Frazier,  Van Horne
Finance
Derek Christopher Friesth,  Moline, IL
Finance
Ryan Carl Fruendt,  Frankfort, IL
Accounting
Amanda Suzanne Fumo,  Naperville, IL
Marketing
Jacob Scott Gales,  Van Horne
Accounting
Melissa Mary Gallagher,   
Arlington Heights, IL
Marketing
*Pamela Ann Gamrat,  Hoffman Estates, IL
Marketing
**Tom Robert Geen,  Rockford, IL
Finance
Nathan Wesley Geer,  Grundy Center
Finance
**Donald A. Gehrls,  Clive
Finance
Brian Michael Geiger,  Carol Stream, IL
Marketing
Christopher Dale Gerlt,  Emerson
Accounting
Kaylin W. Goldstein,  Peoria, IL
Marketing
Timothy Joseph Goody,  Iowa City
Finance
Katie Jean Gratz,  Libertyville, IL
Marketing
Whitney Ashton Green,  Lockport, IL
Finance
Molly E. Gregory,  Naperville, IL
Marketing
Ryan Michael Gresavage,   
Rolling Meadows, IL
Marketing
Dezerae D. Griffin,  Polk City
Finance
Troy Michael Grimm,  Solon
Management
Mollie Michele Grolmus,  Panora
Finance
Dan Grotheer,  Rockford, IL
Finance
Cory Jon Grundmeyer,  Edgewood
Management
Michael Todd Gryczka,  Tinley Park, IL
Economics
Greg Donald Guinter,  Lake Zurich, IL
Marketing
Andrew Scott Hackbarth,  Iowa City
Finance
*Josh Hagan,  Corydon
Finance
Nicholas Rogers Hale,  Galesburg, IL
Finance
Patricia Murphy Hanley,  Libertyville, IL
Marketing
Joshua Peter Hansen,  Johnston
Finance
Justin Thomas Hanson,  Cedar Rapids
Management
Marketing
Tyler Lee Harter,  Grinnell
Management
Joshua Tyler Hartig,  Cumming
Finance
Marketing
Kerri Rachel Hartwig,  Iowa City
Management
Kevin Shane Hasler,  Iowa City
Accounting
Jeff Haugen,  Marion
Accounting
Andrew Micheal Hayden,  Park Ridge, IL
Finance
Jacob A. Heathman,  Humboldt
Finance
Melissa Ann Heideman,  Des Moines
Finance
Luke James Hemann,  Osage
Management
Suzanne Joyce Hemphill,  Des Moines
Economics
Jacob Paul Henrich,  Odebolt
Finance
Christopher Lee Herman,  Charles City
Accounting
John Arthur Hillesland,  Chicago, IL
Finance
Chelsea Marie Hillman,  Muscatine
Marketing
Management
**Dwight William Hingtgen,   
Fond du Lac, WI
Finance
Diane Marie Hitzel,  Urbandale
Management
Brandt R. Hockman,  Ankeny
Marketing
Jonathan Louis Holscher,  Ankeny
Finance
Marketing
Mark Homewood,  Iowa City
Accounting
Sara Helen Hopper,  Rochester, MN
Marketing
**Kristen Nicole Horne,  Lombard, IL
Management
Kelly Morgan Hoveland,  Eden Prairie, MN
Management
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***With Highest Distinction
Brandon William Hovsepian,   
Clarendon Hills, IL
Finance
Ryan T. Howard,  Waukee
Finance
Emily Hsia,  Fairfield
Accounting
Joseph Michael Husak,  Marshalltown
Accounting
Finance
Emily Jane Hutmacher,  Madison, WI
Finance
Michael John Jacobs,  South Elgin, IL
Finance
Anna Marie Jaeger,  South English
Finance
Jeffrey Paul Jansen,  Sioux City
Accounting
Scott David Janson,  Webster City
Management
Kaitlin A. Japuntich,  Webster City
Finance
Adam Jared Jarr,  Iowa City
Finance
Tara L. Jennerjohn,  Swisher
Finance
Lisa Christine Jogerst,  Dubuque
Marketing
Beth A. Johnson,  Pocahontas
Marketing
Dustin Lee Johnson,  Ogden
Accounting
Nick P. Johnson,  Fort Dodge
Marketing
Management
Trenton D. Jones,  Ankeny
Finance
Jessica M. Jorgensen,  Storm Lake
Marketing
Sarah Marie Jost,  Waterloo
Marketing
Erica Danielle Kaiser,  Donahue
Accounting
Nathan Ford Keeling,  Baraboo, WI
Management
**Sandra Lynn Kelley,  Des Plaines, IL
Marketing




Rachel Anne Kersten,  Fort Dodge
Finance
Natalie Khairallah,  Davenport
Marketing
Vadim Nickolaevich Kidin,  North Liberty
Finance
Thomas Philip Kiely,  Coralville
Marketing
Jeremy Scott Kilgore,  Klemme
Finance




Brandan John Kitt,  Denison
Finance
Joseph A. Klingberg,  West Chicago, IL
Finance
Marketing
*Stacey Randall Knepp,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Management
Honors, Business Administration
Jenna Brooke Kniep,  Poplar Grove, IL
Finance
Matthew Knudson,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Finance
Jacob Robert Knuth,  Atlantic
Management
Nathan Kooi,  Camanche
Finance
***Pavel M. Kopelyan,  Clive
Finance
Accounting
Justin Leigh Kopka,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Marketing
Kathleen Ann Koppes,  Cascade
Accounting
Finance
Abigail Kouri,  Wheaton, IL
Finance
Marketing
Steven P. Koval,  Burlington
Marketing
Amanda Jean Krause,  Davenport
Marketing




Austin Jay Krusenstjerna,  West Des Moines
Finance
Marketing
Amanda Jo Kuhn,  New Hampton
Accounting
Finance
Meena Lakshman Kumar,  Moline, IL
Marketing
Katie M. Kuperus,  Ankeny
Finance




Stephanie Marie Lamb,  Shawnee, KS
Accounting
Melissa Ann Langhurst,  Swisher
Marketing
Catherine Anne Larson,  Iowa City
Marketing
Joseph I. Lasko,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Marketing
Ryan Kenneth Lathrop,  Adel
Marketing
*Jill E. Lauer,  Swedesburg
Management
Courtney Ann Lay,  San Antonio, TX
Finance
Michael Calderwood LaCosse,  Highland 
Park, IL
Management
Won Seok Lee,  Seoul, Korea
Accounting
Matthew H. Leibrand,  Mason City
Accounting
Finance




Danielle M. Leo,  Ankeny
Finance
Marketing
Yuejuan Li,  Shanghai, China
Finance
Li-Fu Liao,  Taipei City, Taiwan
Finance
Dustin Kyle Lincoln,  Marion
Finance
Marketing
Davis A. Linden,  Grinnell
Management
Jared Ross Lohmann,  Burlington
Finance
*Emmanine Jean Lopez-Kubitz,  Park View
Accounting




Cashtyn Y. Lovan,  Des Moines
Marketing
Jeffrey Lowe,  Madison, WI
Finance
Mark Joseph Lucas,  Wilton
Management
Jennifer O’Neill Lynch,  Iowa City
Management
Bradley David Magnus,  Naperville, IL
Marketing
Rachel M. Magoon,  Bettendorf
Finance
Alison A. Marczewski,  Chicago, IL
Accounting
Kristopher Michael Markham,   
Tinley Park, IL
Marketing
Benjamin Andrew Marsden,  Ames
Accounting
Andrew Alexander Marshall,  North 
Aurora, IL
Marketing
Charles E. Matesi,  Iowa City
Finance
Matthew Thomas McAllister,  Clive
Finance
Shea Fleming McCarty,  Bettendorf
Accounting
Seth L. McClellan,  Johnston
Finance
Nicholas Collier McClure,  DeKalb, IL
Finance
Stephen Timothy McCoy,  Des Moines
Accounting
Finance
Grant Darwin McCracken,  Ankeny
Marketing
Sharon Ann McElroy,  Omaha, NE
Accounting
Walter Phillip McFadden,  Dubuque
Marketing
Patrick Elliott McGinn,  Iowa City
Management
Rachel Anne McGuire,  Algona
Accounting
Finance
***Ryan M. McHugh,  Cedar Rapids
Accounting
Ross Richard McKay,  Dubuque
Finance
Kyle M. McManus,  Remsen
Accounting
Marcia Jane McNamara,  Bettendorf
Economics
Leslie Danielle Meeks,  Muscatine
Management
*Bradley Lester Meier,  La Porte City
Accounting
Jacquelyn Marie Meirick,  Phoenix, AR
Management
Shari M. Mennie,  Inverness, IL
Marketing
Jordan Gregory Metzger,  North Liberty
Marketing
Kevin Lowell Metzger,  Council Bluffs
Finance
Anne Catherine Meyer,  La Grange, IL
Marketing
Jessica Mae Miller,  Keokuk
Marketing
Michelle Ann Miller,  Wheaton, IL
Finance
Molly M. Miller,  Ankeny
Finance
Rylan Zendall Miller,  Kalona
Marketing
Shawna Lea Miller,  Mason City
Accounting
Finance
Jennifer Faith Minogue,  Wheaton, IL
Marketing
Michael J. Mittelstadt,  Marcus
Finance
**Katherine Rene Mohrhauser,  Sioux City
Accounting
Nathan Kyle Moler 
Management
Marketing
Jade Daniel Monahan,  Clive
Finance
Gina Kathleen Montaleone,  Rockford, IL
Marketing
Susan K. Mooney,  North Liberty
Management
Elizabeth Anne Moothart,  Marion
Finance
Marketing
Jessica L. Morris,  Muscatine
Marketing
Holly Anne Morrison,  Letts
Accounting
Ronald Ray Mortenson,  Cherokee
Finance
*Matthew B. Movall,  Newell
Finance




Edis Muhamedagic,  Urbandale
Finance
Carmen Connie Muhlenbruck,  Wapello
Finance
Daniel Robert Mulcahy,  West Des Moines
Finance




Steven Jeffery Nading,  Iowa City
Accounting
Finance
Brian Loren Nagle,  Iowa City
Management
Finance
Michael Patrick Naughton,  Saint Charles, IL
Finance
*Sean David Nehf,  Itasca, IL
Finance
Joe Howard Nehring,  Mount Pleasant
Economics
James S. Nelson,  Wadsworth, IL
Accounting
Finance
Michael Lee Nelson,  Davenport
Finance
Colin F. Newman,  Downers Grove, IL
Finance
Lawrence Paul Ng,  Iowa City
Management Information Systems
Edward William Nielsen,  Muscatine
Accounting
Patrick Scott Niersbach,  Chicago, IL
Marketing
Andrew Joseph Geneser Nixon,  Woodward
Finance
Bradley Alan Nolden,  Joliet, IL
Finance
Kyle A. Norris,  Clive
Marketing
Management
Brooke Christine Novey,  Ames
Marketing
Matthew J. Novotny,  Western Springs, IL
Finance
Nicholas R. Nowlin,  Batavia, IL
Finance
Marketing
Mark Joseph Nymeyer,  Marshalltown
Marketing
Andrew John O’Donnell,  Tinley Park, IL
Finance
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
James Robert O’Hollearn,  Decorah
Management
Marketing
Gregory John Odendahl,  Carroll
Management
Steven Robert Oldfather,  Bettendorf
Management Information Systems
Aaron Lee Olesen,  Estherville
Management
Kristin S. Oleson,  Naperville, IL
Accounting
Peter Zachary Opalacz,  Tinley Park, IL
Management
Andrew Rudy Orlando,  Hoffman Estates, IL
Finance
Dustin John Osweiler,  Keswick
Finance
Marketing






Meera N. Patel,  Marion
Accounting
Management Information Systems
Ravi Patel,  Burlington
Management
Brian Kenneth Pawola,  Naperville, IL
Marketing
Tara Jean Pazo,  Iowa City
Finance
Michael James Pede,  West Des Moines
Finance
Teran Rae Pegump,  Walford
Marketing
Management
Paul Robert Pellett,  Decorah
Finance
**Min Peng,  China
Accounting
Christian Thomas Petersen,  Port Byron, IL
Finance
Joseph Andrew Petersen,  Sammamish, WA
Marketing
Cameron James Peterson,  Urbandale
Marketing
Jennifer Ann Peterson,  Cedar Rapids
Finance
Kaitlyn Erickson Peterson,   
Hawthorn Woods, IL
Marketing
Michael John Petrus,  Geneva, IL
Finance
*Jolene Rae Phillips,  Fairfield
Accounting
Emily L. Pick,  Omaha, NE
Marketing






Randolph Joseph Potter,  Preston
Management
Whitney Noele Pralle,  Latimer
Management
Marketing
Stephanie Marie Preschel,  Bettendorf
Marketing
Aaron Lee Proctor,  Libertyville
Management




Rosemary Jeanne Rautner,  Iowa City
Management
Derek Rawls,  Chicago, IL
Finance
Joseph Daniel Ready,  Clive
Finance
Marketing
Thomas Edward Redmond,   
Downers Grove, IL
Accounting
Brandon Cole Reese,  Ankeny
Finance
Chris W. Remily,  Des Moines
Marketing
*Stephanie A. Rice,  Peoria, IL
Accounting
Amber Michelle Ries,  Iowa City
Accounting
Daren Bradford Rife,  Arnolds Park
Accounting
Timothy James Rigdon,  Galena, IL
Marketing
**David Andrew Rigler,  Clive
Finance
Cassandra K. Roethler,  Cherokee
Finance
Management Information Systems
Zachary T. Rogers,  Hawthorn Woods, IL
Marketing
Michael Paul Rosso,  Saint Charles, IL
Marketing





Jennifer Roy,  Grand Rapids, MI
Marketing
Management
Robert Carter Russell,  Northfield, IL
Marketing
*Leigh Anna Rutherford,  Marshalltown
Accounting
Jill Elizabeth Rymarz,  Bartlett, IL
Marketing
Eldin Sabic,  Urbandale
Finance
Amanda Kristine Sanderson,   
Eden Prairie, MN
Finance
Alec Michael Sankey,  West Des Moines
Finance
Anne Elizabeth Sargent,  Sioux City
Accounting
Nicholas John Satariano,  Cedar Rapids
Finance
Mathew Paul Sawin,  Edmonton, Canada
Finance
*Michael Garrett Sayre,  Cedar Rapids
Marketing
John Terrence Schaefer,   
Arlington Heights, IL
Marketing
***Anna M. Schiltz,  Clive
Accounting





***Joseph T. Schneider,  Dubuque
Accounting
Economics
Colin Thomas Schnieders,  Mallard
Management
Aaron Morris Schoen,  West Des Moines
Finance
Jennifer Elizabeth Schuch,  Bettendorf
Marketing
*Jamie Ann Schuck,  Urbandale
Accounting
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Melinda Christina Schulte,  Clive
Management
Carli M. Schultz,  Postville
Marketing
Chris A. Schweiger,  Bettendorf
Economics
Sammy Scrementi,  Tinley Park, IL
Marketing
Management
Steven Armand Scrementi,   
South Chicago Heights, IL
Finance
Amanda Lynn Seelman,  Iowa City
Marketing
Rebecca Merle Seftor,  Chicago, IL
Marketing
Trevor Thomas Senn,  Naperville, IL
Management
***Adam Michael Shada,  Omaha, NE
Finance
Morgan Elise Sharar-Stoppel,  Wheaton, IL
Marketing
Ryan Martin Sharer,  Marshalltown
Finance




Melissa Gayle Siegal,  Chicago, IL
Finance
Clint Jon Simplot,  Fairfield
Finance
Marketing
Brian Michael Sinibaldi,  Naperville, IL
Marketing
Thomas Paul Sir,  Elma
Finance
Tara Lynne Slobe,  Oskaloosa
Accounting
Marketing
Justin Kaye Slocum,  Cedar Rapids
Finance
*John Richard Slump,  Sioux City
Finance
Jeffrey Allen Smith,  Sioux City
Marketing
Leslie A. Smith,  West Des Moines
Marketing
Robert B. Smith,  McHenry, IL
Finance
Shawn A. Smith,  West Des Moines
Marketing
Sylvia R. Smith,  Des Moines
Finance
Marketing
Amanda Leigh Snow,  Cedar Rapids
Management
*Matthew James Snyder,  Pella
Accounting
*Bryan David Sobkowiak,  Orland Park, IL
Accounting
Jordan Lea Spooner,  Norwalk
Finance
Adam Charles Springer,  Garner
Finance
Daniel Oren Stafford,  Waterloo
Accounting
Finance
Nicholas David Stammen,  Saint Charles, IL
Accounting
Matthew John Starman,  Carroll
Management
Kelly Ann Staudt,  Charles City
Finance
Joseph Michael Stearns,  Cedar Rapids
Management
Marketing
Jamie Lynn Steffens,  Marne
Marketing
Scott Michael Stence,  Algona
Finance
Katherine Jane Stenson,  Edina, MN
Marketing
Ross Micheal Stimart,  Cedar Rapids
Management Information Systems
Durc William Strand,  Springville
Marketing
Kevin Christopher Stroud,  Woodbury, MN
Marketing
Ashley Nicole Stuck,  Dickson, TN
Marketing
Paige D. Sullivan,  Sugar Grove, IL
Marketing
Andrew Sunstrum,  Iowa City
Finance
Marketing
Laura K. Super,  West Point
Finance
Phil M. Swanson,  Clear Lake
Management
Marketing




Christopher Ray Tappendorf,  Davenport
Marketing
Management
Mark E. Tesiorna,  Gurnee, IL
Finance
Adam Jerome Tiedt,  Cedar Rapids
Marketing
Andrew Joseph Tiemeier,  Peoria, IL
Accounting
*Tyler James Timko,  Cedar Rapids
Marketing
Economics
**Quinten J. Tompkins,  Marengo
Finance
Kevin John Toohey,  Chicago, IL
Finance
Nermina Topanica,  Coralville
Marketing
Kimberly E. Townsend,  Riverdale
Accounting
**Emily Denise Truslow,  Armstrong
Marketing
Management
Vanessa Kay Tschetter,  Des Moines
Marketing
Management
Karl Edward Ungs,  Iowa City
Management Information Systems
Brett Daniel Usen,  Vernon Hills, IL
Finance
Halley Rae VanderHeyden,  Palatine, IL
Marketing
Jena R. VanWormer,  Byron, IL
Marketing
**Jared Tyler Vavroch,  Burlington
Finance
Management
***Justin R. Vavroch,  Burlington
Finance
Management
Richard Jerome Voelker,  Park Ridge, IL
Finance
Mark Allan Vroman,  Des Moines
Marketing
Finance
Brittany Ann Vrtis,  Naperville, IL
Accounting
Brooks J. Waggoner,  Minneapolis, MN
Finance









  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Jonathan Ross Waldron,  Plainfield, IL
Finance
Terra A. Wallin,  Bettendorf
Accounting
Erin Elizabeth Walls,  Bettendorf
Marketing
Finance
Matthew J. Warren,  Libertyville, IL
Finance
Marketing
Brian D. Webster,  West Des Moines
Finance
Patrick Edward Weisseg,  Hinsdale, IL
Accounting
Samuel Steven Weitzel,  Mason City
Accounting
Justin Douglas Welsh,  Bettendorf
Finance
Kristine M. Welter,  Cascade
Finance
Alex J. Werger,  Monona
Finance
Robert John Wermeling,  Wadsworth, IL
Management
Cody Jordan White,  Windsor Heights
Finance
Joshua James White,  Decorah
Marketing
Management
Michael J. Whitt,  Naperville, IL
Finance




Molly L. Wieneke,  Dyersville
Accounting
Spencer Thomas Wilken,  Marion
Management Information Systems
Ryan W. Willett,  Cedar Rapids
Management Information Systems
Jeremy R. Willis,  Coralville
Management
Finance
Nichole J. Winters,  Clive
Management
Jacob Alan Witte,  Marion
Finance
Nicholas John Woike,  Midlothian, IL
Management Information Systems
Allison Lynn Wolfe,  Mount Prospect, IL
Marketing
Steven Patrick Wood,  West Des Moines
Accounting
Kyle Robert Woods,  West Des Moines
Marketing
Dustin John Wright,  Primghar
Management
Stuart A. Wright,  Oakbrook, IL
Finance
Economics
Karen Elizabeth Yarcho,  Morton, IL
Marketing
Bret Alan Yonke,  Peoria, IL
Marketing
Ashley Lenore Young,  Mount Pleasant
Management
Finance
Evan Andrew Young,  Washington
Management Information Systems
Preston L. Young,  Maywood, IL
Finance
Carlyn Jane Zeisloft,  Barrington, IL
Management
Dustin Troy Zeschke,  Waterloo
Finance
Jing Zhang,  Tianjin, China
Accounting
Ryan James Zieman,  Luana
Finance
David C. Zindell,  Arlington Heights, IL
Management Information Systems
Justin Richard Zinnel,  West Bend
Accounting
Tyler J. Zittergruen,  West Des Moines
Finance
Candidates for Degrees
henry b. tiPPie sChool 
of ManaGeMent 












Aaron Daniel Bontrager,  Iowa City
James Raymond Bovinet
James Orin Brown, Jr.
Brandy Sue Burbridge







































































Shuk Yan Peggy Lau
John Robert Lawson
*Mary Kathryn Bovee Lawyer
Fock Choy Lee












Kim M. Medici Shelquist
*Charles R. Mersch
*Kaye Ellen Miller

































Leighton Anthony Smith,  Iowa City
Robert Aubrey Soule



























Norris J. Young, Jr.
Ryan Lee Young,  Cedar Rapids
*Joel David Zehr
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  *With Distinction 





Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing
Bethany Ann Aberg,  Mason City
Honors in Nursing
Heather Christin Addy,  Boone
Barbara Ann Adlam,  Muscatine
Honors in Nursing
**Jennifer A. Amdor,  Prescott
Honors in Nursing
Kelly Christine Anderson,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Mindy Marie Anderson,  Mount Morris, IL
Stephanie Christine Anderson,  Marion
Hannah Jeanette Asbury,  Iowa City
Aldijana Avdic,  Ankeny
**Cara E. Bachman,  Carroll 
Honors in Nursing
**Laurie Lynn Bailey,  Dike 
Honors in Nursing
**Heather Banda,  Dubuque
***Eric Jason Barrett,  Leighton
Honors in Nursing
Dorota Anna Bartoszczyk,  Rozlopy, Poland
Honors in Nursing
Kristina Marie Beachy,  Coralville
Christine A. Beaird,  Knoxville
Honors in Nursing
Heidi Lynn Beermann,  Sioux City
Kimberly Marie Beland,  Saint Ansgar
Athena L. Belz,  Mason City
*Christine K. Berte,  Humboldt 
Honors in Nursing
Elizabeth Rhiannon Bickford,  Davenport
Erin Lorene Bierman,  West Liberty
Cheryl Anne Blakely,  Mason City
Nancy Mae Brandt,  Titonka
Michele A. Brown,  Omaha, NE
Kimberly Kaye Buhr,  Terril
Megan M. Bullerman,  Hudson 
Honors in Nursing
Shelby Lynn Burchett,  Keokuk
Karen M. Burdick,  Altoona
Heather Michelle Buster,  Sioux City
Trudy Maria Buster,  Kalona
**Ashley Marie Carlson,  Clive 
Honors in Nursing
Holly Carlson,  Indianola
Honors in Nursing
Sarah Ann Carlson,  Dubuque
Diane Marie Chindlund,  Milford
*Tia Michelle Cloke,  Burlington 
Honors in Nursing
Camilla June Cortesio-Stewart,  Ottumwa
Jenna Renee Cox,  Lima, OH
**Darren Robert Cullinan,  Belmond 
Honors in Nursing
Bobbi L. Curry,  Waukee
Shannon Elizabeth Davison-Haigh,  
Dubuque
Lana Dobson,  Des Moines
Jay Downing,  Milford
Honors in Nursing
Karina Joelle Drees,  Iowa City
Chrisdeana Kimberly Dusik,  McHenry, IL
Jessica Jade Dutka,  Fairbank
Jessica Ann Fanucchi,  Hoffman Estates, IL 
Honors in Nursing
Josh Robert Feuerstein,  Le Mars
**Stephanie L. Fischels,  Mason City
Kari Ann Ford,  Pleasant Hill
Derek Alan Fortin,  Moline, IL
Catherine Dougherty Fox,  Lincolnshire, IL
Lindsay Rae Frein,  Fort Dodge 
Honors in Nursing
Michelle Diane Frey,  Kahoka, MO
Honors in Nursing
Eileen Kay Fritz,  Oelwein
Honors in Nursing
Abigail Lauren Gardner,  Palatine, IL 
Honors in Nursing
*Elizabeth M. Geistkemper,  Dyersville 
Honors in Nursing
Amanda Michelle George,  Nevada 
Honors in Nursing
***Alison Denise Gerlach,  Nevada 
Honors in Nursing
Melissa Lynn Gingrich,  Ottumwa
Honors in Nursing
Mitchell Ervin Gotschall,  Glenwood
Julie Ann Gray,  Carroll
Janice Dawn Grimes,  Webster
***Elizabeth Danielle Hanson,  Moline, IL 
Honors in Nursing
***Sharon Marie Hanson,  Altoona
Farrah Marie Hassebroek,  Sioux City
David Duane Hatfield,  Ames
Jessica Kay Haub,  Rockwell City
Dory Bernadettee Heideman-Crees,  
Waukee
Jane M. Hershberger,  Kalona
Melissa Kay Hicok,  Waterloo
Nicholas Edward Hilbert,  Hartley
Allison Marie Hildebrand,  Princeton
Kathleen Ann Hotz,  Lone Tree
Brittany Elizabeth Hubler,  Tipton 
Honors in Nursing
Beckie Ann Hudson,  Iowa City
Jennifer Lynn Huffman,  Waterloo
Leslie Marie Hugen McCall,  Sioux City
Julie Ann Isely,  Eldridge
Alexcia Nicole James,  Monticello, AR 
Honors in Nursing
Jeremy Roger Jensen,  Fenton
Jill Elizabeth Johnson,  Whittemore
Miranda Denise Johnson,  Ida Grove 
Honors in Nursing
*Kayla Danielle Kafka 
Honors in Nursing
Tanya Florence Kellogg,  Edina, MN
Beth Dickinson Keyte,  Des Moines
Celine Danee Kilian,  Princeton
Kristin Joy Kleyer,  Orange City
*Michelle Marie Koos,  Iowa City
Leona Marie Koster,  Mount Vernon
***Annie Erin Kriegel,  Brooklyn 
Honors in Nursing
Kelsey Ann Kuncl,  Iowa City
Deborah L. Kurth,  West Des Moines
Morgan C. Lawton,  Polo, IL
Kristy N. Levorson,  Saint Ansgar
Erin Elizabeth Lewachowicz,   
West Des Moines
Michele Lee Lewis,  Iowa City
Penny Trinette Lilly,  Clarinda
Ashley K. Lundquist,  Osceola 
Honors in Nursing
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Sarah Elizabeth Luymes,  Des Moines
Mary Katharine Marske,  Spencer
Tisha Raneil Martz,  Ottumwa
Erin Marie McCarty,  Marion 
Honors in Nursing
Shelly Lynn McGurk,  Iowa City
Honors in Nursing
Emily M. McMahon,  Cedar Rapids 
Honors in Nursing
Delilah Marie Mead,  Mason City
Kathryn Danelle Menke,  Burlington
***Ramona Dawn Miller,  Iowa City 
Honors in Nursing
Maria G. Mojica,  Rock Island, IL
**Kathryn Mari Monroe,  Luana 
Honors in Nursing
Kari Jean Mullins
Melissa Marie Mumm,  Clinton
April Lynne Nauman,  Epworth
Kate Nelson,  Spencer
Anna M. Niewohner,  Whiting 
Honors in Nursing
Jamie Lynne Novak,  Carlsbad, CA 
Honors in Nursing
Sharon Ann O’Brien,  Spirit Lake
Casey Marie Panko,  Woodridge, IL 
Honors in Nursing
Heath Wayne Paulsen,  Elk Horn
Jeanette Kay Perdue,  Marshalltown
Michele Ann Plunkett,  Mason City
Kelly Kristin Postel,  Monticello
Riki Lynn Przytula,  Palos Hills, IL
Cassandra Lynn Recker,  Lu Verne
Roxanne Kay Redling,  Gilbert
Dawn Patricia Reimers,  Wesley
**Erika Anne Rhinehart,  Sergeant Bluff
Lauren Elizabeth Ripley,  Dubuque
Roger Lee Roeder,  Swisher
Brittany Ann Roth,  Naperville, IL 
Honors in Nursing
Mary Ann Rousseau-Gronbach,  
 Dakota City
Ryan Michael Salter,  Pella
Amber Marie Santiago,  Cedar Rapids
Elizabeth Janet Scatena,  Downers Grove, IL
Kristen K. Schechinger,  Manilla 
Honors in Nursing
Shawn Renae Schenk,  Sioux Center
Heidi Flora Schmidt,  Carroll
***Linda Kay Schoulte,  Farmersburg
Jamie Marie Scogland,  Eldridge
**Jessica Nicole Scullen,  Indianola 
Honors in Nursing
Aisha Besanna Seals,  Iowa City
Robin Annette Seidel,  Oelwein
Sandra Kathleen Shay,  Cedar Rapids
Sara Katherine Shepherd,  Coralville
Deborah Lynn Shibley,  Central City
**BreAnne Marie Sitzmann,  Merrill 
Honors in Nursing
Rachel Marie Sitzmann,  Kingsley 
Honors in Nursing
April Marie Smith,  Webster City
Bradley James Solinsky,  Bartlett, IL
Carmen Marie Soules,  Aurora
***Alyson Elizabeth Spore,  Cedar Falls 
Honors in Nursing
Ashley Marie Steinkamp,  Wall Lake
Heidi Lyn Straka,  Lombard, IL
Greggory Charles Sutton,  Boone
Angala Raye Swanson,  Sioux City
Ashley Marie Swartz,  Newton
Heather Marie Tams,  Ankeny
Lindsey Lorraine Tharp,  Lakeville, MN
*Amy Lin Truitt,  Rockford, IL 
Honors in Nursing
Denise Lea Wagner,  Boone
Honors in Nursing
Leslie Anne Marie Wagner,  Ottumwa
Kristeen Kae Watson,  Des Moines
Honors in Nursing
***Arriel Mikaela Wayne,  Ames 
Honors in Nursing
Julie Ellen Wheeler,  Davenport
Debbie Lynn White,  Andover, KS
Jordan Reid Wilkes,  Prairie du Chien, WI
Frances Ann Willetts,  Mason City
Jamie Lee Williams,  Mason City
Amanda Eileen Wyatt,  Council Bluffs 
Honors in Nursing
Master of Nursing and 
Healthcare Practice
Andrea Elizabeth Achenbach,  Cedar Rapids 
Honors in Nursing
Nicole Michele Adams,  Des Moines 
Honors in Nursing
Kimberly Allison Bastic,  Coralville
Elizabeth Leigh Bechtum,  Riceville 
Honors in Nursing
Sarah Theresa Beiwel,  Davenport
Adriane Christine Bentley,  Muscatine
Amy Elizabeth Brant
Christine Mae Breitbach,  McGregor
Elizabeth Marie Clark,  Mason City 
Honors in Nursing
Marie Audrey Fay Clark,  Anamosa 
Honors in Nursing
Megan Leigh Colgan
Yenny Catalina Cook,  Iowa City 
Honors in Nursing
Stephen Henry Cooper,  Iowa City
Laura Ann Corbett,  Coralville 
Honors in Nursing
Emily Whitacre Daniels,  Iowa City 
Honors in Nursing
Anthony Richard Defurio,  North Liberty
Amanda Elizabeth DiGeorge,  Davenport 
Honors in Nursing
Jason Thomas Eness-Potter,  Iowa City
Rebecca Jeannine Fischer,  Bettendorf
Lastascia Nicole Granger,  Waterloo 
Honors in Nursing
Kristin Lynn Hart,  Muscatine 
Honors in Nursing
Hillary Elizabeth Horan,  Bettendorf 
Honors in Nursing
David Michael Jacobi,  Iowa City
Erin Elizabeth Johnson,  Iowa City 
Honors in Nursing
Natalie Esther Kaasa,  Davenport 
Honors in Nursing
Jill Marie Kain,  Ankeny
Honors in Nursing
Emily Suzanne Hyland Kangogo,   
Galena, IL 
Honors in Nursing
Katie Sue Knapp,  Cascade
Tiffany Joy Lentz,  Ankeny 
Honors in Nursing
Leslie Catherine McCloy,  Carmel, IN 
Honors in Nursing
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Nathan Allen Meyer
Andrea Leigh Miller,  Ames
Rachel Lynn Miller,  Spencer
Brittany Cherish Mitchell,  Elgin
Bridget Lynn Moellers,  Arlington 
Honors in Nursing
Kim E. Niggemeyer,  Iowa City
Amanda Kaye Polt,  Marshalltown
Jana Marcille Pownell,  Coralville
Hilary Lynn Rinnels,  Clear Lake 
Honors in Nursing
Cassie Lee Shear,  Clear Lake
Teresa Marie Smith,  Cedar Rapids 
Honors in Nursing
Kristina Theresa Sobaski,  Kalona
Scott Michael Sturges,  Rockwell
Vinay Tauro,  Iowa City
Elizabeth Kathleen Tener,  Iowa City 
Honors in Nursing
Diana Sandstrom Thomas,  Iowa City 
Honors in Nursing
Rachel Kathryn Thomas,  Des Moines
Dana Louise Westbrook,  Iowa City 
Honors in Nursing
Collin James Willhite,  Denver 
Honors in Nursing
Alison Danielle Winters,  Corralitos, CA
Bradley William Zeithamel,  Iowa City 
Honors in Nursing




The University of Iowa first offered 
courses in economics and business content 
in 1858. The School of Commerce was for-
mally established in 1914 and the College 
of Business Administration, which was 
founded in 1921, received national accredi-
tation in 1923. The College was renamed 
the Henry B. Tippie College of Business  
in 1999. Today, there are more than 3,000 
students in the College working toward 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
(B.B.A.), Master of Accountancy (M.Ac.), 
Master of Business Administration 
(M.B.A.) and doctoral (Ph.D.) degrees.
The Undergraduate Program provides a 
broad business education along with spe-
cializations in the areas of accounting, eco-
nomics, finance, marketing, management 
and organizations, and management infor-
mation systems. Student organizations, the 
Frank Business Communications Center, 
and specialized programming for targeted 
student groups provide a full-service edu-
cational experience.  In addition, students 
can earn certificates in International Busi-
ness, Entrepreneurship, and Risk Manage-
ment and Insurance.
The Tippie M.B.A. program provides 
advanced management education that 
expands a student’s ability to excel in the 
business world. The full range of M.B.A. 
programs is listed in the adjacent column. 
The Master of Accountancy program is 
intended for students seeking a career in 
public accounting. The College’s Ph.D. 
program prepares individuals for faculty 
positions in academia, as well as for busi-
ness or government careers.
The College hosts a number of centers 
that promote research and opportunities 
within specialized career areas. The Hawk-
inson Institute of Business Finance pro-
vides opportunities for students interested 
in working in the investment community, 
while the Emmett J. Vaughan Institute for 
Risk Management and Insurance helps 
students explore careers in risk manage-
ment and insurance. The Institute for Eco-
nomic Research and the RSM McGladrey 
Institute of Accounting Education and 
Research provide research and services to 
their respective fields.  The John Pappajohn 
Entrepreneurial Center offers a full spec-
trum of programming for both student and 
community-based entrepreneurs. Students 
in the Tippie College of Business can learn 
more about the global business environ-
ment through the Institute for International 
Business.
With more than 39,000 alumni living 
around the globe, the Tippie College of 
Business has had an impact on the world 
of business.
Henry B. Tippie 
School of 
Management
Created by Dean Sidney Winter in 1960, 
the Master of Business Administration 
(M.B.A.) Program at The University of 
Iowa was “born into a secure future as 
the College’s flagship.”  Now, boasting an 
enrollment of nearly 1,000 students, the 
M.B.A. Program is recognized as being 
among the top programs in the world.
The M.B.A. Program at the Henry B. 
Tippie School of Management provides its 
students the opportunity to broaden their 
managerial skills and enhance their profes-
sional careers in the business or public sec-
tor.  The curriculum is designed for college 
graduates in any field but emphasizes the 
importance of professional work experi-
ence prior to enrollment.
Students have the option of pursuing the 
M.B.A. degree on campus through the Full-
Time M.B.A. Program, part-time through 
the M.B.A. for Professionals and Managers 
(M.B.A.-PM), or via the Executive or the 
International Executive M.B.A. programs.  
M.B.A.-PM classes are offered in the Quad 
Cities, Cedar Rapids and Des Moines.  Stu-
dents may pursue Executive M.B.A. classes 
in Iowa City or Cedar Rapids. The Interna-
tional Executive M.B.A. Program is based 
in Hong Kong and has more than 100 
alumni. More than 250 companies are cur-
rently represented in the Tippie programs 
designed for working professionals.
The School participates in several joint-
degree programs for students enrolled 
full-time.  These include the M.B.A./J.D. 
Program with the College of Law, the 
M.B.A./M.S.N. Program with the College 
of Nursing, the M.B.A./M.D. Program with 
the Carver College of Medicine, and the 
M.B.A./M.H.A. Program with the College 
of Public Health.
More than 6,500 graduates now hold an 
M.B.A. degree from The Henry B. Tippie 
School of Management.  Successful alumni 
can be found worldwide, in every facet of 
today’s global economy. 
College of 
Dentistry
Dental education began at The Uni-
versity of Iowa in 1882 with 14 students, 
four faculty members, and a first year’s 
budget of just over $1,000. Patients were 
treated in an improvised clinic equipped 
with borrowed barber chairs. Today the 
College of Dentistry is ranked among the 
leading dental schools in the United States. 
An integral part of The University of Iowa 
Health Sciences Center, the College has an 
enrollment of 302 dental students and 83 
advanced education and graduate students 
in programs representing all the dental 
specialties as well as master’s and Ph.D. 
programs in oral science. In addition, there 
is one student enrolled in the Bachelor’s in 
Oral Health Science Program.
The Dental Science Building affords 
faculty and students of the college excel-
lent facilities for their many programs of 
research into the nature and treatment of 
oral diseases. These investigations have re-
sulted in a number of significant advances 
in dental science.  
Faculty, postdoctoral and predoctoral 
students extend service to hundreds of 
thousands of Iowa citizens in the patient-
care clinics of the Dental Science Build-
ing. Students also provide dental care to 
Iowa communities through the College’s 
extramural programs in hospitals, com-
munity health centers and nursing homes. 
Dental health educational presentations are 
regularly provided by dental students in 
schools, nursing homes and other locations 
throughout the state.
The College has a long history of gradu-
ating students who become nationally 
prominent clinicians, dental educators, and 
researchers. More than 3,000 living alumni 
perpetuate the College’s tradition of excel-
lence as they distinguish themselves with 





The University of Iowa College of Edu-
cation traces its roots to the founding of the 
University itself. Teacher training was the 
only program specifically called for in the 
1847 statute creating the “State University 
of Iowa.” This teacher training program 
was popular with students, enrolling more 
than half the University’s students during 
its first decade of existence and never hav-
ing given preference to men over women 
in enrollment.
In addition to being the University’s first 
and only continuously operating program, 
the College of Education was also the na-
tion’s first to develop a permanent college-
level department of education and the first 
to establish a professorial chair of educa-
tion at a U.S. university.
The College of Education continues 
this tradition of placing education first, as 
exemplified through its innovative teach-
ing methods, ground-breaking research, 
and wide-reaching service. Today, as in the 
past, top-notch students who score higher 
than the national average on GPA, GRE, 
and the Praxis I exam come to the College 
because they want to make a difference in 
this world. They gain the skills necessary to 
excel both academically and professionally. 
Graduates can be found serving as teach-
ers, principals, counselors, testing special-
ists, psychologists, and educational leaders 
in a variety of fields in almost every Iowa 
school district, in every state in the nation, 
and in countries throughout the world. 
Currently, the College enrolls more than 
500 teacher education undergraduate stu-
dents (more than 60 percent from Iowa) in 
programs that prepare them for licensure 
in special education, elementary education, 
and eight secondary education areas. 
Approximately 600 graduate students 
are enrolled in a wide range of programs 
that consistently rank among the top tier 
by U.S. News & World Report.
The College of Education is a national 
leader in technology. Its history of embrac-
ing technology to empower learning stems 
from such practical inventions as the first 
automated scoring machine to recent ad-
vancements infusing multimedia into the 
teacher training program with the ePort-
folioTM project. From nationally recognized 
literacy projects to internationally re-
nowned testing instruments, the College’s 
80 tenure-track faculty produce meaningful 
and applicable research, working closely 
with practitioners and the education com-
munity to improve our lives in countless 
ways. 
The College of Education has four aca-
demic departments: Counseling, Rehabili-
tation, and Student Development; Educa-
tional Policy and Leadership Studies; Psy-
chological and Quantitative Foundations; 
and Teaching and Learning.  In addition, 
the College of Education is home to several 
centers that provide invaluable resources 
throughout the world:  the internation-
ally renowned Iowa Testing Programs; 
the Connie Belin and Jacqueline N. Blank 
International Center for Gifted Education 
and Talent Development; the Center for 
Evaluation and Assessment; the Center for 
Advanced Studies in Measurement and 
Assessment; the Center for Research on 
Undergraduate Education; the Iowa Center 
for Assistive Technology Education and 
Research; and Realizing Educational and 
Career Hopes. 
The College of Education remains proud 
of its long and distinguished role in pre-




Engineering is a profession devoted to 
applying knowledge of the mathematical 
and natural sciences to the discovery and 
development of efficient ways to use the 
materials and forces of nature for the ben-
efit of society.
Career opportunities in engineering are 
numerous and diverse. In preparing men 
and women for these opportunities, The 
University of Iowa College of Engineering 
seeks to produce high-calibre professionals 
with interdisciplinary interests and strong 
backgrounds in engineering fundamentals. 
It offers students engineering education in 
the context of a diversified university with 
a strong College of Liberal Arts and Scienc-
es and outstanding professional colleges. 
With educational courses dating back 
more than 100 years, the College today has 
an enrollment of about 1,640 students—
1,300 of whom are undergraduates. About 
65 percent of undergraduate enrollment 
comes from the state of Iowa, with another 
30 percent attending from contiguous 
states. Women make up more than 20 per-
cent of undergraduates. 
There are 83 faculty serving six under-
graduate programs in biomedical, chemi-
cal, civil, electrical, industrial, and mechan-
ical engineering. 
Student achievement has become a hall-
mark of the College. Average ACT scores 
are consistently in the top 10th  
percentile.
Even though engineering students rep-
resent only 5 percent of University enroll-
ment, they are awarded many top first-year 
merit scholarships. Since 1980, 17 engineer-
ing students have earned the prestigious 
University Hancher-Finkbine Medallion 
for achievement. The College is the first in 
the U.S. to offer a Technological Entrepre-
neurship Certificate with an engineering 
degree.
The college offers graduate programs 
in biomedical, chemical and biochemi-
cal, civil and environmental, electrical 
and computer, industrial, and mechanical 
engineering. Research units of the college 
include the Center for Bioinformatics and 
Computational Biology, Center for Com-
puter-Aided Design, IIHR—Hydroscience 
and Engineering, and the Iowa Spine Re-
search Center.
Graduate College
The University of Iowa’s Graduate Col-
lege was founded in 1900 and that year 
awarded its first doctorate to Fred D. Mer-
ritt in political science. Since then, it has 
conferred 71,576 master’s, 527 specialist, 
and 17,969 doctoral degrees. With more 
than 5,300 students, the college now ac-
counts for nearly one-fifth of the Univer-
sity’s total enrollment, in more than 100 
different programs of advanced study, 
research, and artistic creation. The Gradu-
ate College is a proud supporter of inter-
disciplinary programs, including a unique, 
individualized interdisciplinary studies 
doctorate program.
All faculty members with professorial 
rank in the academic divisions of the Uni-
versity hold membership on the Graduate 
College faculty; thus, almost all of the Uni-
versity’s 1,657 faculty members participate 
in graduate instruction. Because academic 
programs involve specialists from differ-
ent disciplines and because many faculty 
members hold appointments in more than 
one department, school, or college, gradu-
ate instruction is assured a healthy interac-
tion and collaboration among disciplines. 
A number of the University’s graduate 
programs are recognized as the finest, or 
among the finest, in the nation. The Gradu-
ate College boasts three winners of the 
prestigious UMI/CGS Dissertation Prize, 
tied with Yale University for the most 
awarded to any doctoral institution since 
the inception of the award. In 2001 the 
college inaugurated its Graduate College 
Outstanding Mentor Awards. The awards 
for the 2007-08 academic year were made 
to Professors Mary Lou Emery, English; 
Judith Liskin-Gasparro, Spanish and Portu-
guese; and Karen Farris, Pharmacy, in rec-




The University of Iowa College of Law is 
the oldest law school in continuous opera-
tion west of the Mississippi. Established in 
Des Moines in 1865, it was moved to Iowa 
City in 1868 to become part of the Univer-
sity. Today it has an enrollment of more 
than 650 students and a faculty of more 
than 50 full-time teachers. While most of its 
students come from the Midwest, 99 col-
leges and universities were represented in 
the 2007 entering class. 
The College’s educational objectives are 
to help each student learn the fundamen-
tals of critical reading and logical analysis, 
oral and written communication and ar-
gumentation, research, interviewing and 
counseling, technical drafting, transaction 
planning, and litigation.
First-year students spend part of their 
time in large classes, participating with 
their teachers in a Socratic dialogue—a 
method of questioning designed to develop 
and exercise analytical abilities and argu-
mentation skills. Legal Analysis, Writing 
and Research provides each student with 
individual attention in a small class format 
each semester. This course is taught by 
instructors dedicated to this specialty area 
of legal instruction. 
In the second and third years, seminars, 
tutorials, clinical assignments, independent 
research, writing for the College’s legal 
journals, oral advocacy competitions, and 
litigation skills training all supplement 
more traditionally taught courses. Aside 
from the skills instruction, the curriculum 
focuses on the overriding importance of 
high personal standards of ethics and pro-
fessional responsibility and their role in 
guiding the behavior of lawyers.
College of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences
The College of Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences invites students to explore the entire 
range of human learning: the fine arts, the 
humanities, the social sciences, the natural 
and mathematical sciences.  Our students 
work with faculty members who are com-
mitted to integrating their research into 
their teaching and to helping students de-
velop their own capacity to ask significant 
questions, to think analytically, to draw 
conclusions from what they learn, and to 
discover workable solutions to problems.  
These skills, honed throughout the under-
graduate experience, will form the basis for 
life-long success and learning.  We seek to 
prepare our graduates to be knowledgeable 
citizens and to enable them to continually 
acquire the new information and skills they 
will need to meet the challenges of our 
continually changing world.
Although a liberal arts and sciences 
education has been available since The 
University of Iowa first began offering 
instruction in 1855, the “College of Liberal 
Arts” was not created until the beginning 
of the 1900-01 academic year.  In the years 
that followed, other colleges evolved out of 
that first college:  Engineering in 1905, Edu-
cation in 1913, and Commerce (now the 
Tippie College of Business) in 1921.  In fall 
2001, The College of Liberal Arts became 
“The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences,” 
a name that encompasses the breadth of 
the College’s teaching and research.
In 1900-01, the College had about 600 
students in its four “courses of study,” and 
a faculty consisting of only 28 professors 
and assistant professors.  Today, more than 
16,500 undergraduates are enrolled every 
year.  Over 90 percent of all UI under-
graduates begin their studies in the College 
of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and we award 
more than 70 percent of the University’s 
undergraduate degrees.  Our students 
choose to major in one—or more—of 
nearly 60 different programs leading to a 
B.A., B.S, B.M, or B.F.A. degree.  Many of 
our students add minors and certificates 
to their degrees, further expanding their 
knowledge and skills.
More than 600 tenured and tenure-track 
faculty members form more than three 
dozen separate departments and work 
together in numerous interdisciplinary 
programs to provide research, teaching and 
service to our students, the state, and the 
world.  Faculty members from every area 
of the College have developed national and 
international reputations for the quality of 
their research and creative work.  Every 
year, members of our faculty are recog-
nized by national and international foun-
dations, earning Fulbright, Guggenheim, 
National Endowment for the Arts, National 
Institutes of Health, and National Science 
Foundation fellowships and other awards.  
They receive recognition and awards from 
disciplinary organizations as well.  Here on 
campus, CLAS faculty members routinely 
win University-wide teaching awards—in-
cluding the prestigious Hubbard Award 
for Exemplary Teaching for each of the 
five years it has been awarded—as well 
as other recognition of their teaching and 
scholarship.  
Our students are also recognized for 
their achievements.  Every year, more than 
200 College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
students graduate “with honors” in their 
major.  Even more graduate “with distinc-
tion,” “with high distinction,” or “with 
highest distinction.”  Our students partici-
pate in departmental honors societies, and 
in national honor societies including Phi 
Beta Kappa, Mortar Board, and Omicron 
Delta Kappa.  We are pleased to recognize 
student achievement in other ways, too.  
Each year, the College provides many 
scholarships recognizing student achieve-
ment.  We also provide research funding 
for undergraduates, including the Dewey 
Stuit Fund in Liberal Arts & Sciences, 
which provides support for undergraduate 
travel, research, and mentoring projects.
The College collaborates with other Uni-
versity units to foster scholarship, teaching, 
and service.  We work with every one of 
the other colleges, offering joint programs 
and course work, and providing students 
opportunities for collaborative research 
and other learning activities.  We support 
and are supported by the Pomerantz Ca-
reer Center in providing internships before 
graduation and career guidance after 
graduation. We are grateful to the many 
alumni who continue to support the Col-
lege with their time and energy and who 
have helped to provide funding to create 
opportunities and scholarships for our 
students.
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
is proud of our history and our current 
endeavors, remaining dedicated to the mis-
sion of the College: to advance scholarly 
and creative endeavor through leading-
edge research and artistic production; to 
use this research and creativity to enhance 
undergraduate, graduate, and professional 
education, health care, and other services 
provided to the people of Iowa, the na-
tion, and the world; and to conduct these 
activities in a culturally diverse, humane, 
technologically advanced and increasingly 
global environment.
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Roy J. and Lucille A. 
Carver 
College of Medicine
The University of Iowa Carver College of 
Medicine admits students to the four-year 
Doctor of Medicine (M.D.) program. In ad-
dition, the College is home to the physical 
therapy, physician assistant, and medical 
scientist training programs. The College 
offers joint-degree programs with the Col-
leges of Law, Business and Public Health. 
Its faculty members also provide instruc-
tion to several thousand students each 
year from the Graduate College, the col-
leges of Dentistry, Nursing, Pharmacy, and 
Public Health, and the life science areas of 
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. 
The clinical faculty additionally provides 
instruction for nearly 600 physicians in 
residency and fellowship training in all the 
medical and surgical specialties. 
Each year, several thousand physicians 
and other health professionals update their 
knowledge and skills in the College’s con-
tinuing medical education programs. 
Medical students in the College partici-
pate in clinical rotations that are coordinat-
ed by six regional medical education sites 
across the state. About 415 physicians in 
Iowa communities served as preceptors for 
the UI Carver College of Medicine during 
the past two academic years. All medical 
students and physician assistant students 
do part of their clinical training at these 
off-campus sites. 
The spectrum of new knowledge in 
medicine is such that health care problems 
need to be approached by an integration of 
relevant disciplines and a melding of fac-
ulty expertise into groups of scholars with 
a common purpose.
The UI Carver College of Medicine is 
a national leader in biomedical research, 
ranking 13th among public medical schools 
in funding from the National Institutes of 
Health and second among Big Ten univer-
sities. The research funding and reputation 
emanate from the efforts of faculty, stu-
dents and postdoctoral trainees working 
in the laboratories of some of the nation’s 
premier biomedical scientists in leading 
interdisciplinary research and training 
programs.
College of Nursing
The University of Iowa College of Nursing 
has offered basic nursing education since 
the turn of the 20th century and baccalaure-
ate and master’s degree programs for more 
than 50 years. A Ph.D. program in nursing 
began in 1988. The College is an integral part 
of the health sciences campus, sharing in 
and contributing to teaching, research, and 
patient-care resources, which have earned 
international recognition. 
Undergraduate students enter the nursing 
program after completing the pre-profession-
al course.  Six semesters of study in nursing 
are required to complete the undergraduate 
degree.
All senior undergraduates have a clinical 
internship that facilitates the transition from 
student to staff nurse. Internships are super-
vised by 300 staff nurse preceptors across 
the state. 
Special program options are available 
for registered nurses pursuing the BSN. 
Registered nurses may study on campus or 
in satellite centers in several locations in the 
state.
The professional Master’s in Nursing and 
Healthcare Practice is a post-baccalaureate 
program for people who are interested in 
pursuing a nursing career. This pre-licensure 
program prepares students as entry-level 
nurses who are eligible to sit for the NCLEX 
licensure exam.
The master’s degree program provides a 
flexible curriculum tailored to meet individu-
al career goals for advanced clinical practice. 
The Master of Science in Nursing (M.S.N.) 
degree is available with preparation for certi-
fication and licensure as a nurse practitioner, 
psychiatric/mental health nurse specialist or 
nurse anesthetist. Master’s level programs 
of study are available with preparation in 
nursing service administration, gerontologi-
cal nursing, genetics, community health, 
occupational health, and informatics. Two 
joint degrees are offered in collaboration with 
other colleges: the M.S.N./M.B.A. offered 
with the Tippie College of Business, and the 
M.S.N./M.P.H. offered with the College of 
Public Health.
The Doctor of Nursing Practice (D.N.P.) 
degree program is a clinical doctorate which 
prepares advanced practice nurses for lead-
ership roles by educating them in evidence-
based practice, economics, finance, and poli-
cy. D.N.P. prepared nurses have the skill set 
to make meaningful decisions within their 
practices and at the business/policy level.
The Doctor of Philosophy degree program 
provides learning and research opportunities 
in gerontological nursing, child and family 
nursing, informatics, or nursing service ad-
ministration. An individualized option is also 
available. Faculty research in these areas and 
others is well-supported by external funding 
and offers students a broad array of support. 




The College was originated by a for-
ward-thinking group of pharmacists from 
the Iowa Pharmaceutical Association in 
1885 and was one of the first Colleges of 
Pharmacy in the nation associated with 
a major public university. This nationally 
ranked program is located in the Health 
Sciences Center on the west side of the Uni-
versity’s main campus in close proximity 
to the Colleges of Medicine, Nursing, Den-
tistry, Public Health and The University of 
Iowa Hospitals and Clinics.
The pharmacy profession is concerned 
with a wide variety of activities, from 
developing new drug products to dispens-
ing medicines to patients. An important 
concept in the delivery of pharmaceuti-
cal services is pharmaceutical care—the 
responsible provision of drug therapy to 
achieve defined outcomes that improve 
patients’ quality of life. These outcomes 
include preventing, arresting, or curing a 
disease, and/or eliminating or reducing its 
symptoms. In order to carry out these re-
sponsibilities, pharmacists specialize in the 
science of drugs and drug information.
Iowa’s pharmacy students study with 
professors who are pioneering the develop-
ment of new drugs to solve chronic health 
problems and exploring means to improve 
the safety and effectiveness of current 
drugs. The College is also home to a drug 
research and manufacturing area where 
experimental drugs are produced for test-
ing and licensing by manufacturers before 
being introduced worldwide.
The Doctor of Pharmacy (Pharm.D.) de-
gree combines didactic course work with 
extensive clinical clerkship involvement to 
prepare a pharmacist for an extended role 
in monitoring, evaluating, and optimizing 
drug therapy in hospitalized and ambula-
tory patients. Students graduating from the 
college enjoy a wide variety of professional 
opportunities in community pharmacy, 
hospital pharmacy, government, and the 
pharmaceutical industry.
The College also has an extensive re-
search and graduate education program 
leading to both master’s and doctoral 
degrees in medicinal and natural products 
chemistry, pharmaceutics, and clinical and 
administrative pharmacy. Graduates of 
these programs are employed by the phar-
maceutical industry, government and also 
assume academic positions. The College 
also offers a joint degree program with the 
College of Public Health.
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College of Public 
Health
Formed in July 1999, the College of 
Public Health is the newest collegiate unit 
at The University of Iowa. Building on the 
University's long tradition of public health 
training, research, and service—including 
programs targeting agricultural safety and 
health, cancer and birth defects monitor-
ing, health services planning, and women's 
health—the establishment of this college 
marked a renewed and expanded commit-
ment to improving the health of all  
Iowans.
The College of Public Health consists of 
five academic units: biostatistics, commu-
nity and behavioral health, epidemiology, 
health management and policy, and oc-
cupational and environmental health. Nu-
merous centers and programs within these 
units focus attention on the unique health 
concerns of Iowans, especially the needs of 
its large rural and agricultural population 
and its growing number of elderly resi-
dents. Iowa's Center for Agricultural Safety 
and Health, the Institute for Public Health 
Practice, the Center for Public Health Sta-
tistics, the Preventive Intervention Center, 
and the Institute for Quality Healthcare 
are just a few of the 26 centers based in the 
College of Public Health. These multidis-
ciplinary centers focus research efforts on 
important public health topics and also 
provide a platform for an array of outreach, 
service, and policy activities. These centers 
also provide a framework for extensive 
interdisciplinary collaboration involving 
College of Public Health investigators and 
colleagues throughout the University and 
at other Regent institutions and govern-
mental agencies. 
The academic degree offerings of the 
College of Public Health include the 
Master of Public Health degree, with 
subtracks in biostatistics, community 
and behavioral health, epidemiology, 
ergonomics, health communications, policy 
and administration, and occupational 
and environmental health and focus areas 
in aging studies, nutrition and exercise, 
maternal, child and family health, and 
global health. The Master of Public Health 
program offers combined degrees with 
the UI College of Law,  the Carver College 
of Medicine, the College of Nursing, the 
College of Pharmacy, and Iowa State 
University. The College also offers the 
Master of Health Administration degree. 
This program offers combined degrees 
with the College of Law, the Tippie 
College of Business, and the Urban and 
Regional Planning Program. In addition, 
Master of Science and doctoral degrees 
are offered in biostatistics, epidemiology, 
community and behavioral health, and 
occupational and environmental health. 
The community and behavioral health 
Master of Science program offers a 
subtrack in health communication. The 
occupational and environmental health 
master of science program offers an 
emphasis in industrial hygiene. A Master 
of Science degree in clinical investigation is 
available, and additional doctoral degrees 
are offered in health services and policy; 
industrial hygiene, which is a subtrack 
of occupational and environmental 
health; and addiction studies and health 
communication, which are subtracks 
of community and behavioral health. 
The College also offers a Certificate in 
Public Health. More than 300 students 
are currently enrolled in degree programs 
within the College of Public Health.
University College
The University College is home to a 
wide range of programs for University of 
Iowa students and precollege students. It 
includes major college-level programs such 
as the University of Iowa Honors Program, 
Career Center Programs, Lifetime Leisure 
Skills, and a degree program leading to the 
Bachelor of Applied Studies (B.A.S.). The 
B.A.S. is designed for graduates of com-
munity college technical programs who 
wish to complete a bachelor’s degree with-
out interrupting their careers. The B.A.S. 
provides alternatives to traditional majors. 
Students work with an advisor to plan 
their own emphasis areas. B.A.S. students 
may plan programs designed to help them 
advance in their chosen career, begin a new 
career, or prepare for graduate or profes-
sional study.
Some of the University College’s col-
legiate-level programs are designed to 
smooth entering students’ transition to 
college life, such as the College Success 
Initiatives program, or to provide oppor-
tunities for populations underrepresented 
in the sciences and engineering, such as 
Iowa Biosciences Advantage and Alliances 
for Graduate Education and the Professori-
ate. Special courses for student orientation 
advisors, residence hall assistants, Greek 
community leaders, and students who de-
sign websites for University departments 
and offices are offered through University 
College, as are Lifetime Leisure Skills 
courses in a broad range of sport and fit-
ness activities. 
The University’s Reserve Officer Train-
ing Corps programs, Aerospace Studies 
and Military Science reside in University 
College.
Several precollege programs also are 
under University College’s wing: the  
Belin-Blank Center for Gifted Education, 
the Iowa Young Writers’ Studio, Center for 
Diversity and Enrichment, the Secondary 
Student Training Program, and University 
of Iowa Upward Bound.
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Graduation Honors
High scholastic achievement is recog-
nized at graduation time in two ways: 
graduation with distinction, based on 
grades only, and graduation with honors 
in a particular field, based upon both 
grades and the completion of special work 
as outlined by the college and the major 
department. 
Graduation with Distinction.  The Office 
of the Registrar certifies to the deans of the 
colleges the names of students eligible to 
graduate with distinction. To be eligible for 
consideration, the graduate must complete 
the final 60 semester hours in residence in 
the graduating college, at least 45 semester 
hours of which must have been completed 
prior to the final semester of registration. 
The grade-point average upon which dis-
tinction is determined includes all work 
undertaken prior to the opening of the final 
session. 
Graduates with distinction in the colleg-
es of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Engineer-
ing, and Business rank as follows:
With Highest Distinction Highest 2% 
With High Distinction Next Highest 3% 
With Distinction Next Highest 5%
In the undergraduate programs in the 
College of Medicine, distinction recognition 
is determined as follows:
With Highest Distinction 3.85 GPA or above 
With High Distinction 3.75-3.84 GPA 
With Distinction 3.65-3.74 GPA 
 In the College of Nursing, distinction 
recognition is determined as follows:
With Highest Distinction 3.90 GPA or above 
With High Distinction 3.80-3.89 GPA 
With Distinction 3.75-3.79 GPA
 In the College of Pharmacy, distinction 
recognition is determined as follows:
With Highest Distinction 3.75 GPA or above 
With High Distinction 3.50-3.74 GPA 
With Distinction 3.25-3.49 GPA
Distinction is designated by gold stars 
worn on the left sleeve.  Three stars indi-
cate graduation with highest distinction; two, 
with high distinction; and one, with distinc-
tion.
Graduation with Honors Degrees. An 
honors student may complete work for an 
honors degree in one of many fields of con-
centration. Honors students are admitted 
to work in candidacy for an honors degree, 
normally not later than the junior year, 
upon application to and formal acceptance 
by the department of their choice. At the 
option of the department, the special hon-
ors work may be planned as an addition to 
the regular requirements for the major or in 
substitution for some part of these require-
ments. 
Liberal Arts and Sciences candidates 
who are graduating with honors in a par-
ticular field wear white cordons draped 
over the shoulders.
Arts and Letters, white 







Pharmacy, olive green 
Philosophy, dark blue 
Science, golden yellow
The Oxford cap, proper for all degrees, is 
worn both indoors and outdoors with aca-
demic costume. The tassel, worn over the 
left eye, is also symbolic of the degree to be 
conferred on the wearer and conforms to 
the code colors for hood trimming.
Practice at The University of Iowa varies 
slightly from that established by the code. 
Candidates for degrees may be identified 
with the colleges from which they are to 
secure their degrees by the color of the tas-
sels they wear. Colleges are designated by 
tassel colors as follows:









Only candidates for the doctoral-level 
degrees (Doctor of Philosophy, Doctor of 
Audiology, Doctor of Musical Arts, Doc-
tor of Physical Therapy, Doctor of Dental 
Surgery, Doctor of Medicine, Juris Doctor, 
and Doctor of Pharmacy) wear hoods. The 
velvet trim on the hoods for these degrees 
conforms to the colors set forth in the in-
tercollegiate code, and, with the exception 
of the Doctor of Philosophy, the Doctor of 
Musical Arts, the Doctor of Audiology and 
the Doctor of Physical Therapy hoods, are 
the same color as the tassel. The Doctor 
of Audiology and the Doctor of Physical 
Therapy are trimmed in teal. The Doctor 
of Philosophy hood is trimmed in blue, the 
color appropriate to philosophy, and the 
Doctor of Musical Arts hood is trimmed in 
pink, the color for music. In all four cases, 
the tassel worn is black.
Academic Costume
The history of academic dress reaches 
far back into the early days of the oldest 
universities. A statute of 1321 required that 
all “Doctors, Licentiates, and Bachelors” of 
the University of Coimbra wear gowns. It 
is still a vexing question whether academic 
dress finds its sources chiefly in ecclesiasti-
cal or in secular dress. Gowns may have 
been necessary for warmth in the unheated 
buildings frequented by medieval scholars. 
Hoods seem to have served to cover the 
tonsured head until they were superseded 
for that purpose by the skull cap. This was 
itself displaced by a headdress more or less 
like one or another of those now recog-
nized as “academic.” 
Over the many years of development, a 
great diversity of academic apparel made 
its appearance. When American colleges 
and universities desired to adopt some 
suitable system of academic apparel more 
than a century ago, it seemed to them best 
to agree on some definite system which 
all might follow. Accordingly, there was 
held on May 16, 1895 at Columbia Uni-
versity a conference of representatives of 
the governing boards of various interested 
institutions. The outgrowth of that meeting 
was the establishment of “The Academic 
Costume Code.” The code has been revised 
several times since its initial approval. The 
most recent change was in 1959. In nearly 
every instance of the many hundreds of 
colleges and universities of the United 
States which have adopted academic dress, 
the standards thus prescribed have been 
adopted and followed, either wholly or at 
least in the main. 
The academic costume code recognizes 
three styles of gowns: a bachelor’s gown, 
a master’s gown, and a doctor’s gown. In 
conjunction with its centennial celebration 
in May 2000, the Graduate College inaugu-
rated a new doctor’s gown. The differences 
in these gowns are mainly in the cut and 
shape of the sleeves and in the trimming. 
Hoods are also recognized for each of the 
above degrees. They vary in shape, size, 
and length, the larger and more elaborate 
designating the doctoral level. The shell of 
the hood matches the black material of the 
gown, and is lined with the color or colors 
of the institution conferring the degree—in 
the instance of The University of Iowa, old 
gold. The velvet border of the hood is of a 
color indicative of the field of learning to 
which the degree pertains. An abbreviated 
list of these colors as they apply to The 
University of Iowa follows:
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Presidential Emblem
The jeweled gold medallion worn by 
The University of Iowa president during 
commencement ceremonies and other for-
mal academic events on the campus was 
designed as an emblem of the University’s 
presidency by a UI graduate student in 
the School of Art and Art History, Karen 
Cantine.
Featuring an abstract UI motif in 
the University’s colors—old gold and 
black—the emblem was first used in the 
investiture of Howard R. Bowen as the 
University’s fourteenth president during 
inauguration ceremonies on December 5, 
1964. 
Four and one-half inches in diameter, 
the medallion is worn on a gold chain also 
designed and made by Mrs. Cantine. Fash-
ioning the emblem from a sheet of 14-carat 
yellow gold, Mrs. Cantine outlined in black 
enamel eight UI motifs in raised gold let-
ters in areas radiating from a large topaz in 
the center. 
The central jewel is almost an inch in 
diameter. A slightly smaller topaz is set in 
the link which attaches the emblem to the 
chain on which it is worn, and eight small 
topazes are set around the edge of the em-
blem, one being placed at the end of each 
“spoke’’ which bears a UI motif. 
Designing and making the presidential 
emblem was part of Mrs. Cantine’s work 
for a Master of Arts degree in metalwork 
and jewelry.
The University of Iowa prohibits discrimination in 
employment, educational programs, and activities on the 
basis of race, national origin, color, creed, religion, sex, 
age, disability, veteran status, sexual orientation, gender 
identity, or associational preference. The University also 
affirms its commitment to providing equal opportunities 
and equal access to University facilities. For additional 
information contact the Office of Equal Opportunity and 
Diversity, 319-335-0705. 
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